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Abstract
To improve the stealthiness, and the efficiency of military aircraft, engineers moved
carried weapons from external hand points, to weapons bays. However, the flow inside
bays is turbulent, and characterised by strong broadband, and tonal noise. The open
bay flow leads to variability in the released store trajectory, excites the missile, and
bay structures, and reduces the aircraft stealthiness. This thesis aims to improve our
understanding of real weapon bay flow, and suggests a method for quantifying the store
trajectory variability.
The main spatio-temporal characteristics of cavity flows are described using
post-processing methods, like, SPL, OASPL, and wavelet transform. Also, the code
HMB3 is validated for simulation of cavity flows, comparing Scale Adaptive (SAS)
results with experiments. To further improve the understanding of the physics driving
this flow, a simple model is presented, and compared to experiments. The results are
promising, and the model is able to reproduce the cavity flow fluctuations both in space
and time.
To support measurements of the noise field around a cavity flow, beamforming
is applied to the CFD results. This method was able of capturing the main sources of
noise around the cavity, using a microphone array, and the mean flow to simulate the
propagation of acoustic waves. Also, recommendations for future use of this technique
are given.
Developments were carried out for this thesis, and for the first time, a CFD
code is reported to simulate the complete weapon bay operation, including door
operation, store release, and store aeroelasticity. The different parts of the code are
strongly coupled, and work together. Thanks to new capabilities of HMB3, this thesis
shows more insight on the physics behind realistic weapon bay operation. The flow
establishment during door opening is described, and appears to be important for store
design, only if the doors are moving very fast. Store releases are simulated, and
statistical analysis of the data is performed. A statistical metric was proposed to
identify the minimum number of simulations necessary for capturing the mean and
standard deviation of the trajectories. Using averaged, and filtered flow data, the
trajectory phases were identified and the role of the pressure field inside the cavity was
clarified. In addition, the aeroelasticity of the store was computed during carriage, door
opening, and release phases, showing small deformations that may lead to structural
fatigue. Thanks to the efficiency of the SAS method, a large number of simulations
were performed, and more than 1800 cavity travel times were simulated.
Simulation of the flow around a store in a supersonic flow, and at high attitude
is described in an appendix of the thesis. Like a cavity, this flow has complex features
that require advanced turbulence modelling to be simulated.
In addition, novel cavity flow controls are investigated, and described in a
restricted appendix of the thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
High-speed flows inside cavities are encountered in all vehicles, trains, cars, aircraft
etc. In aviation, the growing demand of stealth operation of unmanned and manned
combat aircraft, pushed engineers to move externally carried stores to weapon bays
like the ones found on the F-35 (Figure 1.1) and the B-52 (Figure 1.2c).
Cavity flows generate strong acoustic fields, comprising broadband and tonal
noise, called Rossiter modes[13]. The flow unsteadiness is the consequence of a
complex interaction between the turbulent shear layer spanning the weapon bay, and
reflected waves at the aft bay wall[14]. To date, studies on cavity flows focused on
idealised bays, commonly modelled as prismatic cavities. Nevertheless, actual aircraft
bays are more and more complex, as can be seen figures 1.2 and 1.3. The cavities are
sealed with doors (Figure 1.2a), include hydraulic lines (Figure 1.2d), structural ribs
(a) GBU-12 drop test[1] (b) GBU-32 Pitch down[2]
Figure 1.1: Store release from the F-35
1
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(a) Tupolev Tu-2 (1941)[3] (b) Boeing B-52 (1952)[4]
(c) Boeing B-52 (1952)[5] (d) General Dynamics F-111 (1964)[6]
(e) Rockwell B-1B (1974)[7]
(f) Lockheed Martin F-22 (1997)[8]
(g) Boeing X-32 (2000)[9]
Figure 1.2: Examples of weapon bays
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(a) Boeing X-45 (2002)[10] (b) Lockheed Martin F-35 (2006)[11]
(c) Lockheed Martin F-35 (2006)[12]
Figure 1.3: Examples of weapon bays
(Figure 1.2f), and store ejectors (Figure 1.2c). In addition, several stores are packed
in the bays (Figure 1.2e), leading to different flow conditions for each combination.
The F-35 weapon bay geometry is the most complex, being shallow and very different
from a prismatic shape (Figure 1.3c). The first step towards increasing the complexity
of the cavity geometry is to add the bay doors. The doors are known to modify the
cavity flow behaviour, while their effect, when dynamically moving, is not known.
The design of the weapon bays and of the stores may thus be improved by knowing
the actual transient flow fluctuations, and the duration of the cavity flow establishment
during door operation.
Once the doors are open, the resonant cavity flow may effect a store separation.
The store is subject to unsteady loads, driving its trajectory (Figure 1.4), and this
environment leads to store trajectory variability that may be difficult to predict. Unsafe
store releases from cavities were reported by the US Army, where a GBU-12 came
back to hit a B-52 tail[15]. Further releases showed substantial variability, but none of
them reproduced the accident. In addition, the cavity tones may excite the store and
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(a) Release of a GBU-12 from the weapon bay of a B-52 shows
a large pitch up shortly after release
(b) Snapshots of two different releases at nominally identical conditions. Top : drop 1; Bottom :
drop 2; Time progress from left to right
Figure 1.4: Examples of unsafe store trajectory [16]
aircraft structures, that may induce structural fatigue and failure.
To alleviate these drawbacks, researchers tested a broad range of passive and
active flow control devices with various levels of success. Nevertheless, few solutions
guarantee noise reduction, steady shear layer, and reduced vortex shedding from the
bay, which may impact downstream parts of the aircraft. To improve on the current
situation, the bay flow physics must first be understood to design better flow control
devices. Unfortunately, the prediction of the cavity tonal frequencies, and amplitudes
is still difficult without Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or experiments.
This complex engineering problem requires fast and accurate design and analysis
tools. Flight tests are accurate, but very expensive. Wind tunnel tests suffer from
scaling effects, and store release measurements are difficult. For simulations, this
multidisciplinary problem requires CFD, Computational Structural Dynamics (CSD),
Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA) and store flight mechanics. In addition, the cavity
flow is not deterministic and turbulence simulation instead of modelling [17] is the key
for accurate predictions. The main motivation of this work is to develop accurate and
fast methods for cavity flows that will lead to better understanding of its physics.
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1.1.1 Cavity Flow Physics - Fundamental Ideas
Cavity flows are categorised according to the flow topology. In closed cavities (Figure
1.5a), the flow-stream separates from the leading edge of the cavity, but does not have
enough energy to cross it. The flow attaches on the cavity ceiling, and separates further
downstream to attach at the trailing edge. This topology creates two strong vortices
located at the front, and at the aft of the cavity. In open cavities (Figure 1.5b), the free-
stream flow separates at the leading edge, and bridges the cavity, before impacting the
aft wall. This creates a large re-circulation inside the cavity. In between, transitional
flows occur. Plentovich et al. [18] experimentally determined the boundaries between
the different topology for subsonic and transonic flows. The boundaries depend on
the length to depth ratio L/D, the Mach number, and the width to depth ratio W/D, of
the cavity. Overall the L/D ratio which defines the boundary between transitional and
closed flow increases with the Mach number and the W/D ratio.
Separation point
Impingement point Separation point
Stagnation point
Dividing streamlines
(a) Closed flow
Seperation   
point
Dividing
streamline    
    Stagnation point   
(b) Open flow
Figure 1.5: Open and closed cavity flow configurations at subsonic speeds[19].
This section focuses on the physics of open cavity flows typically encountered
in fighter weapon bays at transonic speeds. The cavity acoustics is characterised by
strong broadband and tonal noise (Figure 1.6), and had been studied over the last 70
years using experiments, and more recently CFD. Plumblee et al. [20] were some of
the first researchers to propose a model for the generation of the cavity tones. They
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Figure 1.6: Experimental SPL at the aft wall of an ideal cavity [14].
suggested that the turbulence growing in the shear layer provided a broadband noise
source driving the cavity oscillations. The cavity response was to amplify small bands
of frequencies, depending on the geometry and conditions. For transonic to supersonic
speeds, the tones are not harmonic, and cannot be described by normal resonance
concepts[21].
Rossiter [13] proposed a different model based on an acoustic feedback loop.
Using shadowgraph images, he spotted vortices shed periodically from the front
lip of the cavity. The vortices were travelling along the cavity length at the shear
layer, generating acoustic waves when reaching the downstream wall. These acoustic
waves travel upstream and interact with the shear layer, resulting in shedding of new
vortices. He proposed a formula based on those observations for estimating the tonal
frequencies, that was further modified by Heller [22] according to:
fm =
U∞
L

 m−α
M∞
(
1+
(
γ−1
2
)
M2∞
)−1/2
+1/κν

 (1.1)
where fm is the frequency of mode m, U∞ is the free-stream velocity, M∞ is the free-
stream Mach number, L is the cavity length, α represents a phase shift between the
propagation of the vortices from the front lip, and the acoustic radiations from the
cavity aft wall, and κν is the convection velocity coefficient of the vortices at the shear
layer. α is a non dimensional number defined using Rossiter experiments that shown
that the cavity frequencies lied in a sequence of the form m−α . These empirical
constants have been tuned to fit experiments, and have the values α = 0.25 for a phase
shift of a quarter of a wavelength, and κν = 0.57 for vortices travelling at 57% of the
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free-stream velocity. This formula can be used to estimate the tonal frequencies for
Mach numbers between 0.4 to 1.4, but does not indicate if a mode is active or not.
In addition, further experiments at a wide range of Mach numbers [23, 22, 24] did not
confirm the vortex shedding, suggesting that this is not an important phenomenon at
all conditions. More recently, experimental data [14, 25] suggest that equation 1.1 can
be valid even if κν is different from the value found by Rossiter. As pointed out by
Rossiter, this model is “merely an attempt to give a simple explanation of what is
undoubtedly a highly complex motion” [13].
Tam et al. [21] improved a model developed by Bilanin et al. [26]. They con-
sidered an acoustic monopole radiating noise located downstream of the cavity. The
acoustic waves were travelling upstream along the shear layer, and were also reflected
by the cavity ceiling, and by the upstream wall. Using a “distributed receptivity”
model considering the shear layer thickness, the acoustics waves excited the shear
layer instability waves. Handa et al. [27] developed a model for the acoustic feedback
mechanism of deep cavity flows considering the superposition of two pressure waves.
One generated at the trailing edge of the cavity due to the shear layer impact on the aft
wall, and the other generated by acoustic reflections at the ceiling of the cavity. Both
models predicted the cavity tonal frequencies, but not their amplitudes. Only the model
of Alvarez et al. [28] predicted if cavity modes may exist, or not in a given cavity. They
considered the scattering process at the ends of the cavity, along with the propagation
of reflected waves for the central cavity region.
Thanks to improvements in measuring methods, data for cavity flows became
Figure 1.7: Joint time-frequency analysis of the pressure at front wall [29].
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(a) Dominant mode 1
(b) Dominant mode 3
Figure 1.8: Schlieren image of cavity shear layer[29].
more and more accurate. Using joint time-frequency methods [29], and high definition
shadowgraph [14], the understanding of the smaller cavity flow fluctuations was
improved. The amplitude of the cavity tones is not constant in time, and the dominant
tone may become quiet in favour of an other one. This is called mode switching (Figure
1.7), during which, the shape of the shear layer varies depending on the dominant tone
(Figure 1.8). In addition, the noise spectra showed a non linear quadratic interaction
between the tones, generating small peaks, of negligible amplitude compared to the
main tones [30]. Numerous reflected acoustic waves were also identified travelling back
and forth along the cavity length. Previous cavity flow models missed these unsteady
characteristics and the amplitude of the tones, showing that a part of the physics was
still missing.
Modelling ideal cavity flows is crucial for understanding the mechanisms driving
their unsteadiness, and to design new control methodologies. Nevertheless, actual
weapon bays have complex geometric features whose effects cannot be modelled
by the simple models described in this section. To understand the physics of those
real world cases, experimental or numerical investigations are required. In the
following sections, attempts to understand the weapon bay flow, door operation, store
aeroelasticity, and store release are presented. Then, different passive flow controls
methods employed for cavity flows are described.
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1.1.2 Weapon Bay Doors Opening - Literature Findings
During the store release process, the bay doors open and close, establishing a transient
flow behaviour. So far, researchers neglected the dynamics of the doors and focused
on cases with fixed doors.
Regarding the flow conditions, and the geometries used by researchers, fixed
doors held at 90 degrees on each side of an ideal cavity had different effects. Murray
et al. [31] experimentally tested doors at Mach number 1.50 on a cavity of L/D ratio
of 9. Adding the doors, the cavity modes become weaker, and the broadband noise
was dominant. Barakos et al. [17] simulated the M219 cavity [32] of L/D ratio of 7 at
a Mach number 0.85 using Detached Eddy Simulation (DES). In that case, the doors
resulted in a strong amplification of the second cavity mode, and to a slightly weaker
first mode, in agreement with experiments [32]. Sheta et al. [33] obtained the same
result with a Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) of a cavity of L/D ratio of 6
at Mach number 1.44. A half opened bay, with one door held at 90 degrees, and one
closed door was described by Murray et al. [31] and Sheta et al. [33]. Both obtained a
strong amplification of the cavity modes, due to the sheltered part of the cavity that
enhanced the acoustic feedback path. In addition, Murray found a dramatic decrease
of the broadband noise.
Sheta et al. [33] studied the effect of doors held at an angle of less than 90
degrees. This reduced the space available for the shear layer to move, and resulted
in a reduction of the fluctuations inside the cavity. On the other hand, Bacci et al. [34]
performed DDES simulations with doors held at 90 and 110 degrees. The cavity length
to depth ratio was 5.66 and the Mach number 0.85. In their case, the shear layer was
not influenced by the doors, and the flowfield fluctuations were unchanged.
The effect of the bay doors on store loads had been experimentally studied by
the end of the 80’ by Blair et al. [35]. The cavity length to depth ratio was 14 (closed
cavity flow), and the Mach number 2.65. The store loads were measured at different
vertical stations without doors, and with doors held at 45, 90, and 135 degrees. The
doors at 45 degrees reduced the opening area and the store loads, while the doors at
135 degrees had small effect. On the other hand, the doors at 90 degrees resulted in
significant increase of the store loads inside the cavity due to the doors containing high
pressure within the cavity. Flow visualisation, and unsteady pressure measurements
were missing to draw clear conclusions from this study.
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(a) F-35 weapon bay used by Kannepali et al. [36]
(b) Weapon bay geometry used by Casper et al. [37]
Figure 1.9: Geometry used to study fully and half open complex weapon bays.
Figure 1.10: RMS pressure along cavity ceiling for dynamically moving doors[33]
More complex geometries were investigated with static doors (Figure 1.9).
Kannepali et al. [36] performed Monotone Integrated Large Eddy Simulation (MILES)
of the F-35 weapon bay with doors at Mach 1.5 (Figure 1.9a). Panickar et al. [38]
worked on a similar geometry using wind tunnel experiments at Mach 0.75 and 1.5.
Both sets of results suggest a large amplification of the tones, and a reduction of the
broadband noise when closing one of the two doors. Similar door configurations
mounted in a complex cavity by Casper et al. [37], showed the same differences as
Panickar et al. [38] between fully and half open cavity (Figure 1.9b). This also agreed
with the result of Murray et al. [31] and Sheta et al. [33] on ideal cavities, and shows
that ideal cavities are good enough to capture essential physics due to the doors.
The influence of moving doors on the cavity flow has so far been researched by
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Sheta et al. [33] using CFD. The doors were opened between 5 to 35 degrees at Mach
1.44 over a prismatic cavity of length to depth ratio of 6. The doors were inserted in
the computational domain using the chimera technique. It was shown that the OASPL
level reached a peak at 30 degrees of door opening (Figure 1.10). Any description of
the flow topology was missing to understand the origin of this peak, and a longer CFD
signal was required to obtain the full opening.
Understanding the flow physics involved during door opening, may help
optimise the store release process, minimising the effect of the flow fluctuations on
the store, and supporting a safe, and stealthy store separation. Table 1.1 summarises
the different CFD door studies. However, no experiments are published for their
validation, as the geometric scaling makes a realistic opening difficult in wind tunnels.
Study Geometry L/D W/D Mach Method Door Opening
Blair et al. [35] (1989) Prism 14.0 3.1 2.65 Exp. Open 45, 90 and 135 deg
Barakos et al. [17] (2009) M219 5.0 1.0 0.85 DES Open 90deg
Kannepali et al. [36] (2011) Complex F-35 - - 1.50 MILES Open, half open
Murray et al. [31] (2012) Prism 9.0 2.0 1.50 Exp. Open, half open
Panickar et al. [38] (2013) Complex F-35 - - 0.75, 1.50 Exp. Open, half open
Bacci et al. [34] (2015) UCAV 1303 with M219 5.7 1.4 0.85 DDES (Fluent) Open 90, 135deg
Casper et al. [37] (2016) Prism and complex 7.0 3.5 0.80 Exp. Open, half open
Sheta et al. [33] (2017) Prism 6.0 2.0 1.44 DDES (Loci/CHEM) Open 45, 90 deg, half open, dynamic 5⇒ 35 degrees
Table 1.1: Summary of works on door effects on cavity flows.
1.1.3 Aeroelasticity of Store in Weapon Bays
As the bay doors begin to open, carried stores are subjected to unsteady loads that
may produce aeroelastic deformations. Flight tests were reported by Probst et al. [39]
using an SUU-41 POD mounted on a F-16 (Figures 1.11 and 1.12). The aircraft flew
at altitudes between 10.000 to 29.000 ft and Mach numbers were between 0.5 to 0.93.
The cavity was 1.02m long with an L/D ratio of 4. A store model, with canards and
fins was placed at different carriage positions inside the cavity. Kulite sensors were
mounted on the cavity walls to measure the pressure fluctuations. Accelerometers were
Figure 1.11: cavity with model store installed in wind tunnel [39]
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(a) SUU-41 pod mounted on the F-16 wing
(b) Cavity with the missile model at X/L=0.28
Figure 1.12: In flight setup used by Probst et al. [39].
also placed on the cavity ceiling and on the store model. Forces acting on the store were
measured with load cells. Pressure, forces, and acceleration signals were compared
in the frequency domain, showing how the store was responding to the cavity flow at
different positions. The store loads were noticeably influenced by the tonal fluctuations
with strong peaks at the second and third cavity flow modes. The missile accelerations
resulted in strong peaks at cavity modes. However, the store mounting structure for
each store position was different, and was driving the structural characteristics of the
system. In addition, the loads signals were polluted by the structural vibration leading
to uncertainty in the obtained data.
Wagner et al. [40] performed wind tunnel experiments with two different stores.
A first store was represented by a cylinder held on two supporting rods. The second was
a tunable natural frequency store with a nose and a tail [41]. Experiments conducted
at transonic and supersonic Mach numbers showed store acceleration peaks both at
its natural structural frequencies, and at cavity modes. Near mode matching, the
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store response was variable with the store vibrations decreasing by a factor of two
for a variation of cavity tone frequencies of about 1%. Switching to a complex cavity
geometry increased the span-wise vibrations due to further asymmetries in the cavity
flow [42]. Nevertheless, this experiment is limited to low Reynolds Numbers compared
to in flight conditions, and the scaled structures may not be representative of actual full
size stores. Furthermore, scaled structures may not reproduce instability phenomena
encountered at full scale.
This is where the versatility of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can aid
the analysis of stores in full size weapon bays. CFD and Computational Structural
Dynamics (CSD) can be loosely coupled if the deformations of the surfaces are
assumed to be small enough to keep a rigid CFD grid. Arunajatesan et al. [43]
employed this technique for a generic finned store in a cavity of L/D 4.5 at Mach
0.6. Maximum surface displacements of 0.025mm were seen, that were small enough
to use this method. Nevertheless, store deformations of the order of few millimeters
are seen in flight, that could not be simulated with their technique.
For better accuracy, a strong fluid/structure interaction method was used by
Babu et al. [44] transferring the loads from CFD to CSD grids, and sending back the
deflections to the CFD grid. This method takes into account the flow and structural
history. This work employed Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS) [45] for a cavity of
L/D 7 at Mach 0.85. With this method, Babu computed the deformations of the fins
for a full size store, for different vertical positions from the cavity ceiling. Fin tip
displacements, up to 2.5 mm were found for the store placed at the shear layer. The
fins were mainly excited at the structural frequencies which were much higher than the
cavity modal frequencies. Nevertheless, the missile body aeroelasticity also has to be
added to show its influence on the fins deformations.
Table 1.2 summarises the aeroelastic cases found in the literature. There is only
two CFD studies of this problem, and further work is required to obtain a model fully
representative of the experiments, including both the body and the fins deformations.
1.1.4 Store Releases from Weapon Bays
Experimental Works
The unsteady flow around a weapon bay affects the loads on the released stores, and
leads to store trajectory variability. To guarantee the clearance of a store for weapon
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Study
Cavity
length (m)
L/D Store Position Mach Method
Arunajatesan et al. [43] (2013) 0.46 4.5 Carriage 0.6 Sigma CFD - Loosely coupled CSD
Wagner et al. [40] (2015) 0.13 3.3 Shear layer 0.59, 2.47 Exp., ideal cavity
Babu et al. [44] (2016) 3.33 7.0 Carriage, Shear layer, Outside 0.85 DES S-A - Strongly coupled CSD
Wagner et al. [41] (2016) 0.21 7.0 Shear layer 0.58, 1.47 Exp., ideal cavity
Casper et al. [42] (2017) 0.21 7.0 Shear layer 0.58, 0.87 Exp., ideal and complex cavities
Probst et al. [39] (2017) 1.02 4.0 Carriage 0.50, 0.93 Flight test
Table 1.2: Summary of works about aeroelasticity on store in cavity.
(a) B-1B general configuration
(b) Carriage system
Figure 1.13: Flight test geometry [46] of B-1B store release
bays release, the statistics of the trajectories have to be known. With the need of
validation for computational techniques, the Institute of High Performance Computing
Application to Air Armament (IHAAA) worked with the Air Force Seek Eagle Office
(AFSEO) to perform flight test of GBU-38 release from the B-1B weapon bays [46].
This project was also in collaboration with the Naval Air System Command (NAVAIR),
and the Air Force AEDC to demonstrate and validate computational tools to simulate
time-accurate store release trajectories from weapon bays.
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(a) Image from digital camera
(b) Comparison of telemetry, photogrammetrics, and simulations trajectories.
Figure 1.14: Flight test results [46] for B-1B store release
The B-1B is a bomber equipped with three weapon bays placed along the
fuselage (Figure 1.13a). The experiments were performed with six GBU-38 carried
inside the third cavity, with the two forward bays closed. Six stores were packed
in the cavity and all were released one after the other (Figure 1.13b). Twelve high
speed video cameras were placed around the cavity to generate photogrammetry
data of the trajectories (Figure 1.14a). On-board computers recorded the flight
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conditions including Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack. Additionally,
the stores were equipped with a telemetry kit recording accelerations, rate gyro
components, and temperature. A total of eighteen stores were released during the
test campaign. The results showed the same trends between the trajectories obtained
from photogrammetry, and accelerometers (Figure 1.14b). Nevertheless, discrepancies
appeared due to problems with the camera position, orientation and lens distortion.
Besides, noise polluted the telemetry system and biased the obtained trajectories. This
project included CFD simulations to compare with the flight data. All attempts to
simulate this case [47, 48, 49] have showed that the cavity flow effect was negligible, and
the trajectories were repeatable in time. This may be due to a spoiler at the leading
edge of the cavity that was deflecting disturbances away from the opening. This case
is not suitable as validation for the present work, for few reasons. First, the weapon
bay aerodynamics is influenced by the engine intake on either sides, and complex
features included in the cavity. Consequently, the simulation of this case requires the
complete aircraft geometry that is not openly available. Furthermore the contribution
of the ejector to the initial motion was measured with large errors [48]. In addition,
only two trajectories were published, and the trajectory variability was not assessed.
Although effective, this case shows that flight test outcomes can be limited compared
to the invested cost and effort.
Wind tunnel tests are an alternative, and are also important for CFD validation.
(a) Cavity installed in the wind tunnel (b) Schematic of the cap-
tive trajectory system
Figure 1.15: CTS experiments [50]
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Some of the available data is described in the following paragraphs. Experimental
store releases from weapon bays were carried out between 1997 and 1998 at the Arnold
Engineering Development Center (AEDC) [50]. Transonic, and low supersonic tests at
Mach number 0.95 and 1.20 were performed in a closed circuit wind tunnel, with a
square test section of 1.21m and 3.81m long. Ideal cavities 0.46m long, 0.10m width,
and of L/D 9.0 and 4.5 were installed on a flat plate of 1.19m long (Figure 1.15a). The
employed store was an AIM-9L one-tenth of full scale model, and was moved by a
captive trajectory system (CTS) (Figure 1.15b). The store had five degrees of freedom
with the rolling angle disabled. Aerodynamic loads on the store were measured with
a small six-components internal strain-gage balance. After an ejector stroke, the store
was released with a full size translational downward velocity of 9.14m/s, and a pitch,
nose-down velocity of 57deg/s. The store was moved feeding a six degree of freedom
(6DoF) flight mechanics model with averaged forces. The CTS system worked with
a move-pause sequence, so the dynamics of the store/shear layer interaction was not
well captured. Nevertheless, this is the best and closest case to the current study to
validate CFD code.
Boeing performed wind tunnel tests for the Airframe Integration of Modern
Stores (AIMS) program in 2006 [51]. A one-tenth of a full-scale Mk-82 JDAM store
was released from a generic X-45 bay inserted in a flat plate. The High Frequency
Excitation (HiFEX) bay was 0.43m long, 0.07m wide, and the length to depth ratio
was 7.2. The cavity was installed in a 1.22m square section, at 0.45m from the bottom
wall. The store length was 0.3m, its weight 234g, its pitch and yaw moments were
1.69g.m2, and its roll moment was 0.05g.m2. The store was free to move during the
release, and the trajectory was captured on video. The wind tunnel Mach number was
0.8, but there is uncertainty on the experimental conditions as the flowfield was not
measured around the cavity. Furthermore, wall blowing was used to prevent the flow
from become sonic, but the blowing flow rate was not measured. The results indicated
very large variability, and two stores hit the cavity model. Nevertheless, the uncertainty
on the experimental conditions, and the very small store inertia due to scaling, exclude
this case from being used for CFD validation.
Murray et al. [52] carried out wind tunnel releases of a 1/15th GBU-38 store at
Mach number 1.49. The trajectory of the store was measured using Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) applied to high speed camera images (Figure 1.16). The pressure
fluctuations were measured in the cavity, and were compared with the trajectories to
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Figure 1.16: Instantaneous schlieren image of GBU-38 at carriage[52]
identify any phase relationship. Five drops were presented, two with a high ejection
force, and three with a low ejection force, respectively resulting in residence times in
the shear layer of 2ms, and 5ms. The store was mass scaled and weighed 48g. Large
pitch angle variability was shown, and the phase relationship between the store release
and the pressure oscillation in the cavity was different for each test. This case missed
the span-wise displacement, the roll, and yaw angle to give the complete description
of the trajectories.
More recently, experiments were conducted by Flora et al. [53] and Merrick
et al. [54] at supersonic speeds. The tests were conducted in a variable density blow-
down tunnel with a test section of 0.06m2 and 0.41m long. The cavity placed on the
ceiling was 0.17m long, and the ratio L/D was 4.5. Simple spheres and an Mk-82
store made of water ice were released without ejection stroke to maximise the cavity
flow effect. The spheres weighted 6.9g and were of a diameter of 2.4cm. The Mach
numbers were 2.9 and 2.2, and the total pressure was fixed to different values between
1 and 20 psia. The total pressure was determined to scale the store weight to fit in flight
conditions. The store material density was equivalent to titanium for the smaller total
pressure, and was equivalent to rubber, pine and balsa increasing the total pressure. At
Mach 2.9[53], the shear layer lifted the sphere that was not able to cross it, hitting the
cavity aft wall. Small and large spoiler placed at the cavity leading edge, thickened the
shear layer, and made possible for the sphere to safely clear the cavity at 4 psia. At the
same conditions the Mk-82 store was pitching up while interacting with the shear layer,
and was not cleared. Adding the spoiler, the pitch up motion reduced, and the store
was able to clear. At Mach 2.2 [54], the sphere was dropped 8 times at 1 psia, showing
large trajectory variability, and hit the cavity most of the times. Increasing the total
pressure to 3.5 psia was equivalent to decreasing sphere mass, and the re-circulation
inside the cavity was stronger, pushing the store upstream. This is the best existing case
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Study Bay Geometry, Length Store Mach Method
Available
Components
Release Measurements
Dix et al. [50] (2000) Prism L/D 4.5, 4.57m AIM-9L, 88kg 0.95 Wind tunnel, CTS 9 traj. x,y,z,θ ,ψ Position, velocity, acceleration from CTS
Cary et al. [51] (2006) Prism L/D 7.2, 0.43m Mk-82 JDAM, 234g 0.80 Wind tunnel, FR 5 traj. x,y,z,φ ,θ ,ψ High speed camera
Atkins et al. [46] (2008) Complex B-1B, 5.49m GBU-38, 250kg 0.88 Flight test, FR 2 traj. x,y,z,φ ,θ ,ψ
12 high speed cameras, flight conditions,
telemetry (accelerations, rate gyro).
Murray et al. [52] (2009) Prism L/D 6.0, 0.37m GBU-38, 48g 1.49 Wind tunnel, FR 5 traj. x,z,θ High speed camera, Kulite transducer
Flora et al. [53] (2014) Prism L/D 4.5, 0.17m Mk-82, Sphere, 6.9g 2.90 Wind tunnel, FR 5 traj. x,z High speed camera
Merrick et al. [54] (2016) Prism L/D 4.5, 0.17m Sphere, 6.9g 2.22 Wind tunnel, FR 10 traj. x,z High speed camera
CTS: Captive Trajectory System, FR: Free Release
Table 1.3: Summary of experimental store release studies
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to validate a CFD code for store trajectory variability in supersonic flow. However, the
flow conditions and the store aspect ratio are too far from the thesis assumptions.
Computational works
CFD studies of store releases appeared in the last ten years using more or less accurate
methods. The two most used approaches are the grid method, and the time accurate
simulation [55].
The grid method consists in measuring the time averaged loads on the store
at different positions and attitudes by means of wind tunnel testing or CFD. This
database is used to build the grid of aerodynamic influence. Then the trajectory is
computed feeding a 6DoF model with loads interpolated from the grid of aerodynamic
influence. This approach is very fast as the initial conditions can be easily changed,
and the measurements have to be done once. First attempts tried to simplify the
problem by reducing the need of CFD simulations. For example, Johnson et al. [56]
developed a low fidelity model to obtain the forces and the moments on the store
using Minimum Domain CFD (MDCFD). First, the steady flowfield around a F/A-
22 aircraft was computed without the store. Then, a near field domain was defined,
containing a Miniature Munition Technology Demonstrator (MMTD) store, and a
portion of the aircraft. The unsteady flow was resolved in the near field domain,
and its boundaries were interpolated from the aircraft steady flowfield. The grid was
computed for different store positions averaging the unsteady flowfield. In comparison
to experiments, the translations were well captured, but the orientations were not
correctly predicted due to the averaging of the pressure fluctuations. An other attempt
to apply the grid method by Smith et al. [57] for the release of a Small Smart Bomb
(SSB) from a Boeing X-45A lead to similar results.
Finney [55] compared the grid method with the Navy Internal Carriage and
Separation (NICS) experimental data. During the experiments, a Mk-82 store was
held at different positions around a cavity to measure the loads. The comparison of the
experiments with steady RANS Spalart-Allmaras computations showed large loads
discrepancies, as the solution did not converge well due to the steady state assumption
that was not realistic. The grid method was fed with the steady CFD loads to reproduce
the trajectories performed with the captive trajectory system (CTS). The experimental
trajectories felt within the standard deviation bound of the CFD trajectories for some
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position and attitude components. However, significant discrepancies were visible, for
the span-wise displacement and the roll angle.
This method was also used by Davis et al. [16] to study the separation of a
GBU-38 from the HiFEX cavity at Mach 0.8. The grid of influence was built at
the cavity mid-span using CFD computations, and a 3DoF was used ignoring span-
wise displacements. The results showed significant discrepancies, but similar trends
compared to time accurate trajectory simulations. The grid method could be used
as a rough estimate of the trajectory, but is not accurate enough for store clearance
certification that must account for cavity flow fluctuations, and their flow interactions
with the store.
The time accurate method coupled CFD with 6DoF. At each timestep, the
loads were integrated from the CFD flow. Then a 6DoF method computed the store
displacements and attitudes using the CFD loads. Finally, the displacements were
applied to the CFD grid to compute the next timestep. Davis et al. [16] simulated the
release of the GBU-38 from the HiFEX cavity at Mach 0.80. CFD was performed
using SST k−ω turbulence model on an unstructured overlapping grid using the
USM3D code from NASA. Three releases with large variability agreed with wind
tunnel observations (Figure 1.17). None of the released stores were back inside the
cavity as seen during the experiments. Further releases were simulated with variation
of the ejection speed, store mass, store inertia, and flow velocity. Nevertheless, more
simulations were required to build a statistical parametric study.
The Beggar CFD code of the Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office (AFSEO) was
first employed by Johnson et al. [58] to simulate the release of a Smart Small Bomb
Figure 1.17: Vertical and roll angle variability [16]
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from the bay of an F-111 aircraft. Simulations performed at Mach 0.80 and 0.95 were
performed using second order spacial discretisation and first order time integration of
Euler’s equations. The CFD results matched wind tunnel and flight test experiments
for the vertical and axial positions. On the other hand, the span-wise translation, and
the store attitudes showed large discrepancies between CFD and experiments. This
may be due to the Euler equations for the flowfield which is not suitable for cavity
flows [59].
Lee et al. [60] and Crowe et al. [61] used Beggar to simulate store release from
the F-35. The geometry included the complete aircraft fuselage, the bay doors, and
the complex F-35 weapon bay (Figure 1.18). The computations were performed using
overlapping grids with DES with the Baldwin-Lomax model. GBU-12 and GBU-32
stores were released at a simulated altitude of 15000ft and at free-streamMach number
of 0.80. Overall, the simulated trajectories had similar trends compared to the wind
tunnel tests. The release of the GBU-12 was repeated once and showed variability, but
more simulations were required to build an understanding of how stores are released
from complex cavity.
Figure 1.18: Comparison of GBU-12 trajectory between CFD and wind tunnel [60]
A CFD code used by Kim et al. [62] was also used to simulate releases using the
k−ω SST and DES models. The CFD was compared to the AEDC wind tunnel test
described above. An AIM-9L store was released from an ideal cavity at Mach 0.95
using chimera grids. Four drops at different time instances showed small trajectory
variability due to changes in the store loads. The same drops were repeated four
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(a) No Blowing (b) Active Blowing
Figure 1.19: Trajectory variability with and without blowing at front wall [62]
times with a steady blowing at the leading lip of the cavity that appeared to reduce
the variability (Figure 1.19) due to a reduction of the flowfield fluctuations. As the
previous studies, this case requires more releases to define the trajectory envelope and
estimate an average trajectory, in order to statically assess the active control effect.
The CFD code OVERFLOW developed by NASA was also used to simulate
store releases using structured chimera grids and 6DoF. Westmoreland [63] was the first
to use this method to compute the release of a GBU-38 store from an ideal cavity of L/D
4.5. The Mach number was 0.95, and the store was released at four different instances
in time, with and without stroke. The trajectories suggested large variability without
stroke, and the fins hit the cavity walls for two cases. This was due to large yawing
angles up to 12 degrees inside the cavity. Adding the stroke reduced the variability,
and all the releases were successful. This is the first study showing that cavity flow
fluctuations alter the store trajectories. Nevertheless, the study lacks depth, and the
computations were not enough to understand the cause of the variability due to the
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rich spectral content of the load signals.
[64] also used this code for 2D simulations, and failed to represent the 3D
variability. Flora et al. [53] and Merrick et al. [54] used their supersonic experiments
described above to validate OVERFLOW. The computations were performed using the
SST-DDES turbulence model. Overall, the code captured the trend of the trajectories
varying the total pressure. However, the simulated trajectories did not capture the
upstream motion of the sphere at the early stage of the release. This suggests that the
CFD underestimated the re-circulation inside the cavity. This code did not prove to be
able to capture the trajectory variability for this case, as every experimental condition
was computed only once.
More recently, a CFD code was used by Yan et al. [65] to perform the release of
the AGARD store from the M219 cavity. The Mach number was 1.35, and the SST-
IDDES turbulence model was employed. Due to the cost of IDDES, only one release
was computed. In addition, the store was very large, heavy, and was ejected with a
force much larger than the aerodynamics forces. That work should have considered
multiple releases of a smaller and lighter store more likely to be influenced by the
cavity flow. Due to the large size of the store, the cavity flow feedback loop was
disrupted while the store was crossing the shear layer.
Study Bay Geometry Store Mach Turbulence model Code Method
Johnson et al. [56] (2004) Complex F/A-22 MMTD 0.90, 1.30 - - GM
Johnson et al. [58] (2004) Complex F-111 SSB 0.80, 0.95 Euler Beggar TA
Smith et al. [57] (2006) Complex BX-45A SSB 0.80 - - GM
Lee et al. [47] (2008) Complex B-1B GBU-38 0.88 DES S-A Beggar TA and GM
Sickles et al. [48] (2008) Complex B-1B GBU-38 0.88 DES SST NXAIR TA and GM
Spinetti et al. [49] (2008) Complex B-1B GBU-38 0.88 DES S-A Beggar TA
Wastmoreland [63] (2009) Prism L/D 4.5 GBU-38 0.95 - Overflow TA
Davis et al. [16] (2009) Prism L/D 7.0 and 8.0 Mk-82, GBU-38 0.80 SST k−ω , RANS USM3D TA and GM
Finney [55] (2010) Prism L/D 4.5 Mk-82 0.85 Steady S-A TetrUSS GM
Lee et al. [60] (2010) Complex F-35B GBU-12, GBU-32 0.80 Baldwin-Lomax model Beggar TA
Crowe et al. [61] (2010) Complex F-35B GBU-12 0.80 S-A DES Beggar TA
Kraft et al. [64] (2011) Rectangular L/D 4.5 GBU-38 0.95 SST-DDES Overflow TA
Flora et al. [53] (2014) Prism L/D 4.5 Mk-82, Sphere 2.90 SST-DDES Overflow TA
Kim et al. [62] (2015) Prism L/D 4.5 AIM-9L 0.95 k-ω SST-DES - TA
Merrick et al. [54] (2016) Prism L/D 4.5 Sphere 2.22 SST-DDES Overflow TA
Yan et al. [65] (2017) Prism L/D 7.0 AGARD 1.35 SST-IDDES - TA
TA: Time Accurate - GM: Grid Method
Table 1.4: Summary of numerical store release studies
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There are more and more numerical tools available, capable to simulate store
releases as shown table 1.4. However, due to the cost of DES and LES required for
cavity flow simulations, a very small amount of data was produced, and the physics that
drive the store trajectory is still to be understood. For example the simulation of the
GBU-32 release from the B-1B by Sickles et al. [48] took 33 days for a single release.
As shown by Babu et al. [66] Scale-Adaptive Simulations (SAS) [45] can reduce this
time almost by an order of magnitude, and resolve well the cavity flow. This means that
practical calculations of store releases are in reach with current computer technology.
The only way to go further, is to perform a statistical study simulating a large number
of releases to understand which flow structures drive variability. The knowledge to be
gained on these releases may help design future cavity bays with flow control.
1.1.5 Cavity Flow Control
Since the problems arising from cavity flows were first observed, efforts were put
forward to mitigate them. Despite more than 70 years of work, the problem is not
trivial, and cavity flow control remains an active research area. The ideal control
method has to weaken both the tonal and the broadband noise for better stealth. In
addition, the shear layer has to be steady for safer store release, and shedding of vortical
structures away from the cavity must be reduced and not impact aircraft structures.
Cavity flow control methods were categorised by Cattafesta III et al. [67] as passive
and active class (Figure 1.20). Active control methods use actuators altering the flow,
in open, or closed loop. A summary of previous studies on active flow control can
be found in the work by Cattafesta III et al. [67] and Rowley et al. [68]. The present
survey focuses on passive flow control, involving the modification of the geometry, or
the addition of static devices to alter the cavity flow.
One of the most effective passive control methods is the modification of the
cavity aft wall by rounding [69, 70], or slanting [71, 72, 17]. This leads to significant
noise reduction, of the order of 10 dB as measured on the M219 cavity[32], and to
less radiated noise[73, 74]. Also both broadband, and tonal noise was reduced. The
main effect of a slanted wall is to direct the reflected acoustic waves out of the cavity,
breaking the feedback loop driving the oscillations [75]. In addition, a slanted wall
alleviates the impact of the shear layer on the aft wall, and reduces the amplitude of
the radiated pressure waves[24]. Malhotra et al. [76] tried to vertically offset the aft wall
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Figure 1.20: Classification of flow control types[68]
to reduce the effect of the shear layer impact on the cavity. Three offsets between 0 and
10% of the cavity depth were tested at Mach 1.71, and a reduction of the broadband
and tonal noise was reported. Nevertheless, more cavity tones were present.
Roberts et al. [77] modified the front and aft walls of a prismatic cavity adding
perforated plates coupled with a backing volume. The experiments were carried out
at transonic speeds with six different perforated arrays at the front and aft of the
cavity. Each array was characterised by an absorption coefficient depending on each
frequency. Using a single array was very effective in weakening the dominant tone by
14 dB. However, a small frequency band was influenced, and the OASPL decreased
by only 2dB. Using two arrays at the front and the aft of the cavity, single peaks were
further damped, and the broadband noise slightly decreased outside the bandwidth of
the selected arrays. The main drawback of this solution is that only a small frequency
band can be controlled, and bay tones vary within the flight envelope.
Multiple spoilers were also extensively studied by researchers, including flat-
top [79, 72, 80, 81], saw-tooth [71, 75, 82, 73, 83, 84, 85], and square-tooth designs [78] (Figure
1.21). Overall, this solution was as effective as slanting the aft wall, on the aft part of
the cavity. The shear layer was lifted, reducing the generated noise when impacting
the aft wall, and the tones shifted to higher frequencies[32]. On the other hand,
milder effects were reported for the front of the cavity using spoilers. Saddington
et al. [78] performed experimental comparisons between flat-top, saw-tooth, square
tooth spoilers, and a leading edge wedge for transonic cavities. All spoilers lead to
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similar OASPL reduction of about 8dB, with a slightly better result for the square
tooth design.
In a similar way, transverse rods were placed at the leading edge of the cavities
to modify the behaviour of the shear layer as it bridges the bay [87, 80, 86, 81, 90].
This solution was slightly less effective than slanting the wall of the M219 cavity
[32, 73], and more effective than the saw-tooth spoiler. Overall, the noise reduction
increases with the rod diameter as measured by Smith et al. [88]. As for the saw-
tooth spoilers, they lift the shear layer helping to reduce the noise generated at aft
wall. Furthermore, the vortex shedding downstream a rod is believed to energise the
shear layer. Consequently, it is less likely to breakdown, and bridges the cavity more
easily[89].
Spoilers and rods contribute a drag component, and lead to shedding more
vortices downstream the cavity. Perforated plates are very effective in reducing single
tones, but at limited flight conditions. The modification of the aft wall geometry by
slanting or rounding is the most effective solution to date. Nevertheless, after OASPL
reductions by 10dB, the noise levels remain large for all cases listed in table 1.5, and
further work is needed for quieter bays.
(a) Flat-top spoiler (b) Saw-tooth spoiler
(c) Square-tooth spoiler (d) Leading edge wedge
Figure 1.21: Spoiler tested by Saddington et al. [78]
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Study L/D W/D Mach Method Device
Aft Wall Modifications
Shaw et al. (1988) [71] 6.8, 10.3 - 0.70 – 2.00 Exp. Slanted wall
Baysal et al. (1994) [72] 4.5 2D 0.95 URANS/Mod B–L Slanted wall
Zhang et al. (1998) [69] 3.0 2D 1.50 URANS/k-ω Slanted, rounded wall
Nightingale et al. (2005) [32] 5.0, 10.0 1.0 0.85 Exp. Slanted wall
Lawson et al. (2009) [73, 17] 5.0 1.0 0.85 DES/S–A Slanted wall
Roberts et al. (2012) [77] 5.0 1.3 0.90 Exp. Perforated plate with backing volume
Das et al. (2016) [70] 3.6 2.0 0.90 Exp., k-ω SST Slanted, rounded wall
Malhotra et al. (2016) [76] 2.0, 3.0 - 1.71 Exp. Wall vertical offset
Inflow Spoilers
Rossiter et al. (1963) [79] - - 0.30 – 2.00 Exp. Flat-top
Shaw et al. (1988) [71] 6.8, 10.3 - 0.70 – 2.00 Exp. Saw-tooth
Baysal et al. (1994) [72] 4.5 2D 0.95 URANS/Mod B–L Flat-top
Ukeiley et al. (2004) [80] 5.6, 9.0 2.0 0.60, 0.75 Exp. Flat-top
Nightingale et al. (2005) [32] 5.0, 10.0 1.0 0.85 Exp. Saw-tooth
Schmit et al. (2005) [86] 5.0 1.0 0.85, 1.19 Exp. Saw-tooth
Ashworth (2008) [82] 5.0 1.0 0.85 DES/S–A Saw-tooth
Levasseur et al. (2008) [81] 5.0 1.0 0.85 LES/SMAG Flat-top
Lawson et al. (2009) [73] 5.0 1.0 0.85 DES/S–A Flat-top & saw-tooth
Flora et al. (2014) [53] 4.5 1.0 2.90 Exp. Saw-tooth
Saddington et al. (2016) [78] 5.0 2.0 0.71 Exp. Flat-top & saw-tooth & square-tooth
Duben et al. (2017) [83] 7.1 1.8 0.80 DES Flat-top & saw-tooth with venting
Abdrashitov et al. (2017) [84] 7.0 - 0.75 DDES, Exp. Saw-tooth with venting
Luo et al. (2017) [85] Complex cavity 1.5 IDDES Saw-tooth
Inflow Rods
Arunajatesan et al. (2002) [87] 5.6 2D, 1.0 0.60 HYB/k-ε Rod
Smith et al. (2002) [88] 4.8 1.9 0.90 Exp. ”
Ukeiley et al. (2004) [80] 5.6, 9.0 2.0 0.60, 0.75 Exp. ”
Nightingale et al. (2005) [32] 5.0, 10.0 1.0 0.85 Exp. ”
Schmit et al. (2005) [86] 5.0 1.0 0.85, 1.19 Exp. ”
Comte et al. (2008) [89] 0.4 0.4 0.80 LES ”
Levasseur et al. (2008) [81] 5.0 1.0 0.85 LES/SMAG ”
Lawson et al. (2009) [73] 5.0 1.0 0.85 DES/S–A ”
Omer et al. (2015) [90] 1.0 1.0 0.45 Exp., DES Rod placed at multiple locations
Table 1.5: Summary of passive flow control studies of cavity flows.
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1.2 Thesis Objectives
In light of the literature survey, the fundamental mechanism of cavity flow still
needs investigation before tackling real-world designs. This project aims for a better
understanding of the mechanisms driving real weapon bay flows.
• The first objective is to develop a better understanding of the fundamental
physics behind cavity flows using a simple model.
• Then, the project aims to find a way to apply the beamforming method to localise
the sources of noise around a cavity flow, with a limited number of probes. This
makes it possible for researchers to measure the noise level far from the cavity,
without intrusive techniques.
• In terms of applied research, this thesis pursues the development of a numerical
framework, that could compute the complete weapon bay operation, within a
short time for engineering applications.
• The transient flowfield is described during the door opening, and for fixed doors,
to determine if doors have to be taken into account for bay design.
• Aeroelastic simulations are performed to quantify the store deformations during
the weapon bay operation. This aims to identify fatigue issues that may arise
from the pressure fluctuations, and to determine the relationship between the
pressure field and the store deformations.
• Store releases are performed from carriage position in order to develop a better
understanding of the physics involved in terms of statistics, and store trajectory
variability. This also aims to understand the aeroelasticity, doors, and store
properties effects on the releases.
• Finally, this thesis shows novel cavity flow control methods, in order to reach
lower noise levels than a cavity with slanted cavity wall.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organised as follows:
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Chapter 1 presents the motivation behind the current work, a literature review,
and the objectives of the study.
Chapter 2 presents background information of the study, and includes the
governing equations of the flow, the turbulence models, and the CFD solver. The
post-processing of the CFD data is also described.
Chapter 3 validates SAS using the M219 cavity experiments. Grid convergence,
and the ability of SAS to capture the differences between different cavity config-
urations are also presented. The flow fluctuations are validated using the wavelet
transform method.
Chapter 4 describes the beamforming technique applied to CFD results for the
M219 cavity. Multiple microphone arrays are tested at different positions, and of
different shapes, and density. Furthermore, recommendations are given regarding noise
propagation model.
Chapter 5 presents a cavity flow model based on a standing wave resonator,
influenced by the shear layer turbulence. Comparisons of the modelled unsteady
pressure field with the M219 experiments are presented. Novel ideas and insight on
the tone generation mechanism are drawn from the obtained results.
Chapter 6 presents the cases used for the numerical study of the weapon bay
flow. Theses include a prismatic weapon bay, doors, and a finned store.
Chapter 7 presents the coupled aeroelastic method, and the simulations of elastic
store within weapon bays. The store is held at carriage and at shear layer, and the
relationship between the store deformations, and the cavity flow is established.
Chapter 8 presents CFD simulations of cavities with door opening. Static doors
configurations are computed for different door angles, and are compared in terms of
flowfield, noise, and loads between each other. Then, three door opening speeds are
tested, and the transient flow is detailed. The effect of a store at carriage on the cavity
flow establishment is also presented. Additionally, the elastic deformations of the store
during door opening are compared to static cases.
Chapter 9 shows the use of SAS to study store trajectory variability for releases
from weapon bays. A statistical metric is proposed to identify the minimum number
of simulations necessary to capture the mean and standard deviation of the trajectories.
Using averaged flow data, the trajectory phases are identified and the role of the
pressure field inside the cavity is clarified. Then, filtering the simulation results, reveals
the physics behind the trajectory variability. Furthermore, the aeroelastic effects on the
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release are statistically measured.
The last chapter “Chapter 10” summarises the findings in terms of fundamental,
and applied knowledge gained on transonic cavity flows. Directions for future work
are also given.
Appendix A discuses the CFD results for the external aerodynamics of an
isolated store at supersonic speed. Mesh convergence, and the turbulence models
effects are presented.
Appendix B presents the use of POD for reconstructing the velocity variables.
An example test case is provided.
Appendix C shows the codes used for beamforming, and cavity flow modelling.
A restricted appendix D concerns cavity flow control, and interested readers
should contact the thesis supervisor Prof. George Barakos (george.barakos@glasgow.ac.uk)
Figure 1.22 summarises all the computations made to validate and simulate the
weapon bay operation, with the corresponding chapter in the thesis. This does not
includes the cavity flow control, and the isolated store.
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Figure 1.22: Summary of the computations performed to simulate the weapon bay operation.
Chapter 2
Mathematical Models and CFD
Methods
This chapter presents the employed simulation tools, and post-processing techniques
used for this project. First, the Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB3) flow solver developed
at the University of Glasgow is presented including the governing equations, and
the description of turbulence models. Then, the methods of data analysis and post-
processing methods are described.
2.1 CFD Method
The HMB [91, 92, 93] is used as the CFD solver for the present work. It solves the
Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations in integral form
using the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation, first proposed by Hirt
et al. [94], for the time-dependent domains with moving boundaries:
d
dt
∫
V (t)
WdV +
∫
∂V (t)
(Gi (W)−Gv (W))ndS= Ssource, (2.1)
where V (t) is the time dependent control volume, ∂V (t) its boundary,W is the vector
of conserved variables [ρ,ρu,ρv,ρw,ρE]T, where the variables ρ,u,v,w,P and E have
their usual meaning of density, three components of velocity, pressure, and total energy,
respectively. Gi and Gv are the inviscid and viscous fluxes, including the effects of the
time dependent domain, and n is the outward pointing unit normal vector.
The Navier-Stokes equations are discretised using a cell-centred finite volume
approach on a multi-block grid. The spatial discretisation of these equations leads to a
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set of ordinary differential equations in time,
d
dt
(Wi, j,k Vi, j,k) =−Ri, j,k(Wi, j,k), (2.2)
where i, j,k represent spatial components, R is the flux residual vectors, and V is
the volume of the cell. To evaluate the convective fluxes, Osher’s [95] approximate
Riemann solver is used for the present computations, while the viscous terms are
discretised using a second order central differencing spatial discretisation. The
Monotone Upstream-centred Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) developed
by van Leer [96] is used to provide second order accuracy in space. HMB uses the
alternative form of the van Albada limiter [97] activated in regions where large gradients
are encountered, mainly due to shock waves, avoiding the non-physical spurious
oscillations. An implicit, dual-time stepping method is employed to performed the
temporal integration [93]. The solution is marching in the pseudo-time to achieve
fast convergence, using a first-order backward difference. The linearised system
of the Navier-Stokes equations is solved using the Generalised Conjugate Gradient
(GCG) method with a Block Incomplete Lower-Upper (BILU) factorisation as a pre-
conditioner [98]. Multi-block structured meshes are used for HMB, which allow easy
sharing of the calculation load in parallel computing. Structured multi-block hexa
meshes are generated using ICEM-HexaTM.
2.2 Variable Extrapolation-MUSCL Approach
Second-order spatial accuracy for the convective flux of the Navier-Stokes equations
can be achieved using upwind schemes. This process is based on the Godunov’s
first-order scheme [99] developed for the Lagrangian equations of ideal compressible
flow, and followed by van Leer [100]. The Monotone Upstream-centred Scheme for
Conservation Laws is referred to in the literature as the MUSCL approach, and was
developed by van Leer [96]. This scheme builds on a first-order, Total Variation
Diminishing (TVD) scheme for a second-order spatial accuracy. Instead of replacing
the original state quantities by piecewise constant functions, MUSCL uses a linear
function. These linear distributions make possible to attain second-order accuracy.
The state quantities at the interfaces can be obtained from an extrapolation of the
neighbouring cells. To illustrate this idea, the extrapolation values at the right face
of j + 1/2 within cell j + 1 is shown, where an uniform spacing in one dimension
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is used. The superscripts L and R refer to the left and right sides at the considered
interface,
FLj+1/2 = F j +Φ(r j)
[
k1
2
(F j+1−F j)+(1− k1)∇F j • r f j
]
. (2.3)
FRj+1/2 = F j+1−Φ(r j+1)
[
k1
2
(F j+1−F j)+(1− k1)∇F j+1 • r f j+1
]
. (2.4)
In Eqns. 2.3 and 2.4, the vectors r f j and r f j+1 represent the distances between
the cell-centre face j + 1/2 and the cell-centre volumes j, and j + 1, respectively.
The parameter k1 is used to provide different spatial accuracy and properties of
the MUSCL-scheme. The value of k1 in the standard HMB is set up to zero
which corresponds a linear interpolation at the interface against an upstream and a
downstream cell, providing a 2nd-order upwind scheme.
To reconstruct the gradients ∇F j and ∇F j+1 at cell-centre volumes j and j+1,
HMB uses a second-order finite difference approximation:
∇F j • r f j =
1
4
(
F j+1−F j−1
)
. (2.5)
∇F j+1 • r f j+1 =
1
4
(
F j+2−F j
)
. (2.6)
This formulation is less expensive than Green-Gauss or Least Squares methods [101],
and it does not require to exchange data for parallel executions. So, this presents a
compromise between accuracy and computational time.
The limiter function is represented as Φ(r), and r j =
F j−F j−1
F j+1−F j and r j+1 =
F j+1−F j
F j+2−F j+1 are the ratio of successive gradients. This scheme has the properties of
monotonicity, so does not produce non-physical solutions, such as expansion shocks
which correspond to a negative entropy variation. In addition, the entropy condition
is satisfied in the sense of Lax [102]. Introducing the limiter function Φ(r j), first and
high-order schemes can be combined. In fact, if Φ(r j) = 0 the first-order is activated
but if Φ(r j) = 1 a higher-order scheme is activated, which is at least second-order of
accuracy. The HMB solver uses the alternative form of the van Albada limiter [97]
namely,
Φ(r) =
2r
r2+1
. (2.7)
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Indeed, this limiter is activated in regions where large gradients are found due to
shock waves and thin boundary layers, avoiding non-physical spurious oscillations.
It is interesting to note that this limiter function is not second order TVD because this
limiter cannot guarantee the following inequality for any r ∈ (1,2),
1≤Φ(r)≤ r. (2.8)
The advantages of using this limiter function is that is differentiable for any value of r.
2.3 Turbulence Modelling
Understanding turbulent flow behaviour has brought out an enormous interest in
many fields of science. In weapon bays, the flow is very turbulent due to the shear
layer spanning the cavity length, and the shedding of vortical structures. Despite
the widespread development of computers which allowed to boost the number of
works in turbulence modelling, we still do not understand in detail turbulent flow
behaviour. The Navier-Stokes equations, which were introduced in the early 19th
Century by Navier and Stokes, present a few exact solutions due mainly to their non-
linearity and variety of boundary conditions. The result of this complexity implied
the introduction of simplifications and assumptions. Reynolds identified one of the
most famous dimensionless parameter in turbulence, the Reynolds number (Re), that
expresses the relative importance of inertial and viscous forces [103]. A turbulent flow
can be characterised by the following features: chaotic motion, non-repeatability, large
range of length and time scales, diffusion and dissipation, three dimensionality and
rotationality [104].
2.3.1 The Reynolds-Averaging
In presenting different turbulent models, it is important to begin with key concepts,
such as the Reynolds decomposition and averaging. The Reynolds decomposition of
u(x, t), separates the averaged and the fluctuating or random parts, of a signal obtained
from a turbulent flowfield. These quantities can be expressed as,
u(x, t) = u¯(x)+u′(x, t), (2.9)
where u¯(x) and u′(x, t) are averaged and fluctuating parts, respectively. The averaged
part represents a steady quantity, while that the fluctuation part represents a random
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with mean zero. This decomposition is used to rewrite the Navier-Stokes equations
introducing this formulation. This process has to be followed by the adoption of an
averaging method. This entire formulation is widely know as Reynolds average.
2.3.2 RANS and URANS
In this work the averaged Navier-Stokes equations were used. In a turbulent flow, the
fields of density, velocity, pressure, and temperature vary randomly in time. Reynolds
approach involves separating the flow quantities into stationary and random parts. The
quantities are then presented as a sum of the mean flow value and the fluctuating
part. The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations can be derived employing the
Reynolds decomposition and averaging mass, momentum, and energy equations. The
compressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (also known as the Favre-
Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations) [105] can be written as follows:
∂ρ
∂ t
+
∂
∂x j
(ρ uˆ j) = 0. (2.10)
∂ (ρ uˆi)
∂ t
+
∂
∂x j
(ρ uˆiuˆ j) =−∂P
∂xi
+
∂σ i j
∂x j
+
∂τi j
∂x j
. (2.11)
∂ (ρEˆ)
∂ t
+
∂
∂x j
(ρ uˆ jHˆ) =
∂
∂x j
(σ i juˆi+σi ju
′′
i )−
∂
∂x j
(q j +cpρu
′′
jT
′′− uˆiτi j + 1
2
ρu
′′
i u
′′
i u
′′
j).
(2.12)
where Hˆ = Eˆ + Pρ is the total enthalpy, q j = −kT ∂T/∂x j ≈ −
cpµˆ
Pr
∂ Tˆ
∂x j
is the heat flux
vector, and the viscous stress tensor is:
σ i j ≈ 2µˆ
(
Sˆi j− 1
3
∂ uˆk
∂xk
δi j
)
. (2.13)
The Reynolds stress tensor is defined as τi j =−ρu′′i u
′′
j , defined in tensor notation.
The term cp represents the heat capacity at constant pressure, and Pr is the Prandtl
number (around 0.72 for air). The overbar represents the conventional time-average
mean. The hat represents the Favre or density-weighted average defined as: fˆ = ρ fρ
where f = f + f
′
= fˆ + f
′′
. The Sutherland’s Law is used here to relate the dynamic
viscosity µˆ with the temperature of an ideal gas [106]:
µˆ = µ0
(
Tˆ
T0
)3/2(
T0+S
T +S
)
, (2.14)
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where µ0 = 1.716×10−5 kg/(ms), T0= 273.15 K, and S= 110.4 K. Finally, the equation
of state is written as:
P = (γ−1)(ρEˆ− 1
2
ρ(uˆ2+ vˆ2+ wˆ2)−ρk), (2.15)
where γ is the heat capacity ratio and is often taken as 1.4 for air and k is the local
turbulent kinetic energy k =
[
(uˆ
′′
i )
2+(vˆ
′′
i )
2+(wˆ
′′
i )
2
]
/2. We noted that there are more
unknowns variables than equations. In fact, this is addressed via turbulence models.
This problem is known in the literature as the turbulence closure problem [104]. So the
following terms need to be modelled:
τi j,
cpρu
′′
jT
′′
,
σi ju
′′
i ,
1
2
ρu
′′
i u
′′
i u
′′
j .
(2.16)
Note that most turbulence models use the Boussinesq eddy viscosity hypothesis, which
states that the Reynolds stress tensor τi j can be calculated as a product of the mean
strain rate tensor Sˆi j and the dynamic eddy viscosity µˆt .
τi j = 2µˆt
(
Sˆi j− 1
3
∂ uˆk
∂xk
δi j
)
− 2
3
ρkδi j, (2.17)
where Sˆi j = (∂ uˆi/∂x j + ∂ uˆ j/∂xi)/2, and µˆt is the eddy viscosity obtained by the
turbulence model. Likewise, a Reynolds analogy is used to model the turbulent heat
flux:
cpρu
′′
jT
′′ ≈−cpµˆt
Prt
∂ Tˆ
∂x j
, (2.18)
where Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number and often taken to be constant (around 0.9
for air). Finally, the molecular diffusion and turbulent transport in the energy equation
are often modelled together, for example:
σi ju
′′
i −
1
2
ρu
′′
i u
′′
i u
′′
j ≈
(
µˆ +
µˆt
σk
∂k
∂x j
)
(2.19)
where σk is a coefficient associated with the turbulence model.
HMB3 has so far been validated for cavity flows and for a range of turbulence
models. Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) models described
above [107] failed to simulate cavity flows, showing large noise discrepancies, and over-
predicting the strength of the vortices in the cavity. Today, Detached Eddy Simulation
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(DES) [108] and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [109] are by far the most common
approach to account of the effect of turbulence of cavity flows. Lawson [73, 110]
shown good agreement with experimental data of the M219 cavity [32] both in terms of
noise, and flowfield. Nevertheless, DES ans LES are still expensive especially when
several computations of store releases are necessary, as they require small timestep and
very fine grids. Promising results with Scale Adaptive Simulation (SAS) method [45]
encouraged Babu et al. [66] to use this approach for weapon bay flows. Their results
suggest that SAS captures the essential physics of the weapon bay, and at the same
time, provides a significant reduction in CPU time by almost an order of magnitude.
For this reason SAS is also used in the present work.
2.3.3 k-ω and Shear Stress Transport (SST) Model
In 1988, Wilcox [111] developed the popular k-ω turbulence model to close the RANS
equations with two transport equations for k and ω . This model uses as second
transported variable the specific turbulent dissipation frequency ω , which is function
of the scale of turbulence. The eddy viscosity is obtained by,
µt = ρ
k
ω
. (2.20)
In 1994, Menter [112] proposed the hybridation of the k-ω turbulence model and the
k-ε turbulence model. The aim was to combine the robust and accurate formulation of
the k-ω model near the wall with the lack of sensitivity to free-stream values of the k-ε
model far away from it. The transport equation for k and ω of SST turbulence model
are as follows:
∂ (ρk)
∂ t
+
∂ (ρu jk)
∂x j
= P−β ∗ρωk+ ∂
∂x j
[
(µ +σkµt)
∂k
∂x j
]
(2.21)
∂ (ρω)
∂ t
+
∂ (ρu jω)
∂x j
=
γ
νt
P−βρω2+ ∂
∂x j
[
(µ +σω µt)
∂ω
∂x j
]
+2(1−F1)ρσω2
ω
∂k
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
(2.22)
A detailed description of the k-ω and k-ω SST models can be found in [111, 113, 112].
2.3.4 Scale-Adaptive Simulation (SAS)
While Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) is capable of accurately predicting cavity
flows [73, 110], it still takes a considerable amount of time on a large number of
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processors. Since its introduction by Menter et al. [114, 115, 116] in 2003, the SAS
approach has gained popularity due to its LES-like behaviour in highly separated flow
regions and found place in several studies. A detailed explanation of the theory and
description of the model was given by Menter and Egorov [45]. Following on, work by
Egorov et al. [117] presented the application of the SAS model, and its implementation
in ANSYS-FLUENT and ANSYS-CFX, for a range of complex flows.
The governing equations of the SST-SAS model differ from those of the SST-
RANS model[112] by the additional SAS source term QSAS, in the right side of the
transport equation 2.22 for the turbulence eddy frequency, given by:
QSAS = max
[
ρζ2κS
2
(
L
LvK
)2
−C2ρk
σΦ
max
(
1
ω
∂ω
∂x j
∂ω
∂x j
,
1
k
∂k
∂x j
∂k
∂x j
)
,0
]
(2.23)
where L is the length scale and LvK is the von Karman length scale,
L =
√
k
c
1/4
µ ω
, LvK =
κS
|U ′′| (2.24)
with S =
√
2Si jSi j and Si j = (∂ui/∂x j+∂u j/∂xi)/2 the strain rate tensor. The second
derivative |U ′′| is generalised to 3D using the magnitude of the velocity Laplacian,
|U ′′|=
√√√√∑
(i)
(
∂Ui
∂x j∂x j
)2
(2.25)
and the constants are ζ2 = 3.51, σΦ= 2/3,C = 2, and κ = 0.41 the von Karman constant.
SAS is an improved URANS model that produce wider spectral content for un-
steady flows by adjusting the turbulence length scale to the local flow inhomogeneities
and balancing the contributions of modelled and resolved parts of the turbulent stresses.
For steady flows, the turbulent kinetic energy k, and the length scale L are small,
leading to QSAS = 0. Therefore, the model acts like the SST k-ω model. However,
for flows with transient instabilities like those with large regions of separation, larger
values of k lead to an increase of QSAS, reducing the eddy viscosity according to the
locally resolved vortex size represented by the von Karman length scale. This expends
the turbulent spectra captured in the simulation towards the high frequencies. The SAS
model can resolve the turbulent spectrum down to the grid limit and avoids RANS-
typical single-mode vortex structures. For example, the RANS simulation of the wake
behind a cylinder at high Reynolds will mainly contain periodic, and large vortices,
while SAS simulation will give a larger range of structures down to the grid resolution,
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like a DES, or LES simulation [118]. For cavity flows, this improves the simulation of
the high frequency fluctuations of the flowfield that drive the acoustic resonance.
2.4 Overset Grid Method
Overset grids can be used with HMB [92, 119] to model the relative motion between
different mesh components. This method has been widely employed for isolated rotor
blades [120], and complete helicopter configurations [92]. For the present work, an
overset grid method is employed to explore its capabilities with moving doors and
store.
The overset grid method, also referred to as chimera method, is based on
structured composite grids with hexahedral elements, consisting of independently
generated, overlapping, non-matching, sub-domains. A hierarchical approach is
employed allowing to interpolate the solution variables based on an user-specified
hierarchy of sub-domains. The interpolation between composite grids depends on a
localisation procedure, that includes a localisation pre-processing and a chimera search
which aim is to minimise the number of searches due to potential mesh overlap. Three
methods are available to control the interpolation needed for the chimera solution;
zero order single-neighbour, inverse distance, and variable-distribution reconstruction-
based interpolation. Further information about the implementation of the overset grid
method in HMB can be found in [119].
2.5 Methods of Data Analysis
This section presents the techniques used to analyse the unsteady flow data. CFD flow-
field files are written at specific instances in time, and flow “probes” at specific mesh
points are sampled at every time step.
2.5.1 Pressure Signals
The Power Spectral Density (PSD), Overall Sound-Pressure Level (OASPL) and
Band-Integrated Sound-Pressure Level (BISPL) are the basis of comparisons between
experimental and numerical unsteady pressure data. The PSD is used to study the
frequency content of a signal at a given location and is based upon the unsteady
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pressure p′, where p′ = p− p. The PSD was calculated using the Burg Estimator [121]
(also known as Maximum Entropy Methods or MEM) as it produces better resolved
peaks for short signals than traditional Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) [122]. For a
description of the PSD in terms of decibels (dB), the natural definition is that of the
Sound-Pressure spectrum Level (SPL) [123]:
SPL( f ) = 10 LOG10
[
PSD( f ) ∆ fre f
p2re f
]
(2.26)
where ∆ fre f is a reference frequency, usually set to 1 Hz and pre f is the international
standard for the minimum audible sound, which has the value of 2×10−5 Pa [123].
The variation in pressure levels along the cavity floor was studied using the Root-
Mean-Square (RMS) of the unsteady pressure, p′rms, and can be obtained using the
following equation:
p′rms =
√
1
N
∑(p′)2 (2.27)
Although p′rms is measured in Pascal (or any other unit of pressure), it is cus-
tomary in cavity flow studies to report it as the Overall Sound-Pressure Level(OASPL)
[123]:
OASPL = 20 LOG10
[
p′rms
pre f
]
(2.28)
which has the units of decibels. BISPL plots show the energy content within a
particular frequency range and are calculated using the following equation:
BISPL = 20 LOG10
[(∫ f2
f1
PSD( f )
)1/2
· 1
pre f
]
(2.29)
where f1 and f2 are the lower and upper limits of the desired frequency range. For
cavity flow studies, the BISPL plots are centred around the Rossiter Modes.
2.5.2 Time Frequency Analysis - Morlet Wavelet Method
The cavity flow is highly unsteady, and its dynamics must be understood to gain
insight into its physics. The continuous Morlet wavelet transform is a method for
time-frequency analysis [124], that reveals the temporal fluctuations of the different
frequencies present in the flow. The wavelet transformW
y
Ψ( f , t) is a convolution of the
signal s(t)′ = s(t)− s with a scaled mother wavelet Ψ(t) conserving the sign of the
signals in time and frequency:
W
y
Ψ(a,b) =
1√
cΨ |a|
∫ ∞
−∞
s′(t)Ψ
(
t−b
a
)
dt. (2.30)
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In the above equation, a is called the dilatation or the scale, b the translation parameter,
cΨ =
√
pi/β and β = ω20 . The dilatation a is related to the frequency f of the wavelet,
the translation parameter b is related to the time shift t of the wavelet. The mother, or
Gabor wavelet Ψ(t) is given by :
Ψ(t) = e
−β t2
2 e jωt (2.31)
Band Integrated Wavelets (BIW) plots show the energy content within a particular
frequency range and are calculated using the following equation:
BIW (t) =
∫ f2
f1
W
y
Ψ( f , t)
2 (2.32)
where f1 and f2 are the lower and upper limits of the desired frequency range.
The wavelet envelope |W yΨ| is the amplitude of the frequency in time, and is
determined using the maximum of the absolute value of the wavelet transformW
y
Ψ over
windows equal to half a period of the frequency (Figure 2.1). The wavelet amplitude
in decibels WdB is given by:
WdB( f , t) = 20 LOG10
[
|W yΨ( f , t)|2
pre f
]
(2.33)
In the same way, the Band Integrated Wavelets amplitude in decibel BIWdB is
given by:
BIWdB(t) = 20 LOG10
[∫ f2
f1
|W yΨ( f , t)|2
pre f
]
(2.34)
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Figure 2.1: Computation of the wavelet envelope |W yΨ|.
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2.5.3 Noise Directivity
The local noise intensity is defined as:
I =
p′2RMS
ρc
(2.35)
with ρ the density, and c the sound speed. A noise directivity factor is then defined
over a surface around the source of noise, as the ratio of the local noise intensity I
divided by the average noise intensity Iav on the scanned surface:
Q f =
I
Iav
(2.36)
Then, the directivity DI is computed on every CFD point of the scanned surface:
DI = 10log10(Q f ). (2.37)
The directivity depends both on the noise emitted by every point inside the cavity, and
on the distribution of the noise sources.
2.5.4 Solution Monitoring
In this work, the time is expressed in terms of cavity travel times, which is the time it
takes for a flow particle moving at U∞ to run the cavity length L.
The boundaries of the shear layer are defined as the strictly positive values of the
momentum Q, product between the flow momentum, and the local contribution to the
displacement thickness. The negative values due to the cavity flow re-circulation are
imposed to zero:
Q = max
(
0,
ρu
ρ∞U∞
(
1− u
U∞
))
(2.38)
The thickness of the shear layer is given by the momentum thickness θ :
θ(x,y) =
∫ ∞
−D
Q(x,y,z)dz (2.39)
with z the normal to the shear layer, and D the cavity depth.
Streamlines and particle tracing methods are efficient and common tools for
visualising flowfields. They give an intuitive description of the flowfield by showing
the path that particles follow in the three dimensional environment. However, results
often depend greatly on the number of seeding particles and their initial position, and
may give an incomplete description of the flowfield by missing small, isolated features.
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Imaging of vector fields was carried out through the use of Line Integral
Convolution (LIC). LIC is an image processing technique first introduced by Cabral
and Leedom [125] in 1993 and has been used by Khanal et al. [126, 127, 128] to study
the flow behaviour in cavities with passive flow control devices and a cavity with a
store. The principle of the method can be described as the computation of small, local
streamlines from a cloud of points randomly distributed inside the domain. It can
process dense 2D or 3D vector fields and found applications in many domains from
image processing to the representation of fluid flows.
The standard algorithm applicable to fluid mechanics starts from a textured
image of the domain, which is usually a white noise (Figure 2.2a). The velocity
vector field is used to calculate local streamlines which originate in the centre of
each pixel and moves in both the positive and negative directions. The output image
is the result of the one dimensional convolution of the random field and the kernel
function filter, computed along the local streamlines (Figure 2.2c). An exact integral
of the convolution kernel is used to normalise the output of the convolution and avoid
distortion in brightness and contrast due to the filter shape.
(a) Noise Field (b) Vector Field (c) LIC image
Figure 2.2: Convolution of an input vector field (a) with noise field (b) to produce an
LIC image (c) [129].
Chapter 3
Validation of the CFD Method
3.1 Geometric and Computational Model
Simulations were carried out for the M219 cavity [32]. M219 has a length to depth
ratio of 5, a width to depth ratio of 1, and a length of 0.51m. Experiments were carried
out by Nightingale et al. [32] at Mach 0.85, and a Reynolds number ReL, based on the
cavity length, of 6.5 million. Two cavities are computed, one has two doors attached
(a) Bottom view (b) Downstream view
(c) Surface mesh - Fine grid
Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the M219 cavity with doors.
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at its sides at an angle of 90 degrees (Figure 3.1), and the other has no doors. Data was
obtained using KuliteT M pressure transducers at the cavity ceiling. CFD results for
three grid densities of 13, 22 and 34 million points are compared to the experimental
data for the cavity with doors. The computations used a dimensionless time-step of
0.01, and the SAS model [114] are presented in table 3.1.
Name Door Angle (deg) Grid size (106 cells) Cavity Travel Times
Coarse 90 13.2 25
Medium 90 22.3 25
Fine 90 33.9 30
No doors - 23.0 30
Table 3.1: Details of the M219 computations.
The computational domain (Figure 3.2) considers the cavity placed on a flat
plate extending 1.5 cavity lengths ahead and aft the cavity, and followed by symmetry
boundary conditions about the Z axis. The domain is 8 cavity lengths long in the
stream-wise direction. This particular setup was found to be adequate for simulating
the M219 experiments and was adopted by most participants of the cavity flow
workshop [130]. This setup is used for all computations in the thesis.
Figure 3.2: Boundary conditions and blocking at the mid-span of the computational
domain.
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3.2 Experimental Results
For the clean cavity configuration, a signal of 1910 travel times is available. Three
tests at the same conditions, named S1, S2 and S3 were performed for the M219 cavity
with doors. They were sampled at different frequencies and have different durations.
Table 3.2 presents a summary.
Name Signal length (Travel Time) Sampling (kHz) Date
No Doors 1910 6.00 Oct 1991
Doors S1 1831 31.25 Sep 1999
Doors S2 16798 6.00 Mar 2001
Doors S3 1910 6.00 Sep 1999
Table 3.2: Available signals for CFD comparison.
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(d) OASPL
Figure 3.3: M219 with door SPL and OASPL for three experimental signals.
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Figure 3.3 shows the SPL and OASPL at the ceiling mid-span for the different
experimental data sets computed using the raw data. Vertical lines represent the
Rossiter modes[22]. The SPL shows strong tones close to Rossiter modes 1, 2, 3 and 4
and a strong broadband noise. There is a finite number of tones of different amplitudes,
and their distribution is not harmonic. S1 and S2 have similar SPL, and show less than
2dB differences in the OASPL. However, run S3 is different by 40dB in frequency, and
4dB in amplitude for the tones (Figure 3.3a). In addition, the OASPL is 3dB lower at
the cavity front. In the following, run S2 is employed as it is the longest signal, and it
agrees with the over-sampled signal S1 obtained two years earlier [32].
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(a) SPL at 95% of the cavity length
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Figure 3.4: SPL and OASPL at the ceiling mid-span and at different time with
envelope.
Since the CFD simulations are run for a typical length of 25 travel times, and
run S2 spans 16798 travel times, the signal is analysed as follows. The experiment
is divided in windows of 25 travel times, and the minima and maxima over all the
windows are reported in figure 3.4 as the envelope shown with the SPL and OASPL.
The envelope is wider than 20dB in SPL, and wider than 10dB in OASPL showing
large fluctuations of the noise amplitude over large time scales. The SPL and OASPL
computed for signal sections of 25 travel times for three selected windows are shown.
The time t=23.3s shows a large decrease of modes 1 and 2, while mode 3 is amplified.
This shows that energy can move between tones, and this is called mode switching
[29]. These changes are related to the shape of the shear layer in time, and show that
the noise field fluctuates over large time scales.
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(a) Scalogram at X/L=0.95 (b) Scalogram amplitude at X/L=0.95
(c) BIW of mode 1 (d) BIW of mode 2
(e) BIW amplitude of mode 1 (f) BIW amplitude of mode 2
Figure 3.5: Time-frequency plots for the ceiling mid-span using experimental data [32].
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To dissect the pressure fluctuations over small time scales, Kegerise [29] used
the wavelet transform to decompose the pressure signal in the frequency-time space.
Figure 3.5a shows an example for the experimental pressure at a point at 95% of the
ceiling mid-span of the M219 with doors. The pressure shows strong fluctuations at
the tonal frequencies over small time scales. In addition, their amplitude appears to
be modulated in time (Figure 3.5b). For example, the first mode shows a maximum
amplitude at travel time 580, while the second mode has a maximum at travel time
520. The pressure probes are analysed for several points along the cavity length,
and the BIW is represented in figures 3.5c and 3.5d along the ceiling mid-span. The
scalogram is integrated in windows of 20Hz centred on cavity modes 1 and 2. There
are standing wave oscillations, characterised by nodes (minima of amplitude), and
antinodes (maxima of amplitude). Furthermore, neighbouring antinodes are opposed
in phase with opposite fluctuation. For example the fluctuation sign between the front
and the back of the cavity is always opposed for the first mode (Figure 3.5c). Figures
3.5e and 3.5f show that the amplitude modulation of the modes globally affects the
entire cavity length with simultaneous maximum, and minimum amplitude between
the front and the rear of the cavity.
Cavity flow fluctuations are the summation of small time scales (order of a cavity
travel time), and larger time scales (order of hundreds cavity travel times) that create a
non periodic flow as seen since the first experiments of Rossiter [13]. Other researchers
suggest that these flows are pseudo-periodic [14]. Measurements of cavity flows are
difficult as multiple signals of the same cavity flow will not necessarily give exactly
the same result. Numerical simulation and modelling are also difficult, as multiple time
scales have to be correctly simulated to obtain an accurate cavity flow representation.
3.3 Validation Results
3.3.1 Averaged Flow
Figure 3.6 shows the SPL comparison between CFD and experiments at three points at
5%L, 45%L, and 95%L on the cavity ceiling mid-span, for the M219 cavity with doors.
Vertical black lines represent Rossiter’s modes. The SPL results are in better agreement
with the test data when the fine grid is used, capturing both tonal and broadband noise.
The time averaged Cp (Figure 3.7a) at the ceiling, and at the mid-span of the
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Figure 3.6: M219 with door SPL at ceiling mid-span for CFD and experiments.
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Figure 3.7: OASPL, and mean CP along the M219 with doors ceiling mid-span.
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Figure 3.8: Noise along the no doors M219 cavity ceiling mid-span computed with a
medium mesh.
cavity, shows grid convergence, with negligible changes between the different grid
densities. The OASPL, on figure 3.7b is shown with vertical bars, computed as the
signal envelope shown in figure 3.6. The second Rossiter mode is dominant, with a
W shape of the OASPL, as captured by the CFD and the experiments [131]. There is
convergence towards the fine mesh solution, with a small relative difference of 1 dB
between medium and fine grids.
The CFD results are compared with experiments for a cavity without doors in
figure 3.8. Overall, the CFD captured well the differences between the door and no
door configurations, including the strong increase of the second cavity mode with the
doors, suggesting that SAS [114] is a suitable method for simulating this flow. Both
cases with and without doors show a small overestimation of the OASPL, all along
the cavity length. A large number of simulations performed with various models
[132, 130, 133] had similar overestimation. This may be due to experimental errors, the
signal length, limitations of the SAS [114] and DES [109] approaches, and simplifications
in the CFD setup for this case. Further discussion related to the differences between
LES and DES predictions is given in the work of Nayyar et al. [59].
The time averaged stream-wise velocity is compared in figure 3.9 between CFD
and PIV experiments [134] for the M219 cavity without doors. The CFD results
agree well with the experiments for the stream-wise velocity component, showing the
development of the shear layer along the cavity length.
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Figure 3.9: Time averaged stream-wise velocity at the mid-span of the cavity along
vertical lines.
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Figure 3.10: BIW at the cavity ceiling centre-line for modes 1 and 2.
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3.3.2 Spatio-Temporal Validation
The wavelet transform is used to perform spatio-temporal validation of the CFD
signals. The pressure probes are analysed, and the Banded Integral Wavelet (BIW)
is given in figure 3.10 for 25 travel times, along the ceiling centre line. The BIW is
integrated in windows of 20Hz centred on the first, and second cavity modes. There is
a fair agreement of the CFD with the experiments, showing standing wave oscillations
with respectively a tick, and a W shape for modes 1 and 2.
The BIW amplitude is shown in figure 3.11. The CFD signal agrees with the
experiments showing the characteristic shape of the first mode, with two antinodes at
the front, and the aft wall. The second mode shows the W shape seen on the OASPL.
(a) Experimental - Mode 1 (b) Experimental - Mode 2
(c) CFD - Mode 1 (d) CFD - Mode 2
Figure 3.11: BIW amplitude at the cavity ceiling centre-line for modes 1 and 2.
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Also, both experiments and CFD show global fluctuations of the amplitude along the
cavity length.
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(b) Near view of the first mode peak
Figure 3.12: Mode modulation SPL for modes 1 and 2.
Figure 3.12 shows the spectrum of the cavity tonal amplitude modulation (BIW
envelope) at 95% of the cavity length for modes 1 and 2. The experimental signal
is characterised by decreasing modulation amplitude with the frequency. The first
mode modulation has a peak at a very small frequency indicated with a vertical dashed
line, as shown by Kegerise et al. [29]. SAS results fairly agree with the experiments,
capturing the modulation noise decay as the frequency increases. Overall, the SAS
turbulence model shows a reasonable agreement with experiments for the transonic
cavity pressure field on average, and in terms of spatio-temporal components.
Considering 10 points per wavelength inside the cavity, the coarse, medium,
and fine grids can respectively capture frequencies up to 10, 12, and 14kHz which is
much larger than the higher cavity tone frequency. As a consequence, the damping by
SAS is limited for the frequencies of interest, and the CFD result compares well with
experiments.
Chapter 4
Beamforming Analysis for Transonic
Cavity Flows
To further understand cavity flows, recent works applied novel experimental tech-
niques, like the pressure sensitive paint [135] that can give pressure fluctuations over
all cavity surfaces. Nevertheless, the peaks of the sound pressure level at the shear
layer, are still difficult to measure without intrusive techniques. In principle, one can
use the source term that depends on the velocity derivatives from the Poisson equation
of fluctuating pressure to find the sources of noise. However, transonic cavity flows
are subject to a compressible flow where this cannot be applied. This thesis uses
an other technique called beamforming to find the sources of noise due to the cavity
flow. The beamforming technique, was used by Long [136] to decompose the pressure
signals in coherent, and uncorrelated noise using a linear microphone array on the
cavity ceiling. The present work applies this technique to reconstruct the noise sources
using a microphone array in the far-field, which may help researchers to capture the
acoustic field far from the walls using a limited number of probes.
4.1 Beamforming Method
Cavity flows are characterised by high levels of noise. Typically, single microphone
measurements, cannot distinguish between pressure contributions from different
sources. Measurements from an acoustic array, instead, allow to determine the location
of the acoustic sources, by means of a combination of the individual microphone
signals [137]. This technique is useful for wind tunnel testing as it is not possible to
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measure the pressure at every point of the flow-field. The output of the beamforming
algorithm is a noise map, which shows the power detected at each scanned grid point
in terms of decibels below the peak power. Given an array with M microphones, the
waveform output of the m-th sensor will differ from the reference sensor of the array
by a time delay. Therefore, the beamformer waveform output z(t) can be written as the
weighted sum of the sensor waveform outputs:
z(t),
M−1
∑
m=0
ym(t−∆m), (4.1)
where ym(t) is the signal of the m-th microphone of the array, and ∆m the time delay.
The time delay is defined as ∆m ,
rm−r0
c
, where rm is the distance from the assumed
source position −→x0 and the m-th sensor, and c is the speed of sound (Figure 4.1).
Scanned 
point at 
noise source 
Microphone m 
Microphone 0 
r0 rm 
4mc 
Scanned 
point far from 
noise source  
Cavity 
Door 
Figure 4.1: Beamforming principle with a planar wave propagation.
Scanning the noise at a point close to a source (Figure 4.2a), and if the signals
are shifted in time using the time delay, they will put in phase, leading to a constructive
interference and a strong output. However, scanning the noise far from source (Figure
4.2b), it is not likely that the time delays lead to in phase superposition of the signals,
and the beamforming output is smaller.
The conventional beamforming computes the output using the frequency repre-
sentation of z(t) obtained by a Fourier transformation of the microphones signals.
Z(ω) = F
{
M−1
∑
m=0
ym(t−∆m)
}
=
M−1
∑
m=0
Yωe
− j∆mω . (4.2)
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(a) Beamforming performed close to a noise source
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(b) Beamforming performed far from a noise source
Figure 4.2: In phase and of of phase superposition of the signals with time delay.
If we define as Y (ωk) an M × 1 vector of complex numbers containing the signal
amplitude and phase, at a frequency ωk, for each array sensor, and e(ωk) as the steering
M×1 vector containing the weight and phase delay information of the sensors for an
assumed source location −→x0 . Then we can write
Z(ωk) = e(ωk)
†Y (ωk) = e
†
kYk, (4.3)
where k is the k-th frequency bin we can detect in the digital signal processing and † is
the Hermitian transpose operator.
The power detected at the k-th frequency bin is defined as
Pk ,| Zk |2= ZkZ∗k . (4.4)
Therefore, using the definitions introduced before:
Pk = e
†
k
(
YkY
†
k
)
ek = e
†
kRkek (4.5)
where Rk is the cross spectral matrix. This thesis uses the MUltiple SIgnal Classifica-
tion (MUSIC) Algorithm to compute the cross spectral matrix Rk
[138]. The eigenvalues
are ordered by increasing values in Rk. The larger L values contain the energy from the
tonal source subspace, while the broadband noise subspace is contained in the M−L
smaller values. The MUSIC cross spectral matrix R−1k,MUSIC is built using the M− L
weaker eigenvectors:
R−1k,MUSIC =
M−L−1
∑
m=0
vmv
†
m (4.6)
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where vm is the m
th eigenvector. This cross spectral matrix is formed only of broadband
noise eigenvectors, and the output power is computed as:
P−1k,MUSIC = e
†
kR
−1
k,MUSICek (4.7)
The output shows lower values at the locations of the tonal sources. Then the noise
map is plotted with the inverse of P−1k,MUSIC.
The results are characterised by the main lobe width around the noise source,
that has to be as narrow as possible to increase the source location accuracy. The side
lobes appear around the main lobe at relatively lower levels that have to be as low as
possible. The MUSIC algorithm is known to improve the response characteristics for
noisy signals over linear techniques, reducing the size of the side lobes. Figure 4.3
shows an example of beamforming analysis using the MUSIC algorithm with small
side lobes around the noise sources. A Matlab script using this algorithm is given in
appendix C.1.
Figure 4.3: Main and side lobes obtained with beamforming around two speakers.
4.1.1 Noise Propagation Model
A sound wave around a transonic cavity flow travels in a non-uniform flow-field and
his path is influenced by the free-stream velocity. Consequently, the path to go from
a source to a microphone is not a straight line. To use the beamforming algorithm,
the distance between a source and a microphone has to take into account the path of
the noise, and the noise propagation model is defined by trial and error as follows.
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It is assumed that the noise sources radiate uniformly around them. The sound wave
emitted in the direction of the microphone with a velocityV0 of norm equal to the speed
of sound c is considered. The trajectory of the wave is computed taking into account
the transport by the flow-field. The length of the trajectory dtravel is the distance to go
from the source to the microphone, and ctravel the mean velocity along the trajectory.
Then, the initial velocity of the sound waveV0 is modified to reduce the offset distance
do f f between the trajectory and the microphone:
V0 =V0−do f f ctravel
dtravel
(4.8)
The initial velocity is normalised to a norm c and a new wave is launched with the
new initial velocity. This process is repeated until a trajectory reaches the microphone.
Furthermore, the wave does not have a constant velocity along the trajectory, therefore,
the equivalent distance rm along the trajectory at a constant velocity c is given by:
rm = dtravel
c
ctravel
(4.9)
This beamforming algorithm has been validated on a simple case of two speakers
in front of an array of 40 microphones without free-stream. The microphone signals
were sampled at 48kHz and recorded during 3 seconds. Figure 4.4 shows the
microphone array in white dots and the beamforming result for the frequency of
1800Hz generated by the speakers. The space is scanned for sources in a cube of
1m side around the speakers. The speaker’s positions are correctly found at 0.51m in
front of the microphone array. However, the lobes shown in the figure 4.4 are large
in the sound propagation direction. More microphones distributed along the sound
propagation direction are needed to reduce the lobe size.
4.1.2 Acoustic Arrays
This chapter uses different microphone arrays to show the effect of their position,
density, and shape with the beamforming technique (Table 4.1). Two array shapes
that give accurate source identification for far-field noise are tested [139]: the multi-
spiral design (Figure 4.5a), composed of spirals equally rotated about the origin, and
the Dougherty log-spiral design (Figure 4.5b), built with microphones equally spaced
along a logarithmic spiral. The multi-spiral design is tested with 16, 21, 31, 61, and
101 microphones, and for different vertical positions. In the XY plane, the array centre
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Figure 4.4: Validation of the beamforming analysis.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic view of the microphone arrays.
is placed at the aft wall of the cavity to take into account the flow-field that moves
the focus point of the array upstream. Those arrays could be fitted within the DERA
Bedford wind-tunnel where this cavity was experimentally tested, and the section was
2.44m by 2.74m with the cavity plate 1m away from the ceiling.
No wind tunnel data is available to validate the beamforming algorithm with
the microphone arrays arranged around a cavity. To perform a validation, three noise
sources of equal intensity are placed along the shear layer, at the front, the middle,
and the aft of the cavity. The sources radiate a noise at 400Hz that corresponds to the
dominant cavity mode of the present case. The signals received by the microphones
are computed using the propagation model described in section 4.1.1, and the mean
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Shape Z/L Nb microphone
Multispiral 0.6 31
Multispiral 0.9 31
Multispiral 1.2 31
Multispiral 1.5 16
Multispiral 1.5 21
Multispiral 1.5 31
Multispiral 1.5 61
Multispiral 1.5 101
Dougherty 1.5 31
Table 4.1: Details of the microphone arrays
flow computed with CFD. Here the multi-spiral and the Dougherty arrays of 31
probes placed at Z/L=1.5 are employed. Finally, beamforming is applied with the
simulated microphone signals. The reconstructions are shown figure 4.6, with the
sources marked with black crosses. Both arrays localise all noise sources, surrounded
by lobes spreading along the vertical axis. However, the Dougherty design is slightly
worse, with larger lobes.
Source Levels (dB): 75 77 79 81 83 85
U
(a) Multi-spiral Design (b) Dougherty Design
Figure 4.6: Reconstruction of three noise sources at shear layer.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
Using the full CFD flow-field of the M219 cavity with doors, the noise field is
computed and shown in figure 4.7 at the mid-span of the cavity. Between 10 and
1300Hz (Figure 4.7a), two main sources of noise are localised at the mid-length, and
at the aft of the shear layer, due to the strong second cavity mode. The BISPL, is
also integrated around cavity modes 1 and 2 in windows of 10Hz width (Figures 4.7b
and 4.7c). All modes show alternating high and low noise levels along the cavity
length, corresponding to the nodes, and the antinodes of standing waves. The nodes
of the dominant second mode are shown with circles, and the antinodes with crosses,
in figures 4.7 to 4.12. The cavity modes are mainly produced along the shear layer, as
YX
ZBISPL (dB): 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 200
U
(a) 10 to 1300Hz
YX
ZBISPL (dB): 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175
U
(b) Mode 1 (c) Mode 2
Figure 4.7: BISPL at the mid-span of the cavity over a large frequency band (a), and
centred on the two first cavity modes in windows of 10Hz (b)-(c).
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seen by the peaks of the different modes close to the black line at Z=0.
Experiments are limited to pressure probes placed on the wall, so they miss some
important characteristics of the noise field as described above. The beamforming is
applied to the CFD results, with the objective to obtain results comparable to the BISPL
computed using all the CFD points on the mesh. The static pressure is considered at
the microphone, as the hydrodynamic fluctuations are negligible far from the cavity.
The noise is reconstructed on a rectangular grid of 90x81 points at the mid-span of
the cavity using the multi-spiral array with 31 microphones, placed at Z/L=1.5. Figure
4.8 shows the effect of the level of accuracy of the flow-field used to transport the
sound waves. First, a zero velocity flow-field is assumed, and the pressure waves
propagate along straight lines from the scanned points to the microphones at the speed
of the sound (Figure 4.8a). The noise in this case is not correctly localised, with a
YX
ZNoise Source Levels (dB): 160 170 180 190 200
U
(a) No flow-field (b) Ideal flow-field
(c) Mean flow-field
Figure 4.8: Noise source reconstruction at the mid-span of the cavity over a large
frequency band between 10 and 1300Hz for different noise propagation model. Multi-
spiral array with 31 microphones, placed at Z/L=1.5.
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peak appearing downstream the cavity. Assuming that pressure waves are travelling
in an ideal flow-field (Figure 4.8b) with zero velocity in the cavity, and free-stream
outside, the noise is more accurately localised around the shear layer, mainly at the
second, and at the third antinodes of the second cavity mode (Second and third crosses
in figure 4.8b). Nevertheless, the sources of noise are surrounded by large lobes along
the vertical direction.
Employing the CFD mean flow-field to transport the waves (Figure 4.8c), the
sources of noise are localised at the same axial position compared to the ideal flow-
field case (Figure 4.9b). However, the lobes are smaller for the mean flow-field case,
as the thickness of the shear layer, is taken into account, giving a more precise vertical
localisation of the noise sources (Figure 4.9a). The source of noise at the front of the
cavity is weaker than for the other parts of the cavity, and is hidden by the lobes of the
stronger noise sources. In the following, the mean flow is used for all beamforming
results.
Figure 4.10 shows the influence of the vertical position of the multi-spiral array
of 31 probes. The array closer to the cavity at Z/L=0.6 (Figure 4.10a), did not capture
the sources at the shear layer, and the noise field close to the microphone array was
not correctly reconstructed. Moving the array farther from the cavity, improves the
reconstruction. The two main noise sources at 50%L and at 100%L of the shear layer
are more visible (Figure 4.10d), and compares better with the BISPL. When the array
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between OASPL and BIW along lines. Multi-spiral array with
31 microphones, placed at Z/L=1.5.
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(a) Z/L=0.60 (b) Z/L=0.90
(c) Z/L=1.20 (d) Z/L=1.50
Figure 4.10: Noise source reconstruction at the mid-span of the cavity over a large
frequency band between 10 and 1300Hz for different multi-spiral array positions.
Multi-spiral array with 31 microphones.
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(a) Multi-spiral array (b) Dougherty array
Figure 4.11: Noise source reconstruction at the mid-span of the cavity over a large
frequency band between 10 and 1300Hz for different array shapes. Array of 31
microphones placed at Z/D=1.5.
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(c) 31 microphones (d) 21 microphones
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Figure 4.12: Noise source reconstruction at the mid-span of the cavity over a large
frequency band between 10 and 1300Hz for different array density. Multi-spiral array
placed at Z/L=1.5.
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is too close to the cavity, the near field influences the resulting reconstruction, leading
to errors [140] (Figures 4.10a, 4.10b, and 4.10c).
Figure 4.11 shows the beamforming for the multi-spiral and the Dougherty
arrays of 31 microphones, placed at 1.5L from the cavity. The Dougherty design
reconstruction did not capture the noise source at 50%L of the shear layer, and globally
is less accurate than the multi-spiral array reconstruction. This may be the consequence
of the lower density of microphones close to the perimeter of the Dougherty array,
which reduces its bandwidth.
Figure 4.12 shows that the accuracy of the beamforming depends on the number
of microphones. When a large number of microphones are used, the strong broadband
noise is amplified when summed over all microphones, and hides the main sources
(Figures 4.12a and 4.12b). On the other hand, with a small number of microphones,
the broadband noise increases the lobe size (21 microphones, figure 4.12d), and leads
to non physical noise sources bellow the cavity for 16 microphones (Figure 4.12e).
The best configuration tested here had 31 microphones (Figure 4.12c).
Figure 4.13 compares the BISPL and the beamforming for the M219 cavity
without doors. Both the beamforming, and the BISPL, show the reduction of the noise
source amplitude at the mid-length of the cavity, caused by a weaker second cavity
mode, without the doors.
YX
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(a) BISPL (b) Beamforming
Figure 4.13: Noise field at the mid-span of the M219 cavity without doors over a large
frequency band between 10 and 1300Hz. Multi-spiral array of 31 microphones placed
at Z/D=1.5.
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In summary, the beamforming proved to be capable to capture the noise field
around the cavity using a limited number of probes, providing the mean CFD flow-
field to compute the propagation of the noise. This technique could be used in wind
tunnels, coupling microphone array measurement, and PIV data. This method provides
meaningful results if the array is far enough from the cavity. In addition, the optimal
number of microphones must be determined so that the array captures the tonal sources
of noise. A large number of microphones may amplify the broadband noise, and hide
the tones, while with a small number of microphones, the array can not localise the
main sources. The shape of the array also influences the results and should have a
large density of microphone on its periphery. As a result, further cavity flow physics,
and more data could be obtained for CFD validation.
Chapter 5
Modelling of the Cavity Flow
Resonance
Rossiter’s cavity flow model [13] assumes a hydrodynamic interaction, between the
periodic shedding of vortices, travelling downstream at the shear layer convective
speed of κνU∞, and the reflected acoustics waves travelling upstream at the speed of
sound c. κν is Rossiter’s convective velocity.
Based on the observation of standing waves in cavity flows, and the presence
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Figure 5.1: (a) Standing waves schematic, (b) Reflections and resulting pressures in
cavity.
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of numerous reflected waves in experiments [24, 141, 142, 14], it is assumed that the
main mechanism driving the tone generation is similar to that of an one-dimensional
standing wave resonator. Other papers made this assumption including Casper
et al. [42] who considered an upstream wave travelling at the speed of sound c, and
a downstream travelling wave at 0.57U∞. This simple model was able to separately
reproduce the mode shape of every mode by imposing its frequency in a simple
standing wave formula. However, the flow dynamics including the modulation of
the tones, the existence of the modes, and the non periodicity of the flow were not
predicted. The simplest resonator in fluid dynamics is a pipe closed at both ends,
where pressure waves Pi(x, t) are alternatively reflected at each ends, and travel at the
speed of the sound along the pipe. The superposition of the pressure waves leads to
strong pressure fluctuations, of frequency defined by the pipe length.
In a similar fashion, the cavity resonance is represented by a one dimensional
standing wave resonator, shown in figure 5.1. The space is uniformly discretised using
Np points, and the pressure of the i-th reflected wave at a point j, and at the n-th timestep
is denoted by Pni, j. The front wall is localised at j=0, and the aft wall at j =Np. First, the
pressure waves generated as the shear layer impacts the downstream corner (position
(1) in figure 5.1), and the pressure is given by:
Pn0,Np =
fN
∑
f=1
A f sin(2pi f tn +2piRi) (5.1)
In the above, f is the wave frequency, fN the frequency of the last wave, A f the
wave amplitude, Ri a random phase shift for each frequency, and tn the time at timestep
n. In shallow cavity flows, the amplitude A f of the broadband noise decreases with the
frequency, and the modes are usually seen up to the Rossiter mode 5 depending on the
case. To produce a signal Pn0,Np representative of turbulent flow, the maximum pressure
wave frequency fN is set to a large value, here 3kHz, and the wave amplitude A f was
set to linearly decrease with frequency:
A f = A0
fN − f
fN
(5.2)
As the amplitude of this signal depends on various parameters, including the
Mach Number, or the thickness of the incoming shear layer, an arbitrary amplitude,
found by trial and error, A0 = 3920Pa is set for the output to fit as best as possible the
CFD amplitude. The pressure waves travel towards the opposite wall (position (2) in
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figure 5.1), and are alternatively reflected (position (3) in figure 5.1) at the front, and
at the aft walls, assuming an absorption by the reflection defined as:
Pn+1i+1,0 = RwAtP
n
i,0 at the front corner (5.3)
Pn+1i+1,Np = RwAtP
n
i,Np at the aft corner (5.4)
with Rw the reflection coefficient at the wall defined as
[143]:
Rw =
Zsteel −Zair
Zsteel +Zair
= 0.98 (5.5)
with respectively Zsteel , and Zair the steel (for the cavity walls), and air acoustic
impedance. At is an absorption coefficient, assuming losses during the pressure wave
travelling due to the viscosity, the turbulent flow, and the acoustic damping. This
coefficient is set to 0.95 here for the purposes of demonstrating the method.
The waves are numerically transported using the equation,
∂P
∂ t
+ c(x, t)
∂P
∂x
= 0 (5.6)
discretised using an upwind scheme of third order [144],
Pn+1i, j = P
n
i, j− cn+1j ∆t
2Pni, j+1+3P
n
i, j−6Pni, j−1+Pni, j−2
6∆x
(5.7)
with ∆x the grid spacing, ∆t the timestep, and cnj the wave speed at the point j. Here,
all velocities are defined as positive from the front wall to the aft wall. The upstream,
and downstream travelling waves move out of sync at velocities defined, respectively
as:
cn−j =−c+unj and cn+j = κνU∞ (5.8)
with c the sound speed, and unj the axial flowfield velocity along the propagation path of
the pressure waves. Acoustics waves generated at aft wall by the impact of transported
vortices in the shear layer, propagate upstream at the speed cn−j that includes the effect
of the shear layer flowfield unj . The present formulation of c
n+
j follows from Rossiter
who assumed that the downstream travelling pressure waves were transported by the
shed vortices at a speed proportional to the free-stream velocity. The assumption cn+j =
c+ unj gave large over estimation of the Rossiter mode frequencies, and was rejected.
The reflected pressure wave Pni, j is removed from the computation when its amplitude
becomes weaker than 5% of P0,Np . Reducing this limit further does not influence the
final result. Finally, the resulting pressure signal Pnt, j is the sum of all reflections (curve
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Figure 5.2: Absolute pressure wave speed cnj along the cavity length.
(4) in figure 5.1):
Pnt, j =
Nr
∑
i=1
Pni, j (5.9)
with Nr the number of reflections.
The analysis is applied here to the M219 cavity without doors, with ∆x =
0.0025m and ∆t = 1.10−6s. Three different assumptions on the velocities cn+j and c
n−
j
driving the pressure wave propagation are tested. In figure 5.2, the unsteady speeds
are only presented for selected time steps. First, the ideal wave resonator models the
pressure waves travelling through a medium with cn+j =−cn−j = c, like a pipe closed at
both ends. The sound pressure level in figure 5.3a shows an infinite number of linearly
spaced tones following the formula:
fm =
m
2L
c (5.10)
with L the cavity length, and c the sound speed.
To reduce the tonal frequencies, the steady flow resonator considers pressure
waves travelling at a reduced speed with respect to the mean stream-wise flow
computed with CFD. The upstream travelling waves consider un+j along a line in the
shear layer at Y=0 and Z/L=-0.04, where the tonal noise is maximum, as shown in
figure 4.7a. The downstream travelling waves move along with the shed vortices at
about 69% of the free-stream velocity. This value was chosen to fit as best as possible
the experimental frequencies by try and error. The smaller the wave speed, the lower
the resulting tonal frequencies. The steady flow resonator improves the results (Figure
5.3b) with a better estimation of cavity tone frequencies, within 40Hz. However, an
infinite number of tones are predicted, not in agreement with experiments.
The accuracy of the analysis is improved using unsteady flow data to drive the
pressure wave propagation. The CFD signal used to validate k-ω SAS turbulence
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Figure 5.3: SPL at the aft wall of the M219 cavity. L=0.51m.
model with experiments, is looped to a length of 500 travel times. As for the steady
resonator, the flowfield velocity is extracted along a line in the shear layer at Y=0 and
Z/L=-0.04. The upstream pressure waves propagate here at an unsteady velocity that
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Figure 5.4: SPL at aft wall of the cavity for different input signals.
varies between 0 and 400m/s. The sound pressure levels in figure 5.3c show better
agreement between the analysis and the experiments. The unsteady flow resonator
predicts a finite number of modes, and broadband noise for the higher frequencies.
This shows that the modal amplitudes are driven by the turbulence around the cavity.
Rossiter [13] and Heller [22] demonstrated, experimentally, that a laminar shear layer
lead to louder tones than a turbulent one. This agrees with the present model.
In figure 5.4, steady and unsteady resonators are used with two different signal
inputs. The low frequency signals contain wavelengths larger than half a cavity
length, and the high frequency signals contain wave lengths smaller than this limit.
This wave length is equivalent to a frequency fL of 1370Hz for a cavity length of
0.51m. The steady resonator provides a similar output for both inputs, with peaks
and broadband noise limited to the frequency range of the input signal. However,
the unsteady resonator generates a very different answer. With low frequency input
(Figure 5.4a), the peaks are dumped from the third mode, and broadband noise appears
above fL. Employing the high frequency input, unexpected fluctuations arise (Figure
5.4b). The peaks above fL are totally dumped in favour of broadband noise, and
high amplitude peaks appear at the Rossiter mode frequencies. This suggests that
the flowfield turbulence modifies the resonance mechanism, moving the energy from
the high frequencies to the cavity modes. The high frequency resonance is disabled by
the wave speed unsteadiness, that makes the upstream and the downstream waves not
to be in phase, as their wavelengths are comparable, or smaller than the length scale of
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Figure 5.5: Scalogram at 95% of the cavity length. High frequency input applied to
the unsteady resonator.
the flow fluctuations. This promotes broadband noise for high frequencies.
Figure 5.5 shows the output of the the unsteady resonator using the high
frequency input. The wavelet transform is shown in function of the travel time at 95%
of the cavity length. Lower frequency noise arises quickly, and after 5 travel times, the
first cavity mode appears. The second and third modes appear after 17 travel times.
This transfer from high to low frequencies may explain why cavity flows are so noisy,
and fast to settle [145]. Overall, the available literature suggests that the shear layer
hits the aft wall producing high frequency pressure waves reflecting inside the cavity.
This wave superposition generates strong cavity modes at low frequencies due to the
flowfield turbulence. Then, the cavity modes excite the shear layer motion, and this
further amplifies the low frequencies in the pressure waves produced at aft wall. This
feedback loop further amplifies the resonance, and the cavity modes lock to their final
frequencies.
The Banded Integral Wavelets (BIWs) are shown for modes 1 to 3 for the
unsteady flow resonator and the experimental results along the ceiling mid-span
(Figures 5.6). The scalogram is integrated in windows of 20Hz centred on the cavity
modes. There is a good agreement of the unsteady resonator with the experiments,
showing standing waves of similar shape.
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(a) Mode 1 - Expe. (b) Mode 2 - Expe. (c) Mode 3 - Expe.
(d) Mode 1 - Resonator (e) Mode 2 - Resonator (f) Mode 3 - Resonator
Figure 5.6: BIW at ceiling mid-span for experimental and unsteady resonator.
(a) Mode 1 - Expe. (b) Mode 2 - Expe. (c) Mode 3 - Expe.
(d) Mode 1 - Resonator (e) Mode 2 - Resonator (f) Mode 3 - Resonator
Figure 5.7: BIW envelope at ceiling mid-span for experimental and unsteady resonator.
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(d) Mode 4
Figure 5.8: Tonal amplitude modulation at X/L=0.95.
The BIW envelope is shown in figure 5.7. The unsteady resonator predicts the
tonal amplitude modulation, and the mode shapes. As the analysis does not include the
noise fluctuations associated to the shear layer turbulence, and the noise radiating from
all cavity surfaces, the gradient of noise between the front and the aft of the cavity is
not well captured.
Figure 5.8 shows the spectrum of the cavity tonal amplitude modulation (BIW
envelope) at 95% of the cavity length for modes 1 to 4. The experimental signal
is characterised by decreasing modulation amplitude with the frequency. The first
mode modulation has a peak at a very small frequency as shown by Kegerise et al. [29]
(Vertical dashed line in figure 5.8a). The steady resonator fails to fit the experiments
with under-prediction of the low frequencies. On the other hand, the unsteady
resonator agrees well for the modes 1, 3 and 4, while the mode 2 modulation is only
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slightly underestimated. Using the steady resonator, the third mode modulation shows
peaks at 200, 400 and 600Hz, and the fourth mode at 200Hz. Those peaks are dumped
by the unsteadiness of the flowfield in favour of broadband noise.
This analysis gives an accurate picture of the transonic cavity flow dynamics,
showing that the wave superposition is the main mechanism driving the cavity flow
resonance. However, the relative modal amplitudes are not exactly represented here
compared to the experiments, highlighting a missing part of the physics. In future
work, the pumping action at the aft wall will be taken into account. The tonal pressure
fluctuations and the shear layer motion[14] have to be coupled to generate the pressure
at aft wall P0,Np regarding the pressure history.
In summary, the cavity dynamics were modelled as a standing wave resonator,
influenced by the shear layer flow. This study suggests that the generation mechanism
of cavity noise proposed by Rossiter can be complemented with the superposition
of the pressure waves reflecting, and travelling inside the bay. The time averaged
flow-field drives the tonal frequencies, while the flow-field fluctuations drive their
amplitude, and feed the broadband noise. More importantly, the production of cavity
tonal noise by high frequencies may be the trigger of the cavity flow resonance. For
the first time, the tonal dynamics of the cavity flow are fully represented by a model
with the standing wave-like oscillations and their modulation. This explains why past
cavity flows models considering a small number of pressure reflections were not able
to capture the cavity dynamics.
This new modelling will help the understanding of experimental, and numerical
observations of the noise field. For example, the efficiency of a rod placed at the
leading edge of a cavity is increasing with its diameter [88]. This could be the
consequence of the Von Karman sheet that includes large enough vortices to disturb
the resonance of the low frequency modes. Closing one door of a weapon bay, the
tones are amplified and shifted to higher frequencies with a reduction of the broadband
noise [36, 38]. This is explained by the shield part of the cavity where the acoustic waves
can travel in a more steady flow, leading to a noise field closer to the steady resonator
model.
This also defines guidelines for cavity flow control. The first way to alleviate the
resonance is by reducing the generation of acoustic waves at the aft wall. The second
way is to force the presence of large enough perturbations in the shear layer to disable
the tonal resonance in favour of broadband noise.
Chapter 6
Geometry and Conditions
This chapter presents the geometry used to simulate the aeroelasticity of stores in
weapon bays, the door opening, and the store trajectory variability. In this work,
all computations were carried out using Scale-Adaptive Simulation with a timestep
equal to 1% of the cavity length travel time (0.12ms). The free-stream Mach number
was 0.85, and the Reynolds number based on the cavity length (ReL) 6.5 million.
The conditions approximated an aircraft flying at 3000ft, T = 8.51deg, p = 89900Pa,
ρ = 1.11kg/m2, and U∞ = 286m/s.
6.1 Geometry
A prismatic cavity 3.59m long, 1.03m wide, and of length to depth ratio of 7.0 is
considered (Figure 6.1). This L/D ratio is more representative of actual fighter weapon
bays than the M219 cavity (L/D=5).
The doors are modelled as solid flat plates with a thickness of 0.3% of the cavity
depth, a width of 46% of the cavity width, and a length of 98% of the cavity length
Name Speed (deg/s) Travel time Strouhal
Slow 110 80 0.023
Medium 220 40 0.047
Fast 440 20 0.094
Table 6.1: Simulated door opening speeds
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(a) Bottom view - Doors closed (b) Downstream view - Doors at 45
degrees
(c) Surface Mesh - Doors at 110 degrees
Figure 6.1: Schematic view of the vented cavity with store.
(Figure 6.1). These dimensions allow for cavity venting when doors are fully closed.
φs and φp are the starboard and port side door angles, with zero degrees corresponding
to the closed doors position. CFD results at different configurations with static doors
are tested and compared against computations for dynamic opening. Static door
configurations include cases at 20, 45, 90 and 110 degrees. The effect of the dynamic
door opening is assessed by computing the door operation for angles between 0 and
110 degrees. Three opening frequencies were computed, 110, 220 and 440 degrees/sec,
and their opening was respectively equivalent to 80, 40 and 20 travel times at 3000 ft
of altitude. They are respectively termed slow, medium and fast opening. Modern
fighters complete the door opening during approximately 1 second, for a cavity length
of about 4 meters. This corresponds using the selected CFD conditions to a Strouhal
number of 0.027 at a speed of U∞ = 286m/s. The opening Strouhal number compares
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Figure 6.2: Geometry, cavity axes, and the store at carriage position.
(a) Perspective View
(b) Fins Position
(c) Fin Tip
(d) Fin Root
Figure 6.3: Fin geometry.
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the door opening frequency fd , and the travel time frequency ftt as:
Stopening =
fd
ftt
=
fdL
U∞
(6.1)
where L is the cavity length, and U∞ is the free-stream velocity. The simulated slow,
medium, and fast opening, give Strouhal numbers of 0.023, 0.047 and 0.094. The slow
opening is the most representative of actual aircraft cavities, but faster studies are also
considered, since to maintain stealth, the cavity exposure should be minimised.
The store had a mass ms, was 90% of the cavity length, and had four fins in a
cross configuration (Figure 6.2) [146]. The fins were supported by a rod so that they
can rotate, with respect to the store body (Figure 6.3). The flow was resolved in the
gap between the fins and the store body. The non dimensional moments of inertia
I/(ms.L
2
s ) were 4,0.10
−4 about the roll axis and 7,3.10−2 about the pitch and yaw
axes, with the centre of gravity located at mid length of the store. Without doors, the
carriage position was at mid cavity depth (Z/D=-0.50), while the store was carried at
Z/D=-0.56 allowing space for closing the doors.
The computations begin with a transitional phase where the cavity flow settles.
The first 10 cavity travel times of the flow, or equivalently 130ms, are ignored, and
then, the flow is sampled and stored for analysis.
All simulations were performed using the chimera technique [119] assuming one
independent grid by object. Table 6.2 summarises the number of blocks, and the size
of each grid component.
Name Nb. of Blocks Nb. of Points (106)
Cavity 1668 28.9
Door x 2 384 2.8
Store 816 7.1
Table 6.2: Mesh size for each solid
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6.2 Frames of Reference
A frame of reference is attached to each solid object (cavity, door, fins, store). The
cavity is attached to the earth system using the North East Down (NED) convention
where, X is positive pointing north ahead of the store, Y is positive east and
perpendicular to the X axis, and Z is positive towards the earth centre (Figure 6.1).
The zero is defined at the mid-span of the front bay lip.
The store system Xb,Yb,Zb is right-handed and coincident with the earth system
for the store at carriage, with respect to the roll, pitch and yaw axes (Figure 6.2). The
moments are computed about the gravity center at the mid-span of the store.
The door systems Xds,Yds,Zds (starboard door) and Xd p,Yd p,Zd p (port door) are
right-handed and coincident with the earth system when closed, with respect to the
roll, pitch and yaw axes. The moments are computed about the red dots of figure 6.1.
Each fin uses a local reference, where X is positive north, away of the fin, Z is
positive from root to tip and perpendicular to the X axis, and Y is positive towards the
port side the fin (Figure 6.3).
The force (C f orce) and moment coefficients (Cmoment) are computed using:
C f orce =
F
1
2
ρ∞U2∞S
and Cmoment =
M
1
2
ρ∞U2∞dre f S
(6.2)
where F and M are forces and moments, dre f is the reference length, and S is the
reference area. For the store, dre f , the store diameter, and S = pid
2
re f /4 is the store
reference area. For the cavity walls and doors, dre f = L, the cavity length, and S =WD
is the aft wall area.
Chapter 7
Coupled Aeroelastic Computation of
Store in Weapon Bays
This chapter presents the method for store aeroelasticity within weapon bays. Then,
results for a fixed store at carriage, and shear layer position are discussed. The
aeroelasticity of stores during door opening, and store release are respectively
discussed in chapters 8 and 9.
7.1 Fluid-Structure Interaction Modelling
The aeroelastic framework of HMB3 is based on the modal method [44]. This method
uses structural modes computed using NASTRAN [147] and a mesh deformation
module based on the inverse distance weighting interpolation.
7.1.1 Structural Modes
For the structural deformations, the modal approach is used to lower the computational
cost. It expresses solid deformations as functions of the structure’s eigenmodes. The
body and fin structural modes are obtained using NASTRAN [147]. The structural
model include 23000 points on the missile body and 27148 points on each fin. The
models provided by MBDA UK Ltd. represent the complete structure, including the
internal parts inside the body. The structural equations are solved with the eigenvalue
analysis SOL103 method of NASTRAN [147]. Four fin modes are visualised in figure
7.1 (modes F1 to F4 of table 7.1).
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Mode Mode name Frequency (Hz) Closer Rossiter mode (number / Hz)
Free Root Fin
1 F1 144.1 5 / 149.2
2 F2 158.1 5 / 149.2
3 F3 232.0 8 / 244.6
4 F4 923.6 30 / 939.0
Body at Carriage
1 Y1 25.5 1 / 23.6
2 Z1 25.9 1 / 23.6
3 Y2 28.9 1 / 23.6
4 Z2 29.9 1 / 23.6
5 Y3 82.8 3 / 86.8
6 Z3 112.1 4 / 118.5
7 Y4 127.8 4 / 118.5
8 Z4 197.6 7 / 213.1
9 Y5 214.8 7 / 213.1
10 Z5 218.8 7 / 213.1
Body in Free Air
1 FAZ1 43.4 2 / 55.2
2 FAY1 47.1 2 / 55.2
3 FAZ2 121.3 4 / 118.5
4 FAY2 148.2 5 / 150.0
5 FAZ3 259.4 8 / 244.6
6 FAZ4 440.4 14 / 434.0
Table 7.1: Modal frequencies of the store. Rossiter’s modes are based on Mach of 0.85
and cavity length of 3.59m using equation 1.1
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(a) Mode F1: 144.14 Hz (b) Mode F2: 158.05 Hz
(c) Mode F3: 232.02 Hz (d) Mode F4: 923.55 Hz
Figure 7.1: Structural modes 1 to 4 of the free root fin
At carriage, the store cannot move freely. The motion of the body is constrained
by the ejector release unit (ERU) holding the store at two points. The holders are
modelled by two elastic elements (CBUSH) fixed to the ceiling and to the store
by multiple point connections (Figure 7.2). The forward, and the aft hangers are
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(a) Position of the supports at carriage
(b) Modelling of the supports at carriage
Figure 7.2: Ejector Release Unit (ERU) position and structural modelling
respectively placed at 0.45%L and at 0.55%L from the store nose. Ten carriage modes
are listed in table 7.1, and figure 7.3 shows the first six of them. At carriage, the modes
and frequencies of the store are different from free flight. After the store is released
from the ERU, the store can freely deform, and six structural modes, shown figure 7.4,
were computed.
7.1.2 CFD/CSD Interpolation
At the beginning of each computation, the structural modes are interpolated from
the CSD to the CFD grid. The interpolation is performed with the Moving Least
Square method (MLS). This method is accurate as loads integrations and displacement
computations are carried out on the CFD grid without interpolation.
Also, the different solids in contact have to be identified relatively to each other
(Figure 7.5) to be able to compute the motion of each fin (object 3) shown in blue,
relatively to the body (object 1) shown in green. Then, all shared points between fins
and body are identified. Finally, a zone of size R from the shared points called patch
(object 2) is defined on each fin. In the present case, R was arbitrary defined to include
the complete rod in the patch.
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(a) Mode Y1 : 25.5 Hz (b) Mode Z1 : 25.9 Hz
(c) Mode Y2 : 28.9 Hz (d) Mode Z2 : 29.9 Hz
(e) Mode Y3 : 82.8 Hz (f) Mode Z3 : 112.1 Hz
Figure 7.3: Structural modes 1 to 6 of the body at carriage
(a) Mode FAZ1 : 43.4 Hz (b) Mode FAY1 : 47.1 Hz
(c) Mode FAZ2 : 121.3 Hz (d) Mode FAY2 : 148.2 Hz
(e) Mode FAZ3 : 259.4 Hz (f) Mode FAZ4 : 440.4 Hz
Figure 7.4: Structural modes 1 to 6 of the body in free air
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Figure 7.5: Body and fins structure of the store. Grid points represented by spheres.
7.1.3 Computation of the Modal Loads and Amplitudes
The CFD computation is performed on the deformed mesh to obtain the solution at
t +∆t. The pressure is then summed over the undeformed mesh points to compute the
modal loads f sm(t) on the solid (s) for the m-th mode at time t:
f sm(t) =
ns
∑
p=1
p(p, t).φ sm(p) (7.1)
with ns the number of CFD points on the solid s, p(p, t) the pressure at a point p in
N/m2, and φ sm(p) the mode displacement at the point p for the m-th mode of the solid
s normalised by the generalised mass set to 1kg. The modal load unit is N/m.kg.
The shape of the solid s, φ s(t), is described as a sum of eigenvectors φ sm :
φ s(t) = φ s0+
nsm
∑
m=1
αsm(t)φ
s
m (7.2)
with nsm the number of modes on the solid s, and φ
s
0 the undeformed shape. The
problem is then reduced to solving for the coefficient αsm. In the modal approach,
the coefficient can be obtained by solving the following differential equation:
∂ 2αsm
∂ t2
+2ζmωm
∂αsm
∂ t
+ω2mα
s
m = f
s
m(t) (7.3)
For stability purposes, the analysis is started with a strong damping coefficient
of ζm = 0.7 for each mode. The high starting damping in the equation is used to control
the oscillations created by the step that appear at the beginning of the simulation, due
to the sudden change in the forces applied to a second order system. Once the solid
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reaches an acceptable level of deformation, the damping is gradually brought to a final
value of ζm = 0.1, or lower.
Then, equation 7.3 is explicitly solved using the leap-frog method. To ensure
stability of the numerical scheme chosen to solve the structural equation, each timestep
is solved in Ni inner timesteps of size ∆ti = ∆t/Ni. The modal force at the time ti =
t + i∆ti is :
f sm(ti) = f
s
m(t)+
i( f sm(t +∆t)− f sm(t))
Ni
(7.4)
The m-th amplitude αsm is then assessed for inner timestep ti +1 :
[αsm]ti+1 = [α
s
m]ti +
[
∂αsm
∂ ti
]
ti
∆ti +
1
2
[
∂ 2αsm
∂ t2i
]
ti
∆t2i (7.5)
The time derivative of the amplitudes are then computed as:[
∂ 2αsm
∂ t2i
]
ti+1
= [ f sm]ti −ω2m[αsm]ti −2ζ ωm
[
∂αsm
∂ ti
]
ti
(7.6)
[
∂αsm
∂ ti
]
ti+1
=
[
∂αsm
∂ ti
]
ti
+
1
2
([
∂ 2αsm
∂ t2i
]
ti
+
[
∂ 2αsm
∂ t2i
]
ti+1
)
∆ti (7.7)
A flow chart showing the different steps of the method is shown figure 7.6.
Compute the modal loads 
 
 
Compute the modal amplitudes 
 
 
Forces fm 
Compute total displacement 
 
 
Deform the CFD grid 
Update the CFD flow-field 
For Ni aeroelastic time steps 
For each CFD time step 
Figure 7.6: Aeroelastic coupling strategy.
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7.1.4 Deformation of the Surface Mesh
The displacement of the surface of each solid is computed using equation 7.2. Then,
the surface mesh is deformed for each solid body, beginning by the store body where
the displacements are applied to all surface points. Then, the fin motion due to the
body displacement is computed with the method presented in figure 7.7.
For each fin (f) to deform, the displacement due to the body (b) is computed as:
φ f = RP+ t (7.8)
with R and t, respectively, the mean rotation matrix, and the translation vector of the
shared points between the fin and the body, and P = [x,y,z] the position of the points
of fin f (Figure 7.7c).
The translation vector is the mean displacement of the nsp shared points between
the body and the fin:
t=
1
nsp
nsp
∑
p=1
φ b(p) (7.9)
with φ b(p) the displacement of the point p imposed by the body. The centroids of the
shared points are computed on the original position A, and at the position B imposed
by the body:
CA =
1
nsp
nsp
∑
p=1
P(p) (7.10)
CB =
1
nsp
nsp
∑
p=1
(P(p)+φ b(p)) (7.11)
The optimal solid rotation to go from position A to position B is computed with
the Singular Value Decomposition technique (SVD). This method is fast and easy
to implement [148]. The centres of rotation A and B are sent to the origin. Then, a
covariance matrix H is computed:
H=
nsp
∑
p=1
(P(p)−CA)(P(p)+φ b(p)−CB)T (7.12)
The singular value decomposition of the matrix is computed as:
[U,S,V] = SV D(H) (7.13)
The rotation matrix is then given by:
R= VUT (7.14)
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(a) Surface mesh points at time t. (b) Deformation of the body following the
structural modes.
(c) Computation of the translation t, and
rotation R due to the body.
(d) Displacement of the fin using t and R.
(e) Deformation of the fin following the
structural modes.
(f) Surface mesh at time t+dt after patch
interpolation.
Figure 7.7: 2D example of surface mesh deformation with body and fin.
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Finally, the computed displacement with equation 7.8 (Figure 7.7d) and the
displacement due to the structural modes are applied to the fin (f) outside the patch
(Figure 7.7e). The displacements of the patch points are interpolated using Inverse
Distance Weighting (IDW) between the fins points that just moved, and the shared
points imposed by the body position (Figure 7.7f). This interpolation uses the same
method as described in the following section 7.1.5.
7.1.5 Volume Mesh Deformation
To adapt the volume mesh to the surface of the deformed solid, a mesh deformation
algorithm has been implemented in HMB3, based on Inverse Distance Weighting
(IDW) [149]. IDW interpolates the values at given points with a weighted average of the
values available at a set of known points. The weight assigned to the value at a known
point is proportional to the inverse of the distance between the known and the given
point. Biava et al. [150] used this method to optimise rotor blade shapes in HMB3, and
obtained good quality mesh after mesh deformations.
Given N samples ui = u(xi) for i = 1,2, ...,N, the interpolated value of the
function u at a point x using IDW is given by:
u(x) =


N
∑
i=1
wi(x)ui
N
∑
i=1
wi(x)
, if d(x,xi) 6= 0 for all i
ui, if d(x,xi) = 0 for some i
(7.15)
where
wi(x) =
1
d(x,xi)p
(7.16)
In the above equations, p is any positive real number (called the power parameter) and
d(x,y) is the Euclidean distance between x and y (but any other metric operator could
be considered as well).
The method in its original form, becomes expensive as sample data sets get
larger. An alternative formulation of the Shepard’s method, which is better suited for
large-scale problems, has been proposed by Renka [151] where the interpolated value is
calculated using only the k nearest neighbours within an R-sphere (k and R are given,
fixed, parameters) shown in green in figure 7.8. The weights are slightly modified in
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Volume grid
     point x
R
Surface
k nearest surface points
inside the sphere
Points inside the sphere
farther than the k nearest
Fluid
Points outside the sphere
xi
d(x,xi)
Figure 7.8: Selection of the points to interpolate from to compute the IDW weights.
this case:
wi(x) =
(
max(0,R−d(x,xi))
Rd(x,xi)
)2
, i = 1,2, ...,k. (7.17)
If this interpolation formula is combined with a fast spatial search structure for finding
the k nearest points, it yields an efficient interpolation method suitable for large-scale
problems [149].
The modified IDW interpolation formula is used in HMB3 to implement mesh
deformation in an efficient and robust way. The known displacements of points
belonging to solid surfaces represent the sample data, while the displacements at all
other points of the volume grid are computed using equation (7.15) with the weights
of equation (7.17). For fast spatial search of the sample points, an Alternating Digital
Tree (ADT) data structure [152] is used. A blending function is also applied to the
interpolated displacements, so that they smoothly tend to zero as the distance from the
deforming surface approaches R.
7.2 Results and Discussion
Simulations were carried out with the store at the carriage and at shear layer of the
cavity without doors, and are summarised in table 7.2. At each store position, two
computations were performed with rigid and elastic store body to determine if the fins
are influenced by the body motion. In this section the carriage body modes were used
since the store was fixed.
Figure 7.9 shows the sound pressure level (SPL) along the cavity ceiling mid-
span with and without the store. In the following, the cavity modes are called M1 to
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Name Store position Fins structure Body structure Travel Time
Carriage fins Carriage Elastic Rigid 41.0
Carriage fins and body Carriage Elastic Elastic 77.2
Shear layer fins Shear layer Elastic Rigid 42.0
Shear layer fins and body Shear layer Elastic Elastic 88.2
Table 7.2: Computed aeroelastic cases
Frequency (Hz)
SP
L 
(dB
)
0 100 200 300
130
140
150
Clean
Store at Carriage
Store at Shear Layer
M1 M3
M2
M4
M5
M6
Figure 7.9: SPL along the cavity ceiling mid-span with aeroelastic store.
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Figure 7.10: Deformations of the body at carriage and shear layer.
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M6. The clean cavity presents strong resonance up to the sixth cavity mode. Adding
the store at shear layer, reduces the broadband noise and the tonal amplitudes of modes
1, 4, 5 and 6. Moving the store at carriage, the noise decreases further with weaker
tones. This is due to the blockage effect of the store that reduces the flow fluctuations
inside the cavity.
Figure 7.10 shows the RMS and maximum displacements of the store body nose
and tail at carriage and shear layer. Overall, the tail vibrates at larger amplitude as most
of the cavity flow unsteadiness occurs at the aft of the cavity. Moving from carriage
to shear layer position, the RMS deformations increase by 40%, and the maximum
deformations reach 1.8mm. This corresponds to about 1% of the store diameter.
The span-wise and vertical accelerations of the body tail are shown in figure
7.11 at carriage and at shear layer. They are respectively shown with the modal forces
of the modes Yi and Zi contributing to the deformation along the Y, and Z axes. The
modal forces of modes above Z3 are not shown as they drive negligible deformations.
Between carriage and shear layer positions, the trends are similar, with an acceleration
peak close to the structural modes Y1, Z1, Y2 and Z2, followed by a second weaker
peak close to Z4, Y5, Z5. The body has a directional dependent response to the cavity
flow. In the span-wise direction, the modal forces do not show strong peaks close to the
cavity flow modes, and the body is only exited at its modal frequencies. On the other
hand, the vertical modal forces exhibit peaks near the cavity modes. At carriage, the
cavity modesM1 andM2 are visible in the modal forces and accelerations. At the shear
layer position, there are stronger fluctuations, and all modal forces show peaks at the
cavity modes M1 to M5, leading to significant acceleration peaks. The directionality
of the acceleration is caused by the relatively symmetric cavity flow modes around the
cavity mid-span, leading to weaker unsteady loads in the span-wise direction. When
the store is at the shear layer, it is subjected to the strongest vertical loads due to the
large differences between the cavity flow and the free-stream. The experiments in
reference [40] show a similar behaviour with a smaller store model.
Figure 7.12 presents the RMS and maximum displacements of the trailing edge
tips of the fins at carriage and shear layer. Here, the displacements are shown in a
reference frame attached to the fin root, and moving with the store body (Figure 7.12a).
The body elasticity has a small effect on the fins, because its deformations remain about
1% of the store diameter. However, fins 1 and 2 are close to the shear layer for both
store positions, leading to similar RMS deformations of about 0.8mm. Moving closer
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(c) Span-wise acceleration at shear layer
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(d) Vertical acceleration at shear layer
Figure 7.11: Spectrum of body modal forces, and tail acceleration. Mi are cavity
modes. YI and Zi are respectively vertical and span-wise body structural modes.
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Figure 7.12: Deformations in the fin root reference frame, for the TE tip of the fins.
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to the shear layer, fins 3 and 4 on the upper side of the store are subject to an increase
of 60% of their RMS displacement from 0.5 to 0.8mm. The maximum deformations
reach values of about 3mm. In the earth axis, the RMS and maximum displacements
respectively reach values of 1.0mm and 3.5mm.
At the trailing edge tip of fin 4, the acceleration spectra are compared between
the cases with rigid and elastic bodies, in figure 7.13. The fin accelerations show a
peak at the two first structural modes. This supports that the body elasticity has a small
effect on the fin deformations with no visible influence of the body acceleration.
The spectra of the modal forces of the four fins are shown in figures 7.14a and
7.14b with the store at carriage and shear layer. The modal forces of modes F3 and
F4 are not shown here as they lead to negligible deformations. Overall, the cavity
resonance had small footprint in the fins modal forces. This may be due to the small
size of the fins compared to cavity flow resonance length scale of a cavity length. At
carriage, fins 1 and 2, are closer to the shear layer than fins 3 and 4, and are exposed
to stronger flow fluctuations. At the shear layer, where all the fins are exposed to
the flow turbulence, they show similar modal forces. The response of the fins to the
modal force shown in figures 7.14c and 7.14d, are also characterised by changes in
the high frequency amplitudes regarding the store position. This shows that the fin
deformations are mainly driven by the high frequency broadband noise, because their
modal frequencies are far away from the cavity mode frequencies.
7.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the method and results for store aeroelasticity within the cavity
flow. When the cavity flow was fully established, aeroelastic effects were present,
but secondary for the case at hand. The structural excitation showed a directional
dependence due to the span-wise symmetry of the geometry. The tonal fluctuations
excited the body, while the fins were influenced by the broadband fluctuations. Overall,
maximum store deformations were of about 2% of the store diameter. In case of
matching between the cavity and the structural modes, the structural response seen
in the present study can be amplified, and lead to much larger deformation, as seen in
the experimental work of Wagner et al. [41]. This study should be carried out for every
cases to ensure that strong interactions does not occur.
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Figure 7.13: Spectra of fin 4 acceleration with and without body aeroelastics.
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Figure 7.14: Spectra of fin modal forces, and acceleration at the trailing edge tip of the
fin. Mi are cavity modes. Fi are fin structural modes.
Chapter 8
Simulations of Weapon Bay Doors
Opening
This chapter describes simulations of the weapon bay doors operation. The doors
were either fixed, or opened in a dynamic way. The flow evolution is analysed
using flow visualisation, and point probes processed using signal analysis techniques.
Name Angle (deg) Door Velocity (deg/s) Travel Time
Doors without Store
Static 20deg 20 0 22
Static 45deg 45 0 20
Static 90deg 90 0 20
Static 110deg 110 0 38
Slow 0→ 110 110 40
Medium 0→ 110 220 82
Fast 0→ 110 440 40
Doors with Aeroelastic Store at Carriage
Static & Store 20deg 20 0 20
Static & Store 45deg 45 0 22
Static & Store 90deg 90 0 19
Static & Store 110deg 110 0 19
Medium & Store 0→ 110 220 40
Table 8.1: Computed cases with doors
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Comparisons are performed for different door opening speeds with and without store.
Finally the aeroelastic deformation during this phase is also compared to the results of
chapter 7. The computational plan is shown table 8.1.
8.1 Computations of Static Doors
Figure 8.1 shows the time-averaged Mach Number on a plane at 85% of the cavity
length for the LD7 cavity with and without doors. Over the clean cavity, the shear
layer deeps in, reaching large depths of penetration (Figure 8.1a), and creating large
structures above the side walls. Adding doors at 110 degrees, the shear layer is lifted
towards the outer cavity part (Figure 8.1b), reducing the Mach number inside the
(a) No doors - Clean
(b) 110 degrees - Clean (c) 90 degrees - Clean
(d) 45 degrees - Clean (e) 20 degrees - Clean
Figure 8.1: Time averaged Mach Number at X/L=0.85 for the LD7 cavity.
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Figure 8.2: OASPL along the cavity ceiling mid-span.
cavity. Decreasing the door angle, a further reduction of the Mach number is seen,
and the doors at 20 degrees show very slow flow inside the cavity (Figure 8.1e).
The blockage of the flow by the doors is also visible in the OASPL in figure 8.2a.
The doors at 110 degrees have a small effect on the OASPL when compared to a cavity
without doors. Reducing the door angle, a pacifying effect appears, leading to the
reduction of the sound pressure level by up to 20dB at 20 degrees. The addition of the
doors at 90 degrees on the M219 cavity, has dramatically different consequences, with
a stronger second cavity mode, seen on the W shape of the OASPL (Figure 8.2b), and
an overall noise increase. This difference is due to the geometry of the door leading
edge, that is thicker for the M219 cavity. This leads to different flowfield over the
cavity for the two cases. This is shown in figure 8.3 with bottom view of the RMS of
longitudinal velocity at the middle section of the doors. The M219 door pushes the
flow above the cavity (Figure 8.3a), while the LD7 door is thinner, and pushes less
flow above the cavity (Figure 8.3b). This leads to more pronounced flow fluctuations
for the M219 cavity.
Figure 8.4 shows the flow momentum of the time averaged flow for the LD7 and
M219 cavities, with and without doors at 90 degrees computed using equation 2.38
over the cavity mid-span. The two cavities have similar shear layer patterns without
doors, with a shear layer thickness of the same order of magnitude compared to the
cavity depth on the second half of the cavity. Adding the doors, the M219 shear layer
is lifted, and shows a dramatic reduction of its thickness compared to the LD7 cavity.
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(a) M219 (b) LD7 with doors at 90 degrees
Figure 8.3: Time averaged URMS at the middle section of the doors.
YX
Z
Shear Layer Momentum: 0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32
(a) M219 no doors (b) M219 doors 90 degrees
(c) LD7 no doors (d) LD7 doors 90 degrees
Figure 8.4: Shear layer momentum of the time averaged flow on the cavity mid-span.
The smaller width of the M219 cavity enhances the effect of the doors, leading to larger
changes at the mid-span. This shows that the doors, strongly affect the cavity flow.
8.2 Computations for Dynamic Door Opening
The flows for dynamic and static doors are compared in figure 8.5 using the Mach
Number field, and LIC plots. The dynamic cases are time averaged over windows of
10 degrees centred in the investigated angle. The static cases are averaged over the
total time signal available. Figure 8.6 shows the forces on the front, and aft walls. The
signals of the dynamic cases are averaged around windows of 1.6 travel times. This
window width filters the frequencies above 50Hz for a better readability of the plot.
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The differences between min and max of the unfiltered signal during the same window
are also computed. Again, for the static cases, the full time signal is used.
(a) Medium Speed - 5 degrees
(b) Medium Speed - 20 degrees (c) Static - 20 degrees
(d) Medium Speed - 35 degrees
(e) Medium Speed - 45 degrees (f) Static - 45 degrees
(g) Medium Speed - 90 degrees (h) Static - 90 degrees
Figure 8.5: Mach Number and LICs between 5 and 90 degrees for dynamic and static
cases. Plane at cavity mid-span
For the dynamic opening cases, three phases are identified. First, the cavity flow
adopts the closed cavity topology, then it transitions to an open cavity topology, and
finally the flow becomes fully established, as the two doors stop moving.
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Figure 8.6: Force on the front and aft walls for static and dynamic doors.
With the doors closed, the Mach Number inside the cavity is small, and the
pressure is ambient (Figure 8.5a), showing that the gap between the doors and the
bay discussed in section 6.1, did not influence the flow. As soon as the doors open,
the flow enters the cavity from the narrow gap between the doors and the cavity lips,
creating a fast flow impacting the ceiling, and establishing a closed cavity flow (Figure
8.5b). The fast flow induces a vortex at the front of the cavity, decreasing the pressure,
and increasing suction on the front wall (Figure 8.6a). This force is identical for all
dynamic cases, driven by the jet flow. During this phase, the aft wall is subject to lower
loads (Figure 8.6c).
The cavity flow then transitions to an open cavity [19]. The jet travels along the
cavity ceiling, reaches the cavity aft, and detaches to hit the aft wall, creating a peak of
loads (Figures 8.5d and 8.6c). This weakens the vortex near the front wall at different
door angles according to the door velocity. The stronger front wall vortex is seen at 16,
23, and 25 degrees for the slow, medium, and fast doors (Figure 8.6a). The transition
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ends when the dynamic cases reach the same level of loads as the static cases. The
faster the door, the larger the loads, and the fluctuations during the transition phase
(Figure 8.6d).
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Figure 8.7: Shear layer momentum thickness θ(x,y) integrated over the cavity
opening. Fixed doors results are used for the static envelope.
Figure 8.7 shows the volume of the shear layer, computed as the integral of
the shear layer thickness θ(x,y) all over the cavity length and span. The static cases
are drawn in black with their time averaged, minimum, and maximum values. The
narrower door opening limits the flow development for this geometry, leading to
smaller shear layer thickness and fluctuations of the shear layer. The dynamic cases
show the footprint of the jet during the transitional phase, with a peak of the shear layer
volume. Then, all the dynamic cases are within the envelope defined by the static cases
showing that the door opening effect is important only for small door angle.
Figure 8.8 shows the pitching moment (Figures 8.8a to 8.8c) and the normal
panel force (Figures 8.8d to 8.8f) on the starboard door, and the wall normal force
on the ceiling (Figures 8.8g to 8.8i). The signal is averaged in windows of 1.6 travel
times, and the coloured shaded envelope is the minimum and maximum of the signal
within the same windows. This window width filters the frequencies above 50Hz for a
better readability of the plot. The flow transition from open to closed topology, affects
the weapon bay structures. Larger transient loads are observed when compared to the
fully opened bay, especially for the faster case. The maximum pitching moment on the
doors during the fast opening (Figure 8.8c) is about twice as large as for the fully open
case.
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(a) Slow (b) Medium (c) Fast
(d) Slow (e) Medium (f) Fast
(g) Slow (h) Medium (i) Fast
Figure 8.8: Loads on doors and cavity ceiling for dynamic and static cases.
8.3 Noise Field for Dynamic and Static Door Cases
Figure 8.9 shows the OASPL at the cavity mid-span for the medium door speed, and
for the cases with static doors. For small door openings, the jet produces high levels
of noise at the front of the cavity (Figure 8.9b), and makes the dynamic case noisier
than the static case (Figure 8.9c). The flow transition is also very noisy (Figure 8.9d),
and resembles the fully open door cavity (Figure 8.9i). For larger door angles, the door
dynamics has minimal influence on the noise field, with two main sources of noise at
the mid-length of the shear layer, and at the aft wall, characteristics of a strong second
cavity mode.
The OASPL averaged along the ceiling mid-span (Z/D=-1), as well as at the
shear layer (Z/D=0), and at Z/D=1 are shown in figure 8.10, as functions of the door
angle. At the ceiling, and outside the cavity, the dynamic cases show a peak of noise
due to the flow transition. After the transition phase, for door angle larger than 40
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YX
ZP: 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175OAS L
U
(a) Medium Speed - 5 degrees
(b) Medium Speed - 20 degrees (c) Static - 20 degrees
(d) Medium Speed - 35 degrees
(e) Medium Speed - 45 degrees (f) Static - 45 degrees
(g) Medium Speed - 90 degrees (h) Static - 90 degrees
(i) Medium Speed - 110 degrees (j) Static - 110 degrees
Figure 8.9: OASPL field during the doors opening between 5 and 110 degrees.
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Figure 8.10: Averaged OASPL lines at the mid-span for fast, medium, slow, and static
doors cases.
degrees, the noise fields between static and dynamic openings are similar. The fast
doors produce noise levels as loud as the fully open cavity during the transition. At the
shear layer (Figure 8.10b), the noise is produced by the turbulent flow between the two
doors for the smaller angles (Figure 8.9a). Then, the noise levels increase as the shear
layer establishes towards the end of the transition phase (Figure 8.9e).
The cavity flow is very unsteady during the door opening, and spatio-temporal
characterisation is needed to fully understand the flow. The pressure Banded Integrated
Wavelet (BIW) envelope is shown for three door velocities in figure 8.11. The vertical
axis is the time scaled by the door angle, and extends after the end of the opening.
The horizontal axis represents the coordinate along the ceiling mid-span of the cavity.
Three frequency bands of 4Hz centred on the cavity modes 1 to 3 are shown. During
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(a) Slow - Mode 1 (b) Medium - Mode 1 (c) Fast - Mode 1
(d) Slow - Mode 2 (e) Medium - Mode 2 (f) Fast - Mode 2
(g) Slow - Mode 3 (h) Medium - Mode 3 (i) Fast - Mode 3
Figure 8.11: Pressure BIW envelope along the ceiling mid-span for dynamic opening
and mode 1 to 3.
the cavity flow transition, the jet path is visible around a door angle of 20 degrees,
interacting with the ceiling from 20% of the cavity length, and travelling towards the
aft wall. After a door angle of 80 degrees, all cases look similar. After the flow
transitioned to open cavity, the noise patterns, are characteristic of standing waves
oscillations as described section 3.3.2, with nodes and antinodes of oscillation.
Figure 8.12 compares the SPL at X/L=0.95 on the ceiling mid-span between
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Figure 8.12: SPL at X/L=0.95 of the ceiling mid-span for different door speed.
Case Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
Rossiter 23.7 55.2 86.8
Doors 110deg 19.1 57.6 89.7
Slow Doors 20.0 54.3 90.6
Medium Doors 19.5 60.2 88.0
Fast Doors - - 86.8
Table 8.2: Cavity mode frequency for dynamic and static doors in Hz.
static doors at 110 degrees, and dynamic door opening. The dynamic door signal
is processed between angles of 45 and 110 degrees, after the cavity flow transition.
The cavity with fully open doors is characterised by strong cavity modes (modes 1,
2 and 3 of table 8.2). During the slow and medium speed opening, those modes
settle rapidly after the flow transition, and dominate the SPL. However, the broadband
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(a) Isosurface slice on YZ plane (b) Isosurface slice on XZ plane
(c) 20 degree (d) 45 degree
(e) 90 degree (f) 110 degree
Figure 8.13: 3D Noise directivity for different fixed door angle. Iso-surface at 2 cavity
depths from the shear layer.
noise is weaker than for the fully developed case. On the other hand, the fast opening
does not allow enough time for the flow to develop, and only the third cavity mode is
visible. The BIW envelope supports this conclusion with well established third mode
oscillations (Figure 8.11i), while modes 1 and 2 respectively show tick, and W shape
oscillations only after the end of the door opening. Table 8.2 shows the frequency of
the three first cavity modes of those cases. The door dynamics has a milder effect on
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A B C
D
E
Figure 8.14: Noise propagation from the main sources of noise taking into account the
flowfield with doors at 110 degrees. Five sources are shown at positions A,B,C,D,E.
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Figure 8.15: Noise directivity for different door angle and door velocity.
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the modal frequencies, which lock rapidly to values close to the established cavity flow
tone frequencies.
Figure 8.13 describes the noise directivity at the cavity near field for different
fixed door angles. Equation 2.37 is used on every CFD points of an iso-surface two
cavity depths away from the cavity opening (Figures 8.13a and 8.13b). The mesh at
the near field has a maximum spacing dx of 2% of the cavity length, enough to capture
frequencies up to f = c/10dx = 470Hz with 10 points per wave length. The noise
is directed at the aft and above the cavity as indicated by the peak values of 10dB.
This may be explained by the loud noise at the cavity aft, generated as the shear layer
impacts the aft wall. Additionally, the noise propagation is influenced by the flow
advection. This is visualised using a simple noise propagation model (Figure 8.14),
where the speed of the pressure waves is the sum of the sound speed, and of the time
averaged CFD flowfield velocity. Sources of noise are placed at 50%, 75% and 100%L
of the shear layer and at 0%, 50%, and 100%D of the aft wall, and radiate uniformly
around them. For most of the sources placed in the flow, the waves are influenced
by the flow direction, either the free-stream, or the recirculation inside the cavity. As
a result, most of the waves propagate downstream, and bellow the cavity in the Z
direction.
Figure 8.15, shows iso-lines of acoustic directivity (Equation 2.37) at the mid-
span of the cavity, and at different door angles for the static cases, as well as for the
slow and fast dynamic door cases. The dynamic cases are averaged in a window of 10
degrees around the indicated angle. The shapes of the static, and slow door opening
cases are similar past the 45 degrees door angle, as the cavity flow has time to establish.
However, for the fast case, the shapes of the curves evolve, and fluctuate as the door
opens.
8.4 Computations with Store at Carriage
The store is subject to the aerodynamics loads from the beginning of the door opening.
This section presents results of computations including an aeroelastic store placed at
carriage with doors. Static doors are held at 20, 45, 90 and 110 degrees, and are
dynamically moving from 0 to 110 degrees at 220deg/s (Table 8.1). The computations
are also compared with the results without store.
Figure 8.16 shows time averaged Mach number field and LIC at the cavity mid-
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span for the dynamic opening with and without store. The dynamic cases are averaged
over windows of 10 degrees centred in the investigated angle. The static cases are
averaged over the total time signal available. The case without store shows the three
steps during the cavity flow establishment as described in section 8.2. As soon, as the
door opening begins, a jet appears between the doors and the cavity front lip (Figure
8.16a), producing disturbances at the cavity front. When reaching the ceiling, the
flow resembles a closed cavity configuration (Figure 8.16c) but rapidly switches to a
transitional flow (Figure 8.16e). Finally, the jet detaches from the ceiling, and an open
(a) No Store - 5deg (b) Store - 5deg
(c) No Store - 20deg (d) Store - 20deg
(e) No Store - 35deg (f) Store - 35deg
(g) No Store - 45deg (h) Store - 45deg
(i) No Store - 90deg (j) Store - 90deg
Figure 8.16: Mach number and LIC at mid-span during door opening.
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(a) Cx front wall (b) Cx aft wall
(c) Cz ceiling
Figure 8.17: Force on the cavity walls during medium speed door opening.
(a) Cz (b) Cm
Figure 8.18: Force on the store during medium speed door opening.
cavity flow establishes with the shear layer spanning the cavity length (Figure 8.16g).
With the store at carriage, the flow also goes through the closed, transitional, and open
flow steps. However, the store shields a part of the cavity ceiling, and the jet hits the
store while the flow evolves.
The loads on the cavity walls are presented in figure 8.17 for the cases with
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and without store. The signals of the dynamic cases are averaged over windows of 1.6
travel times, and the min and max of the signal over the window are also computed and
shown as shaded envelope. This window width filters the frequencies above 50Hz for
better readability of the plot, and for the static cases, the full time signal is used. The
dynamic case shows a peak around 20 degrees when the jet interacts with the cavity
(Figure 8.16c), and the loads approach the static values when the open cavity flow
is established. Adding the store at carriage, shields the cavity walls (Figure 8.16d),
and alleviates peak loads due to the jet, while, after the flow transitions to an open
configuration, the store does not influence the wall loads. The store loads (Figure 8.18)
show small differences between static and dynamic cases during the transition at about
30 degrees opening as the jet affects only a small part of the store front. After transition
(see figure 8.18 at φ > 50 degrees), the store load fluctuations increase reaching values
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Figure 8.19: Deformation of the store during medium speed door opening.
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close to one of the static door case as the flow develops.
In figure 8.19, the store deformations are shown for static door cases with and
without doors (left column), and for dynamic cases with doors (right column). The
RMS values are computed for the dynamic cases over windows of 1.6 travel times,
and the envelope is represented in figure 8.17. Adding the fully opened doors to the
cavity, the RMS displacements are unchanged (see red bars in figures 8.19a and 8.19c),
because of a small effect of the doors at the mid-span of the cavity, as also shown in
section 8.1. During the dynamic opening, the fin displacements are increasing with the
door angle (Figure 8.19d), but not reaching larger values than the fully opened case.
However, the body shows a different behaviour, with a peak deformation at the nose
where the jet hits the store at about 20 degrees (Figure 8.19b), with larger RMS values
compared to the static door cases. Nevertheless, the maximum values are smaller than
for the static cases. The body tail behaves like the fins, because it is not directly
impacted by the jet during transition.
8.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented simulations of a transonic weapon bay flow with doors either
fixed, or opened in a dynamic way. The door opening evolved in three stages. First, a
closed cavity flow was established, with the creation of a jet, impacting the bay ceiling,
and producing large fluctuations inside it. Then, the flow became transitional, and the
loads were amplified. The noise, as well as, the flow fluctuations, were also larger than
for the fully established flow. The fastest door opening created the most unsteady flow
of all cases during the opening phase. The flow during door opening may not influence
the trajectory of a store released from the bay, as the flow has the time to reach a fully
established state, before the release is initiated. In addition, the door opening is not a
critical issue for the cavity/store structure, as the deformations are of the same order of
as the one obtained from the fully established flow.
The doors used on the LD7 cavity had a pacifying effect on the cavity flow,
while the M219 cavity doors, with a different design, amplified the cavity acoustics.
This suggests that the door geometry can dramatically modify the cavity flow.
Chapter 9
Computation of Store Release from
Weapon Bays
In this Chapter, scale-adaptive simulations are used to study store trajectory variability
for releases from transonic weapon bays. The results of the simulations are treated as a
statistical set and a metric is put forward to decide the minimum number of simulations
necessary to establish the mean and the standard deviation of the releases. Averaging
the results of all trajectories gives an overall understanding of the bay pressure field
role on the store trajectories. Filtering the obtained trajectories provides insight in the
flow frequencies affecting the forces acting on the store and its position during releases.
9.1 6DoF Method
The store motion during release was described using six rigid-body degrees of freedom
(three body position coordinates and three body attitudes) and was strongly coupled
with HMB3. This approach assumes that store release computations use the chimera
method, so that a store has its own grid. The computed store position and attitude are
applied at every instance in time to the store grid. Force and moment coefficients acting
on the store, as obtained from HMB3, are applied into the translational and rotational
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equations of motion [153] of a store in body axes:
Longitudinal Acceleration:
du
dt
= rv−qw−gsinθ(CxqsS)/ms, (9.1)
Lateral Acceleration:
dv
dt
= pw− ru+gcosθ sinφ(CyqsS)/ms, (9.2)
Vertical Acceleration:
dw
dt
= qu− pv+gcosθ cosφ(CzqsS)/ms, (9.3)
Roll Acceleration:
d p
dt
=Cl(qsSdre f /Ix)+qr[(IyIz)/Ix], (9.4)
Pitch Acceleration:
dq
dt
=Cm(qsSd/Iy)+ pr[(IzIx)/Iy], (9.5)
Yaw Acceleration:
dr
dt
=Cn(qsSd/Iz)+ pq[(IxIy)/Iz]. (9.6)
In the above, ms is the mass of the store and qs is the free-stream dynamic pressure.
u, v and w are the velocity components of the store. p, q and r are the roll, pitch
and yaw rates, respectively, of the store. φ , θ and ψ are the roll, pitch and yaw
angle, respectively, of the store. Cx, Cy and Cz are the axial, side and normal force
coefficients, respectively, and Cl , Cm and Cn are the rolling, pitching and yawing
moment coefficients, respectively, acting on the store. Cm is positive nose up. dre f
is the store reference diameter and S its base area. Ix, Iy, Iz are the moments of inertia
of the store about the X, Y and Z axis respectively. As the store used in this project
is symmetric about the Xb−Yb plane, the off-diagonal products of inertia terms, are
ignored.
The equations for the angular velocities[153] in terms of the Euler angles are then:
dψ
dt
= (qsinφ + r cosφ)/cosθ , (9.7)
dθ
dt
= qcosφ − r sinφ , (9.8)
dφ
dt
= p+(
dψ
dt
).sinθ (9.9)
The translational components are calculated in the earth axis system attached
to the cavity and the angular components are calculated using the Euler angles. The
integration of the equations of motion are done with the Runge-Kutta method of order
4 (RK4).
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9.2 Validation of the 6DoF Method
9.2.1 External Store Release
The following section presents validation of the 6DoF method in HMB3 for the widely
used, wind tunnel test conducted at the Arnold Engineering Development Center
(AEDC) [154]. Several studies have utilised this test case, using structured[155, 156, 157, 158],
unstructured[159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164] and meshless solvers[165], for validation purposes.
The test provided pressure data for a geometrically simple and rigid wing and store, as
well as the store trajectory. The AEDC 4-Foot Transonic Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel
(4T) was used for the test together with its captive trajectory support system to simulate
the motion of the store and the Mach number was 0.95.
Model Geometry and Release Conditions
The computational model was based on the wind tunnel geometry as reported in [154]
(Figure 9.1). The properties of the store and ejectors are summarised in table 9.1.
While the wind tunnel test consisted of a wing, pylon and store configuration, the pylon
was omitted from the computational model to simplify the overset mesh in the region
where the pylon and the store are almost in contact. Nevertheless, good agreement was
found in the loads between experiments and CFD. The wind tunnel test model was of
5% scale of a generic full-scale wing/pylon/store.
Decoupled Analysis
Prior to running a fully coupled trajectory computation in HMB3, a decoupled
approach was taken to compare the wind tunnel trajectory to that obtained from the
6DoF method in HMB3. Force and moment coefficients from the wind tunnel data
were used as input. In this way the 6DoF method is tested without the expense of
Figure 9.1: Wing store configuration and ejector position.
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Characteristics
Weight 8896.4 N
Centre of Gravity 1.41 m (aft of store nose)
Roll Inertia (Ix) 27.12 kg.m
2
Pitch Inertia (Iy) 488.1 kg.m
2
Yaw Inertia (Iz) 488.1 kg.m
2
Forward Ejector Location 1.24 m (aft of store nose)
Forward Ejector Force 10675.7 N
Aft Ejector Location 1.75 m (aft of store nose)
Aft Ejector Force 42702.9 N
Ejector Stroke Length 0.1 m
Table 9.1: Full-scale store and ejector characteristics[154].
(a) Velocities (m/s) (b) CG Displacements (m)
(c) Angular Rates (deg/s) (d) Euler Angles (deg)
Figure 9.2: Comparison of trajectories from a decoupled approach and wind tunnel
data[154]. WT : Wind tunnel. NUM : Decoupled simulation.
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computing the flow at every instance in time.
Figure 9.2 shows a comparison of the wind tunnel trajectory to the trajectory
computed by the 6DoF method in HMB3 through the decoupled approach, for the full
available signal length of 0.92s. WT is the wind tunnel data, and NUM the decoupled
results from HMB3. Velocity components and CG displacements agreed well with the
wind tunnel data, however small differences can be seen in the pitch and yaw rates
and hence the pitch and yaw angles. The initial part of the trajectory, controlled by the
ejector forces compared closely to wind tunnel data, however, after about 0.3s the pitch
and yaw rate started to drift away from wind tunnel data. This behaviour over time,
especially in pitch rate and attitude, was also reported in previous studies[155, 161, 162].
Store Loads and Trajectory
Computations were run at a Mach number of 0.95 and Reynolds number of 1.0x106
(based on the root chord of the wing). The store release computation, solving Euler’s
equations of motion, was initiated from a solution around the store at carriage position,
after the flow was fully developed. The store loads obtained through HMB3 agreed
with the wind tunnel data. Figure 9.3 shows the trajectory of the store starting from the
carriage position at time t = 0.0s with a time step of 0.1s computed with HMB. The
trajectory visualised here shows the store having an initial nose-up pitching moment as
expected from the difference in force between the forward and aft ejectors. The store
recovers from the pitch, and is seen to have a growing positive yawing moment over
time.
Figure 9.3: Store trajectory released from the wing at different time instances.
Figure 9.4 presents a comparison of the trajectory computed using HMB3 and
the wind tunnel data. The forces, velocities, displacements, moments, angular rate
and Euler angles, in the missile axes, were compared for 0.4s of the simulation. It is
apparent that the force coefficients, velocity and location of the CG closely matched the
wind tunnel data. The store moved slightly rearward and inboard as it moved further
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(a) Force Coefficients (b) Moment Coefficients
(c) Velocities (m/s) (d) Angular Rates (deg/s)
(e) CG Displacements (m) (f) Euler Angles (deg)
Figure 9.4: Trajectories comparison between HMB3 and wind tunnel data[154]. WT:
Wind tunnel.
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away from the wing. Small discrepancies were seen in the moment coefficients that
were carried into the angular rates and Euler angles.
Initially, there was a slight underprediction of the rolling moment and overpre-
diction of the pitching and yawing moment coefficients. The initial overprediction in
the pitching moment coefficient did not affect the initial part of the trajectory in terms
of gravity center location or pitch attitude as the ejector and gravity forces dominated
the aerodynamic forces and moments in that direction. Nevertheless, aerodynamic
forces remained important after the stroke due to the large pitch angle, and the presence
of the wing that influences the pressure field around the store..
The effect of the ejectors is seen clearly in the pitch rate that grows positively for
the initial 0.5 seconds of the release. Once the ejector stroke ended, the aerodynamic
pitching moment on the store began to reduce. The pitch and yaw curves showed a
slight divergence from the wind tunnel data after about 0.3 seconds of the release. This
divergence over time was not only observed in the original study by Fox[154], but in
other studies[155, 161, 162] as well.
9.2.2 Internal Store Release
This section presents additional validation of the employed CFD method for a store
released from a weapon bay. The experiments performed at the Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC) [50], and described in section 1.1.4 are at conditions
closer to the present store release computations, and have thus been selected for
validation.
The Mach number was 0.95, and the cavity was assumed to fly at altitude
of 6096m. The Captive Trajectory System (CTS) was used. Using the standard
atmosphere, the flight conditions were equivalent to a temperature of -24.6deg, a static
pressure of 46619 Pa, and a density of 0.65 kg/m3. The full scale cavity was 4.57m
long, 1.02m wide with L/D of 4.5. The employed store was 2.87m long, with four
fins and canards in a cross configuration [50]. The store had five degrees of freedom
with rolling disabled due to the employed CTS. At carriage, the store CG was at half
cavity depth. After an ejector stroke, the store was released with a full size downward
velocity of 9.14m/s, and a pitch, nose-down velocity of 57deg/s. The store release
characteristics are summarised in table 9.2. The wind tunnel Reynolds number based
on the scaled cavity length of 0.46m was 3.75.106.
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Characteristics
Weight 88.5 kg
Centre of Gravity 1.5 m (aft of store nose)
Pitch Inertia (Iy) 61.8 kg.m
2
Yaw Inertia (Iz) 61.8 kg.m
2
Stroke Length 0.2 m
Stroke Velocity 9.14 m/s
Initial Pitch rate 57.3 deg/s
Table 9.2: Full-scale store and ejector characteristics[50].
ID Stroke Start Time
Travel Time Time (ms)
CFD 2000 20 30
CFD 2200 22 33
CFD 2400 24 37
CFD 2600 26 40
Table 9.3: List of computations carried out to validate internal store release.
Four releases are performed at different times from the beginning of the
computation (Table 9.3), and the results are shown in figure 9.6 between HMB using
Figure 9.5: Geometry, cavity axis, and store at carriage position.
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Figure 9.6: Store position during release simulation using HMB3.
Figure 9.7: Sequence of separating store CFD 2400 computed with the coupled 6DoF
and HMB3.
SAS, and experiments [50]. The displacements in the stream-wise, and span-wise
directions are small, and less than two centimeters. The vertical displacement is mainly
driven by gravity, and ejection characteristics, and no significant variability is seen in
the computations for it. However, the store attitudes, show large variability in pitch
and yaw, as also seen in reference [62]. After few releases, both numerical results from
HMB3, and Kim et al. [62] look similar in terms of variability.
Figure 9.7 shows a side, and a front view of the store at multiple times during
the release CFD 2400. The store reaches rapidly a large pitch angle that helps the safe
release of the store. Figure 9.8 shows the separating store at selected time steps for one
of the releases. The results are very similar in terms of store position.
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(a) t=0.02s (b) t=0.04s
(c) t=0.06s (d) t=0.08s
(e) t=0.10s (f) t=0.12s
Figure 9.8: Sequence of separating store computed with HMB3
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9.3 Computational Model for Store Release
The store release includes three phases. At carriage (Z/D=-0.5), the store is fixed
while the flow is allowed to develop. Then, during the stroke phase, the store is pushed
towards the cavity opening. During this phase, a vertical velocity of 5m/s is imposed
on the store, with other degrees of freedom set to zero. This phase ends when the stroke
length is reached. The full stroke is half a cavity depth (0.257m). In addition, a half
stroke is also used (0.129m). Finally the store is free to move under the aerodynamic
forces. Twenty computations are carried out, 5 applying a full stroke (FS) length and 15
applying a half stroke (HS) length, at different release times. The aircraft is supposed
ID
Stroke Start
Travel Time / Time (ms)
Stroke
Length (m)
FS2000 20 / 13 0.257
FS2400 24 / 62 0.257
FS2600 26 / 87 0.257
FS3000 30 / 137 0.257
FS3400 34 / 187 0.257
HS2000 20 / 13 0.129
HS2200 22 / 37 0.129
HS2400 24 / 63 0.129
HS2600 26 / 87 0.129
HS2800 28 / 113 0.129
HS3000 30 / 137 0.129
HS3200 32 / 162 0.129
HS3400 34 / 189 0.129
HS3600 36 / 212 0.129
HS3800 38 / 238 0.129
HS4000 40 / 263 0.129
HS4200 42 / 289 0.129
HS4600 46 / 339 0.129
HS5000 50 / 390 0.129
HS5400 54 / 440 0.129
Table 9.4: List of computations carried out to demonstrate the trajectory variability.
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Figure 9.9: Trajectory of full and half stroke cases. Vertical dashed bars denote We.
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to fly at an altitude of 1000m, and the atmospheric conditions were computed using
the standard atmosphere. The computations are summarised table 9.4.
9.4 Results and Discussion
9.4.1 Statistical Analysis of the Trajectories
Figures 9.9a and 9.9b present the vertical velocity w, and the displacement Z for the
full and half stroke releases, as functions of time. The variability is negligible, of
the order of 5cm, and the vertical displacement Z appears to be mainly driven by
gravity. For a better reading, the trajectories are shown as function of Z/D in the
following. The longitudinal and the span-wise amplitudes of displacement, not shown
in the figures, are of the order of 1 cm, and are also negligible compared to the vertical
displacement. The store angles shown in figure 9.9 have broader variability, with the
roll angle varying between -5 and 6 degrees, the pitch between 2 and 4 degrees, and
the yaw between -1 and 1 degrees at one cavity depth away from the cavity opening
(Z/D=1). The roll rate reaches peak values (up to 80deg/s), and the curves have more
frequency content compared to the pitch and yaw angles.
Amongst other possible criteria, statistical convergence is tested here using the
maximum of the normalised difference between the average of n+1, and n trajectories:
∆µ =
max|µ(t,n+1)−µ(t,n)|
We
(9.10)
with µ(t,n) the average of n trajectories, where t covers the complete time of
simulation. The envelope of the trajectory is defined as the maximum difference
between minimum, and maximum over all releases and all store vertical positions.
We is the largest envelope width over all positions, and indicated by dashed lines in
figures 9.9 and 9.12. Figure 9.10 shows the convergence of the proposed metric for all
store releases in a random order. A trajectory component is considered as converged if
the difference (∆µ ) between two consecutive averages is less than 5%. As can be seen
in figure 9.10, the averages substantially fluctuate with less than 10 drops due to the
flow variability. For example, the roll angle may even change sign for two consecutive
releases. In the case the statistics are not convincing, we decided to investigate the
order of the trajectories. The result is that given enough releases, the actual order
is not relevant, because the envelope of the trajectories is established, and the mean
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Figure 9.10: Convergence of the averaged trajectory.
values are not affected by adding samples. This is exactly the same as the averaging
process in turbulence where any random fluctuation converge to a mean value as the
number of sample increase [166]. Despite the speed of SAS, it is still difficult for an
engineer to compute enough trajectories to reach the convergence point. To minimise
this effect, ∆µ was computed for 100,000 random permutations of the 20 trajectories.
For each permutation, the number of releases required to converge the statistics was
computed, and the cumulative plot in figure 9.11a indicates the number of converged
permutations with respect to the number of releases included in the mean. For the store
at hand, 17 trajectories were necessary mainly due to variability in roll associated with
its low roll inertia.
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Figure 9.11: Number of converged release permutations as function of the number of
releases used for the statistics.
A similar metric is defined for the standard deviation σ :
∆σ =
max|σ(t,n+1)−σ(t,n)|
We
(9.11)
The number of converged permutations under 5% as function of the number of releases
included in the standard deviation is shown figure 9.11b for 100,000 permutations.
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Figure 9.12: Force and moment coefficients during full and half stroke releases.
Vertical dashed bars denote We.
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The standard deviation requires 19 releases to converge. This is more than the mean
because the standard deviation is more sensitive to the large variability in roll.
Figure 9.12 shows the forces driving the trajectories. The curves appear to be
very noisy. The largest variability is seen for the roll angle that is sensitive to high
flow frequencies, due to the roll inertia being two orders of magnitude smaller than the
inertias in pitch and yaw.
9.4.2 Mean Flow
Taking all the trajectories with full and half stroke, an averaged trajectory was
constructed, considering all times of the simulations from stroke initiation until a
common point in time t= 12 travel times, corresponding to the shortest of the simulated
trajectories (FS3400). Figure 9.13 shows the average trajectory in continuous lines,
and the standard deviation in dashed lines, for the vertical store displacement, and all
store rotations. The vertical velocity did not increase linearly during the release, as
a strong normal aerodynamic force is present when the store interacts with the shear
layer at Z/D=0.2. The averaged pitch angle grows with the distance from the cavity,
and the pitching moment reaches a peak at Z/D=0.35.
Figures 9.14a and 9.14b show the distributions of vertical force Cz and pitching
moment Cm coefficients along the store length, averaged over all releases. The loads
were integrated on the store body and fins, in sections of 3.5% of the store length,
and the vertical axis represents the store CG position for each instance in time of the
release. The two main sources of loads are localised where the flow encounters the
store nose, and fins. The Cp distribution averaged over all releases is also shown at the
mid-span plane of the cavity (Figures 9.14c to 9.14f). The averaged results are shown
for four bands: for the store inside the cavity (−0.40 < Z/D < −0.30), at the shear
layer (0.00 < Z/D < 0.10), at the peak of pitching moment Cm (0.35 < Z/D < 0.45)
and far from the cavity (0.90< Z/D < 1.00).
Inside the cavity (Figure 9.14c), a small pressure gradient between the upper and
lower surfaces of the store, explains the small averaged loads at this position, and the
small differences between full and half stroke releases. When the store crosses the bay
opening (Figure 9.14d), it is at the interface between the cavity and the free-stream
conditions, leading to a strong average pressure gradient at its mid length. A further
contribution to the aerodynamic normal force is due to the impact of the shear layer on
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Figure 9.13: Averaged and standard deviation of translations and rotations with half
and full stroke releases.
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(a) Cz : Vertical Force (b) Cm : Pitching Moment
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Figure 9.14: Averaged store loads, and pressure coefficient at cavity mid-span.
the store nose. Nevertheless, the effects of the ejector push and gravity dominate. Away
from the cavity, at the peak of pitching moment (Figure 9.14e), there is a large increase
of the pressure at the aft cavity wall, leading to an increase of the vertical force on the
fins, and to the peak of pitching moment. The free-stream impacting on the pitched
store nose, also contributes to the larger pitching moment at this position. Going further
away (Figure 9.14f), the pressure gradients due to the cavity flow decrease, and the
loads at the store nose and the fins dominate.
Using equation 2.38, the flow momentum is shown in figure 9.15 averaged over
all releases at the previous store positions, inside the cavity, at shear layer, at the peak
of pitching moment, and far from the cavity. As the store travels towards the far-field,
the shear layer is deflected towards the cavity by the store, more than for the clean
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Figure 9.15: Flow momentum at the cavity mid-span.
cavity case. This results in a pressure peak at the aft wall, leading to the peak of
pitching moment (Figure 9.15c). Away from the cavity, the store effect reduces, and
the shear layer resembles that of a clean cavity flow.
9.4.3 Filtered Loads
The store forces are decomposed in pressure and viscous contributions for release
HS2600 (Figure 9.16). All trajectory components are driven by the pressure forces,
and only the drag force (Cx) noticeably depends on viscosity. Store angles not shown
here are also driven by pressure forces. The load fluctuations driving the trajectory
variability are very noisy, and difficult to interpret (Figure 9.17). To determine the
frequency bands that drive the trajectories, a low pass Butterworth filter of 4th order
is applied to the signals, minimising the band overlapping, and signal distortion [167].
The Butterworth filter has some advantages in processing noisy signals removing the
highest frequencies without affecting the main tones at lower frequencies [167]. In
the following, trajectories computed with unfiltered loads are denoted as “original”, in
contrast to the “filtered” ones. For each trajectory, the Minimum Frequency required to
Reconstruct the Trajectory (MFRT) is found by limiting the error between the original
and the filtered signals, to 0.05 degrees in angle, and 1 mm in translation over the
complete trajectory. This is done by scanning the signals in steps of 3Hz, from 3 to
300Hz and applying filtering. Figure 9.17 shows pitch moment, and store pitch angle
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Figure 9.16: Decomposition of the HS2600 store forces in pressure and viscous
components.
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Figure 9.17: Original and filtered pitch for the case HS2600.
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Figure 9.18: MFRT for the different releases and force/moment coefficients. The
horizontal lines represent the cavity tones 1, 2 and 3.
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from trajectory HS2600. The filtering dramatically reduces the spectral content of the
moment signal. However, the filtered pitch angle matches perfectly the original signal.
Figure 9.18 summarises the MFRT frequencies for the different computed cases.
The black lines correspond to the frequencies of the cavity modes. As can be
seen, different trajectory parameters are driven by different frequency ranges. The
longitudinal displacement is dictated by Cx, which is sensitive to frequencies below
the first cavity mode (24Hz). The span-wise and vertical displacements are dictated
byCy, and Cz respectively, and are driven by frequencies below cavity mode 2 (55Hz),
with some limited influence of frequencies up to 170Hz in the span-wise direction. The
pitch and yaw angles are on average, influenced by frequencies below the third cavity
mode(87Hz), and in some cases by frequencies up to 200Hz. Finally, the roll angle is
sensitive to frequencies even above 300Hz.
Figure 9.19 shows the filtered loads for the different releases. Cx (Figure 9.19a)
only depends on the store position, meaning that the longitudinal displacement is
driven by the mean flow. The filtered Cy, Cl and Cn fluctuate around zero, and are
influenced by local asymmetries of flow inside the bay. The filteredCz andCm (Figures
9.19e and 9.19d) significantly fluctuate around the averaged release, and show the
largest excursions from it.
The store loads fluctuate under the action of three main pressure contributions.
First, the tonal fluctuations caused by standing wave oscillations (typical in cavity
flows, see section 3.5), lead to variability due to the time of release [52]. In addition,
turbulence also increases variability, mainly for the roll angle. Finally, the store/shear
layer interaction differs depending on the store trajectory history and the instantaneous
flowfield. This interaction, and the associated trajectory variability, can be captured
only if the loads are fully coupled with the flowfield, which means that coupled
CFD/6DoF calculations are needed.
9.4.4 Releases with Aeroelasticity
This section goes further into the realism of the simulation, adding the aeroelasticity
to the complete store. The following computations do not include bay doors.
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Store Release Process
This set of calculations includes only half-stroke releases. At carriage, and during the
stroke phase, the store is fixed to an ejection system that is not included in the CFD
geometry. In addition, carriage modes are used for the store aeroelasticity (See section
7.1.1). At the end of the stroke, the store detaches from the ejection mechanism. To
ensure continuity of the computation, the carriage modes are still active with their
forces f sm(t) set to zero to stop their excitation. At the same time, the free air structural
modes are activated. Figure 9.20 shows the deformations at the body tail due to both
sets of modes during the release HS10000. Computations carried out for different
release times are shown here, and are summarised in table 9.5.
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Figure 9.19: Filtered force and moment during full and half stroke releases.
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Stroke Start
ID Travel Time Time (s)
HS9300 93 0.93
HS9600 96 0.99
HS9900 99 1.00
HS10000 100 1.02
HS10200 102 1.04
HS10500 105 1.08
HS11100 111 1.16
HS11400 114 1.19
HS11700 117 1.23
HS13800 138 1.49
HS14000 140 1.52
HS14200 142 1.54
HS16300 163 1.81
HS16500 165 1.83
HS16700 167 1.86
Table 9.5: List of carried elastic releases.
Results and Discussion
Figure 9.21a shows the number of converged permutations as function of the number of
releases included in the mean, with a criteria of 5% using equation 9.10. The statistics
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Figure 9.20: Tail displacement due to the carriage, and the free flight structural modes
during store release HS10000.
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Figure 9.21: Converged release permutations number in function of the number of
releases.
(a) Cz : Vertical Force (b) w : Vertical Velocity
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Figure 9.22: Average and standard deviation of store trajectory during release.
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always converge after 13 releases. Consequently, this average is seen as converged
for this case, and the results can now be used to compute a mean flow. Aeroelastic
results are compared to the 15 rigid store cases with half-stroke from section 9.4.1.
Figure 9.21b shows the convergence for the rigid half-stroke cases, and there is small
differences with the elastic cases. Here the number of releases to converge is smaller
than for section 9.4.1, as full-stroke releases are subject to a slightly smaller vertical
velocity due to the shorter time for gravity to accelerate the store.
Figure 9.22 shows the store trajectory for elastic and rigid releases. The average
over all releases is shown as solid lines, and the standard deviation as shaded area.
Overall, the averaged loads are unchanged by the store aeroelasticity because the
deformations are not large enough to lead to any significant flow modification. The
variability in roll is evident in the results of figure 9.22, and the difference between
rigid and elastic cases are more pronounced. To reduce this difference, further releases
are required, as this component is driven by small turbulent structures. The amplitude
of the roll angle variability is, however, of similar size.
The store deformations are shown in figure 9.23 for the body and the trailing
edge tip of the fins during the aeroelastic release. The average over all releases is
shown as solid lines, and the standard deviation as shaded area. As the store clears the
cavity, its tail leaves the influence of the cavity flow fluctuations at the cavity aft, and
its structural deformations become smaller. On the other hand, the store nose reaches
a peak of deformation when it interacts with the shear layer at Z/D=0.2. Further away
from the cavity, the store reaches the free-stream, and the deformations are getting
closer to zero.
The fins behave differently during the release. Fins 1 and 2 are subject to larger
deformations when the store is inside the cavity, as they are directly exposed to the
turbulent shear layer. Moving outside the cavity, the fins rapidly leave the high pressure
fluctuations, and their deformations become smaller. Fins 3 and 4 present a peak of
deformation when the store is around Z/D=0.4. At this point, the fins are in contact
with the turbulent shear layer which is more active than for the fully established cavity
flow, due to the interaction between the store nose and the shear layer as shown in
section 9.4.2.
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(a) Body
(b) Fin 3 (c) Fin 4
(d) Fin 2 (e) Fin 1
Figure 9.23: Average and standard deviation of store deformations during release. Fins
deformations are shown at the tip of the fin trailing edge.
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9.4.5 Aeroelastic Store Releases with Static Doors
This section describes the most realistic release configuration, where the store is
aeroelastic, and the doors are present and open at 110 degrees. The aeroelastic model
including carriage, and free flight modes is the same as used in section 9.4.4, and only
half stroke releases are simulated. Fifteen releases were computed at different stroke
start times, and are summarised table 9.6.
Stroke Start
ID Travel Time Time (s)
DHS3180 32 0.16
DHS3300 33 0.18
DHS3730 37 0.23
DHS3900 39 0.25
DHS4100 41 0.28
DHS4300 43 0.30
DHS4520 45 0.33
DHS4700 47 0.35
DHS4900 49 0.38
DHS5100 51 0.40
DHS5930 59 0.51
DHS6100 61 0.53
DHS6300 63 0.55
DHS6500 65 0.58
DHS6700 67 0.60
Table 9.6: List of carried elastic releases with doors.
Figure 9.24 shows the number of converged permutations as a function of the
number of releases included in the mean, with a criterion of 5% using equation 9.10.
This is the same criterion as for the case of releases with aeroelasticity, and no doors.
The statistics always converge after 13 releases. Consequently, this average is seen as
converged for this case, and the results can now be used to compute a mean flow and
make comparisons between doors and no door cases.
Figure 9.25 shows the trajectory of the aeroelastic store for the doors, and no
doors cases, averaged from all available releases. Also, the standard deviation is shown
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Figure 9.24: Number of converged release permutations in function of the number of
releases in the statistics. (5% criterium, store aeroelasticity and doors included)
(a) Cz : Vertical Force (b) w : Vertical Velocity
(c) Cl : Rolling Moment (d) Cm : Pitching Moment (e) Cn : Yawing Moment
(f) φ : Rolling Angle (g) θ : Pitching Angle (h) ψ : Yawing Angle
Figure 9.25: Average and standard deviation of store trajectory during aeroelastic
releases with and without doors.
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as shaded area. The vertical velocity, and the pitch angle are slightly smaller with the
doors, while all other components are very similar.
Figure 9.26 shows the the Cp at the mid-span of the cavity averaged from all
available releases without and with doors (respectively left and right columns). The
addition of the doors leads to visible changes to the pressure field. Overall, the
pressure at the front of the cavity decreases adding the doors. As a consequence, the
vertical pressure gradient inside the cavity gets stronger (Figures 9.26e and 9.26f), and
increases the vertical force pushing the store inside the cavity, when the store is close
to the shear layer (Figure 9.25a). The pitch angle is smaller with the doors, because of
a weaker pressure rise at the aft wall, when the store interacts with the shear layer at
the peak of pitching moment. This is visible on figures 9.26i to 9.26l with a smaller
high pressure zone with the doors on.
Figure 9.27 shows the deformation of the store on the body, and the fins at the tip
of their tailing edge. The average computed using all the available releases is shown in
solid lines, and the standard deviation is shown as shaded area. Differences between
the two cases appear when the store travels outside of the cavity. The nose and the tail
are subject to twice larger deformation for Z/D > 0.4, and the standard deviation is
also wider adding the doors. The fins are also subject to larger vibrations outside the
cavity with doors, both in amplitude and mean value, mainly visible for fin 4. This is
due to the doors that channel the pressure fluctuations outside the cavity, as can be seen
in figure 9.28, that shows the OASPL at X/L=0.85, for different store positions. On the
other hand, the doors pacify the noise field on the side of the cavity. Further realism
could be achieved adding aeroelasticity to the doors, which vibrations may change the
noise directivity.
This study shows that important features like doors should be modelled, to
correctly capture the complete store interaction with the cavity flow. Even if the doors
held at 110 degrees lead to small changes in terms of pressure, and noise field at the
mid-span of the cavity, it was enough to make visible changes to the pitch angle and
vertical velocity.
HMB can simulate the complete weapon bay operation in a single computation.
The doors opening with aeroelastic store (Simulation Medium & Store of table 8.1),
and the aeroelastic store release DHS5930 (Table 9.6) were included in the same
computation. The stroke was activated as soon as the doors reached the fully open
position. Figure 9.29 shows Cp field over the surfaces during the complete operation.
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(a) No Doors - Z/D=-0.50 (b) Doors On - Z/D=-0.50
(c) No Doors - Z/D=-0.31 (d) Doors On - Z/D=-0.31
(e) No Doors - Z/D=-0.07 (f) Doors On - Z/D=-0.07
(g) No Doors - Z/D=0.19 (h) Doors On - Z/D=0.19
(i) No Doors - Z/D=0.45 (j) Doors On - Z/D=0.45
(k) No Doors - Z/D=0.72 (l) Doors On - Z/D=0.72
Figure 9.26: Cp field at the mid-span of the cavity during releases with and without
doors averaged from all available releases.
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Nose Tail
(a) Body Nose (b) Body Tail
(c) Fin 3 (d) Fin 4
(e) Fin 2 (f) Fin 1
Figure 9.27: Average and standard deviation of store deformations during release with
and without doors. Fins deformations are shown at the tip of the fin trailing edge.
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(a) No Doors - Z/D=0.19 (b) Doors On - Z/D=0.19
(c) No Doors - Z/D=0.45 (d) Doors On - Z/D=0.45
(e) No Doors - Z/D=0.72 (f) Doors On - Z/D=0.72
Figure 9.28: OASPL field at X/L=0.85 during releases with and without doors
averaged using all available releases.
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(a) t=0.00s (b) t=0.05s (c) t=0.10s
(d) t=0.15s (e) t=0.20s (f) t=0.25s
(g) t=0.30s (h) t=0.35s (i) t=0.40s
(j) t=0.45s (k) t=0.50s (l) t=0.55s
(m) t=0.60s (n) t=0.65s
Figure 9.29: Snapshots of the weapon bay operation computed using HMB. Cp field
over the surfaces.
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9.4.6 Influence of the Store Properties on the Release Trajectory
The employed store is relatively heavy, and the stroke velocity is high, leading to
low translational variability. To be closer to a configuration where the store do not
properly clear the cavity, releases with modified properties are also simulated. Table
9.7 summarises the cases with different stroke velocities, store weight, CG position,
and inertia. Each configuration is computed once, and compared to the baseline
configuration without doors, and without aeroelasticity, HS2600.
Stroke Store
ID Length (m) Velocity (m/s) Mass (kg) CG Pos (%Ls) Inertia
Baseline C0 D/4 5.0 ms 50 Ix, Iy, Iz
HS2600 C1 D/4 2.5 ms 50 Ix, Iy, Iz
HS2600 C2 D/4 5.0 ms 50 Ix,
2Iy
3
,
2Iz
3
HS2600 C3 D/4 5.0 ms 40 Ix, Iy, Iz
HS2600 C4 D/4 1.0 ms 40 Ix, Iy, Iz
HS2600 C5 D/3 1.0 ms
3
40 Ix, Iy, Iz
Table 9.7: List of computations carried out to study the effect of store parameter on the
trajectory. Parameters in red are changed compared to the baseline.
Figures 9.30 and 9.31, respectively, show the trajectories in terms of translation,
and rotation. In addition, figure 9.32 shows the store loads about the CG. For a better
reading of the plots, the load signals are averaged in 15 windows distributed between
the beginning of the stroke and the last timestep of each simulation.
The release C1 has a reduced stroke velocity to 2.5m/s. This increases the
store residence time inside the cavity, and its exposure to the unsteady cavity flow.
Nevertheless, the store displacements remain small in the stream-wise and span-wise
directions due to the large store mass (Figures 9.30b and 9.30d). Also, the vertical
displacement (Figure 9.30f) remains driven by gravity, and the store clears the cavity.
The store rotations were also small, and of the order of few degrees. Nevertheless,
the pitch and yaw angles increased by about a degree (Figures 9.31d and 9.31f) with
respect to the baseline store.
Release C2 has reduced pitching and yawing inertias. Overall, this configuration
was similar to the baseline, and the store cleared the cavity.
Release C3 had the CG placed at 40% of the store length. The translation is
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Figure 9.30: Store displacements for different store configurations.
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Figure 9.31: Store attitude for different store configurations.
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Figure 9.32: Pressure coefficients on the store for different store configurations.
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similar to the baseline. However, the pitch angle is larger (Figure 9.31d), reaching
values close to configuration C1. This is due to the CG moved towards the front. This
increases the pitching moment (Figure 9.32d) caused by large vertical forces on the
tail, as shown in section 9.4.2. This store also clears the cavity.
Release C4 reduced the stroke velocity of C3 to 1m/s. This may occur if
there is a failure of the ejector release unit (ERU). This configuration shows large
differences compared to the baseline. As for C1, the store remains longer in the cavity,
and moves upstream (Figure 9.30b) due to the stream-wise pressure gradient inside
the cavity (Figure 9.32a). With the store reaching the free-stream, the stream-wise
velocity changes sign, and the store moves towards the cavity aft wall. The span-wise
displacement is also larger (Figure 9.30d), reaching 2cm outside the cavity. However,
the store clears the cavity and the trajectory remains driven by gravity. At Z/D=0.7, the
pitch angle is five times larger than the baseline (Figure 9.31d), because of the longer
exposure to the peak of pitching moment at about Z/D=0.30 (Figure 9.32d).
A large pitching angle could lead to an unsafe store release. Figure 9.33 shows
the loads on the isolated store at a free-stream at Mach of 0.85. The computations were
performed using unsteady SAS, and the results were averaged in time. Increasing the
pitch angle, the vertical force increases, pushing the store upward. Reaching a pitching
angle of 6 degrees, the force is strong enough to lift the store of mass ms. Releases
C1 to C4, did not reached this point so they cleared the cavity. The accuracy of full
scale store simulation at high attitude is important to obtain reliable results for unusual
store trajectories. The appendix A shows that stores with more features, as wings, and
strakes is a challenge for turbulence modelling, and their integration using CFD to a
weapon bay, may be more difficult than the present case.
Release C5, had a store mass ms/3, and the stroke is released from a quarter of a
cavity depth, to a third. This stroke length is chosen to restrict the exposure of the store
to the positive vertical force, that helps the store clearance, when the store is inside
the cavity (Figure 9.32e). The release shows dramatic differences with the baseline
as shown figures 9.34 and 9.35 as functions of time. The store translation is larger,
reaching values above 8cm at t=0.38s both in stream-wise and span-wise directions
(Figure 9.34c). This is due to the reduced mass, that makes the store more affected by
the flow. This may be unsafe, as the spacing between stores and cavity walls can be
a few centimeters only for smaller bays. The angles are also very large, reaching 10
degrees in roll and pitch, and 2 degrees in yaw (Figure 9.34d). The large pitch angle
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Figure 9.33: Loads on the isolated store in free-stream at Mach 0.85.
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Figure 9.34: Store trajectory during releases C4 and C5 in function of time.
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of release C5 compared to C4, is due to the stronger, and positive pitching moment of
C5 up to t=0.35 (Figure 9.35b). Because of the large pitch angle, the vertical force lifts
the store (Figure 9.35a), and takes it back in the direction of the cavity from t=0.38s
(Figure 9.34c). With the increasing drag force, as the store goes out from the cavity,
the store also moves towards the cavity aft wall.
The Mach number at the mid-span of the cavity, and at 85% of the cavity length
are shown in figures 9.36 and 9.37 for release C5. The plots also show the Cp on the
store, and snapshots are shown at every 0.05s. When the store is inside the bay (Figures
9.36a to 9.36e), it shows small rotations, and its motion is close to a translation along
the vertical axis. As soon as the store nose interacts with the coherent shear layer at
t=0.25s (Figure 9.36f), the pitch rate shows a strong increase (Figure 9.35b). This is
due to the low vertical velocity of C5, in comparison to C4, towards Z/D=0 (Figure
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Figure 9.35: Store forces during releases C4 and C5 in function of time.
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(a) t=0.00s
(b) t=0.05s
(c) t=0.10s
(d) t=0.15s
(e) t=0.20s
(f) t=0.25s
Figure 9.36: Instantaneous Mach number and Cp on the store during the release C5.
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(a) t=0.30s
(b) t=0.35s
(c) t=0.40s
(d) t=0.45s
(e) t=0.49s
Figure 9.37: Instantaneous Mach number and Cp on the store during the release C5.
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Figure 9.38: Froude number during releases C4 and C5.
9.34a), leading to a longer exposure of the nose to the shear layer. As can be seen
between t=0.25s (Figure 9.36f), and t=0.35s (Figure 9.37b), the shear layer pushes the
store nose back inside the cavity, while the tail continues to fall under gravity. This
leads to a large pitch angle, and aerodynamics becomes stronger than gravity. This is
shown with the Froude number (Figure 9.38), ratio between the aerodynamic, and the
gravity forces on the vertical direction:
Fr =
Fz
ms.g
(9.12)
The Froude number is three time larger during C5 than C4, due to the lighter
store C5. After t=0.26s, the pitch angle is larger than 2 degrees, and the Froude number
is bellow -1, showing that the store is pushed upwards.
The simulation shows that the prediction of unusual store release can be made
with HMB3, but only if the CFD is strongly coupled with 6DoF, to fully capture the
interaction between the cavity flow and the store.
9.5 Chapter Summary
Scale-Adaptive Simulations of stores released from weapon bays show that it is
possible to numerically estimate store trajectory variability. A statistical metric was
proposed to identify the minimum number of simulations necessary for capturing the
mean and standard deviation of the trajectories. For the store at hand, 17 trajectories
were necessary mainly due to the strong variability in roll associated with the low roll
inertia. Using the averaged flow data, the trajectory phases were identified and the role
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of the pressure field inside the cavity was clarified. Then, filtering of the simulation
results, revealed that only the roll angle was driven by the finest fluctuations in the
flowfield while the vertical displacement of the store was driven by the ejection velocity
and gravity. This is reinforced by the relatively low pitch angle of the store during the
release, leading to a reduced effect of the aerodynamic lift generated. This was the
first time that aeroelastic effects were quantified for releases. During store release, the
store trajectory variability remained using an aeroelastic store, but the aeroelasticity
was secondary for the case at hand, with cavity flow effects dominating the release. A
parametric study shown that CFD captures the physics that could lead to unusual store
releases, and that the interaction between the shear layer and the store is critical for
light stores. The present results suggest that the proposed method is efficient and can
be used for initial investigations of store clearance before flight testing.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
This thesis presented methods to model cavity flows. Also, HMB3 was shown to be a
tool able to compute the complete weapon bay operation, thanks to the developments
carried out during this thesis. The simulations of weapon bay door opening, store
release, and store aeroelasticity, lead to the conclusions, and future work of the
following sections.
10.1 Conclusions from Current Work
The flow present in weapon bays is very complex, and its simulation requires accurate
predictions of a large range of time scales. The flow is non periodic, and never
repeats in the same way, making it difficult to measure, and simulate. SAS turbulence
simulation was in good agreement with experiments, for averaged and unsteady values.
Furthermore, SAS is very efficient compared to DES, and LES, producing similar
results with a timestep ten times larger. Nevertheless, SAS requires grids as fine as
for DES, and LES. This makes possible the simulation of cavity flow for engineering
applications, and more than 1800 cavity travel times were computed for this thesis.
Beamforming was applied using CFD simulations to provide microphone
signals. This method proved capable to capture the noise field around the cavity
using a limited number of probes, using the mean CFD flow-field to compute the noise
propagation. This technique could be used in wind tunnels, coupling microphone array
measurement, and PIV data. The method provided meaningful results using an array at
appropriate position, density, shape, and size. As a result, further cavity flows physics,
and more data could be obtained for CFD validation.
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To further understand the mechanism driving the tonal and broadband fluctuation
inside cavity flows, the cavity dynamics was modelled as a standing wave resonator,
influenced by the shear layer flow. For the first time, the tonal dynamics of the cavity
flow was fully represented by a model with the standing wave oscillations and their
modulation. This suggests that the generation mechanism of cavity noise proposed
by Rossiter is not the main mechanism driving cavity flows. In addition, the results
shown that the time averaged flow-field drives the tonal frequencies, while the flow-
field fluctuations drive their amplitude and feed the broadband noise.
A large number of computations were carried out for different configurations
of cavity, store, and doors, with and without store aeroelasticity. The door opening
evolved in three stages. First, a closed cavity flow was established, with the creation
of a jet impacting the bay ceiling and producing large fluctuations inside it. After,
the flow became transitional and the loads were amplified. The faster door opening,
created the most unsteady flow of all cases during the opening phase. For medium and
slow door opening speeds that can be encountered on real aircraft, the door opening
did not lead to larger flow fluctuations and store deformation, compared to the fully
established cavity flow. This phase have to be taken into account for the store/weapon
bay integration, only for very fast door opening.
The simulations of store release from weapon bays have shown that it is possible
to numerically estimate store trajectory variability. A statistical metric was proposed
to identify the minimum number of simulations necessary for capturing the mean
and standard deviation of the trajectories. For the store at hand, 17 trajectories were
necessary mainly due to the strong variability in roll associated with the low roll inertia.
Using the averaged flow data, the trajectory phases were identified and the role of
the pressure field inside the cavity was clarified. Then, filtering of the simulation
results, revealed that only the roll angle was driven by the finest fluctuations in the
flowfield while the vertical displacement of the store was driven by the ejection velocity
and gravity. Adding doors to the clean cavity, channelled the pressure fluctuations,
increasing the store deformation outside the cavity. Also, small changes of the mean
pressure field at the mid-span of the cavity, influenced the store trajectory with doors.
This study shows that the interaction of the store with the cavity flow is critical for
store trajectory variability, and that all weapon bay features, like the doors, have to be
included in the geometry to obtain meaningful statistics. As a consequence, methods
with a strong coupling between CFD, 6DoF, and aeroelasticity are preferable.
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A study on the store release parameters, shown that CFD captures the physics
that could lead to unusual store releases. If a store is released with a small stroke
velocity, the coherent shear layer that interacts with the nose, keeps the store nose
inside the cavity, while the tail continues to fall. Consequently, the pitch angle
increases, and the free-stream tends to push the store inside the cavity. This interaction
is critical for light stores that can be pushed upwards for a small pitch angle. The
present results suggest that the proposed method is efficient, and can be used for initial
investigations of store clearance before flight testing.
Aeroelastic effects were present during door opening and store release. The
structural excitation showed a directional dependence due to the span-wise symmetry
of the geometry. The tonal fluctuations excited the body, while the fins were influenced
by the broadband fluctuations. Over the weapon bay operation, maximum store
deformations were of about 2% of the store diameter. This may trigger some fatigue,
mainly for stores staying in the cavity after repeated door operations. This was the first
time that aeroelastic effects were quantified for releases. The store trajectory variability
remained using an aeroelastic store, but the aeroelasticity was secondary for the case
at hand.
10.2 Future Work
This thesis sets the basis of a framework including CFD, aeroelasticity, and flight
mechanics for store release simulation. Nevertheless, the presented cases are limited
to ideal cavities and flat plate doors. The strong influence of the weapon bay
components on the release characteristics, like the doors, shows that future work must
use geometries as realistic as possible. However, to build a structured mesh inside
a realistic cavity can be an arduous task, and the computation of weapon bays with
unstructured, hybrid, and meshless methods have to be investigated to reduce the
density of points. In addition, future simulations should include the complete aircraft
geometry to take into account the non uniformity of the boundary layer across the
weapon bays. The relative direction of the free-stream is also important to take into
account as it may change the behavior of the cavity flow, and the store trajectory
characteristics. Recommendations on the aircraft attitude when releasing a store
from a weapon bay could be found for safer operation. Finally, store release and
aeroelastics should be computed for other subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers to
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further validate the method.
The better understanding of the resonance of the cavity flow, and of store release
mechanism should be used to improve, and design new weapon bay flow control
solutions. With current tools, the test of any flow control solution in a fast way for
cavity resonance, store aeroelasticity, and store trajectory is in reach.
A missing key for further CFD developments is the availability of experimental
data. Future work must also focus on experiments of cavity flows to generate more
data for CFD validation. For aeroelasticity, acceleration measurements, both on the
store, and the cavity walls are required to validate the aeroelasticity method. More
importantly, releases of full scale stores must be performed in free flight. This avoids
scaling effects, and the loss in the flow/store interactions due to CTS techniques.
Also, the releases have to be repeated, and the required number of releases should
be determined using a metric as proposed in this thesis.
Appendix A
Flowfield Around an Isolated Store at
High Pitch Angle
The pitch angle is a parameter that matters when it comes to predict unusual store
releases (Section 9.4.6). For this reason, the flowfield around a store at high pitch
angle is computed here. The store model, was provided by MBDA UK. Ltd. [168]. The
case was computed with different turbulence models, and grids, to determine if there
is mesh convergence. Also, the physics of the flowfield is described.
A.1 Geometry and Conditions
The store was 3.45m long, with four strakes, and fins, in a cross configuration (Figure
A.1). The store was assumed flying at International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) and
sea level conditions at a Mach number 1.4, and Reynolds number ReLs based on the
store length of 110 million. The pitch angle was 15 degrees, and there was a small roll
angle of 2.5 degrees. There is no experimental data available for comparison.
A.2 Computational Mesh
The chimera method is used to overlap a store mesh fitted over a Cartesian background
mesh. Five grid densities were tested, and are summarised table A.1 for the different
mesh components. Figures A.2, and A.3 show slices trough the different grids, and the
mesh volume. The simulations are performed for steady k-ω -SST (Section 2.3.3),
steady k-ω -SST Pk Limiter
[169], steady EARSM [112, 170], and for unsteady SAS
170
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(Section 2.3.4) turbulence models. Table A.1 summarises the computed cases. The
non dimensional timestep was the same for all grids, and was 0.01 using unsteady
SAS. This resolution is the same used for cavities.
Number of Grid Points Turbulence Models
Total Store Background k-ω -SST
k-ω -SST
Pk Limiter
EARSM SAS
Coarse 18.9 14.5 4.4 X X - X
Medium 32.8 28.4 4.4 X X X X
Fine 55.8 43.1 12.7 X X X X
Very Fine 104.5 64.0 40.4 X X X X
Extra Fine 203.8 133.1 70.7 - - X X
Table A.1: Grid density and simulated cases. Performed simulations are marked with
X.
(a) Front view
(b) Front view (c) Isometric View
Figure A.1: Store geometry.
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(a) Coarse (b) Medium (c) Fine
Figure A.2: Grid slice at the fins.
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(d) Very Fine (e) Extra Fine
Figure A.2: Grid slice at the fins.
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(a) Coarse
(b) Medium
Figure A.3: Grid slice at the fins.
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(c) Fine
(d) Very Fine
Figure A.3: Grid slice at the fins.
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(e) Extra Fine
Figure A.3: Grid slice at the fins.
A.3 Flowfield Visualisation and Flow Physics
This section presents the flowfield obtained using different turbulence models. Figures
A.4 to A.5 show the total pressure Pt = Ps + ρ.U
2/2 over sectional planes along the
store length for the very fine grid. Each turbulence model gave a different result,
showing very different vortical content. k-ω -SST, and k-ω -SST with Pk Limiter
are very dissipative, and few vortical structures appear in the flowfield. Figure A.6
compares store loads between k-ω -SST, and the EARSM turbulence models on the
coarse grid, for pitch angle between 0 and 15 degrees, and for a roll angle of 2.5
degrees. Overall, the models agree for pitch angles less than 5 degrees. On the other
hand, the k-ω -SST behaves erratically at high alpha. Using the Pk Limiter slightly
decreases the dissipation in the flow, and the vortical structures become stronger
(Figure A.4). However, the flowfield remains similar to the k-ω -SST results, and
the flow configuration is different to the predictions of EARSM and SAS (Figure A.5)
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(a) k-ω -SST (b) k-ω -SST Pk Limiter
Figure A.4: Total pressure along the store length using k-ω -SST (Left) and k-ω -SST
Pk Limiter (Right). Results on very fine grid.
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(c) k-ω -SST (d) k-ω -SST Pk Limiter
Figure A.4: Total pressure along the store length using k-ω -SST (Left) and k-ω -SST
Pk Limiter (Right). Results on very fine grid.
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(e) k-ω -SST (f) k-ω -SST Pk Limiter
Figure A.4: Total pressure along the store length using k-ω -SST (Left) and k-ω -SST
Pk Limiter (Right). Results on very fine grid.
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(a) EARSM (b) SAS
Figure A.5: Total pressure along the store length using EARSM (Left) and SAS
(Right). Results on very fine grid.
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(c) EARSM (d) SAS
Figure A.5: Total pressure along the store length using EARSM (Left) and SAS
(Right). Results on very fine grid.
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(e) EARSM (f) SAS
Figure A.5: Total pressure along the store length using EARSM (Left) and SAS
(Right). Results on very fine grid.
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Figure A.6: Load polar for pitch between 0 and 15 degrees on the coarse grid. Results
obtained using steady state CFD and RANS equations.
The EARSM, and SAS models (Figure A.5) show a large number of structures
shed from the store body, strakes, and fins. SAS is less dissipative, and the vortices
are stronger than for the EARSM model. The port, and starboard side vortices are
highlighted on the figures for the SAS simulation, and are respectively called Px, and
Sx. First, two vortices S1, and P1 appear at the starboard and port side of the store
due to the high pitch angle at about X/Ls = 0.20 (Figure A.5). At the leading edge of
the strakes (X/Ls = 0.35), P2, P3, S2 and S3 are generated by the junctions between
the body, and the strakes at the upper side of the store. Then, at X/Ls = 0.45, P4, P5,
S4 and S5 are shed from the upper side strakes, and rotate around P1, and S1. At the
same time, S3, and P3 move towards the tip of the strakes under the influence of S1,
and P1. S2, and P2 detach from the body, and S6, and P6 are shed from the strakes
of the pressure side of the store. Farther, at X/Ls = 0.55, S1 merges with S4, and
S5, while P1 merges with P4, and P5. At the same time S3, and P3 rotate around the
strong merged vortices. On the pressure side, S6, and P6 move upwards, and begin
to influence the position of S2, and P2. At X/Ls = 0.65, two strong vortices S1 and
P2 remain above the store, having merged with all other shed vortices from the upper
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side. At the pressure side, S2, and P2 rotate around S6 and P6, and move downwards.
At the same time, S6 and P6 generate the vortices S7, and P7 at the junction between
strakes of the pressure side of the store, and the body. Also, the pressure side strakes
shed the vortices S8 and P8. At X/Ls = 0.75, the flow reaches the trailing edge of the
strakes, and their boundary layers feed the structures S9, S10, P9, and P10. The two
vortices S1, and P1, lose their symmetry, and P1 moves bellow S1. At the pressure
side, S6, and P6 continue to move upwards, and merge with S2, and P2. Under the
influence of S7, and P7, the vortices S8, and P8, move upwards. Between the strakes,
and the fins (X/Ls = 0.85), the flow is complex with strong interaction between a large
number of vortices. P1 continues to move downwards, and interacts with P6, while S1
and S6 remain away one from the other. On the port side, P7, P8’, and P10, become
very close, and interact with P9. On the starboard side, S7, and S8 get closer, and
interact with S9, while S10 stays away from this group. Then, at X/Ls = 0.95, this
complex flow hits the fins, contributing significantly to the store loads. S6, and P6 are
still strong, and hit the tips of the fins, leading to large changes in the loads, for a small
change of their position and strength. The comparison with the EARSM pressure field,
shows differences in the strength, and position of the vortices. This increases along the
store length due to the differences in the dissipation of the models. Nevertheless, it is
not possible to determine what solution is closer to the reality, as no experimental data
is available.
A.4 Mesh Convergence
This section investigates the mesh convergence of the flowfield, and store loads.
The total pressure field for EARSM (Figure A.7) and SAS (Figure A.8)
turbulence models, are shown for different grid densities, at cross sections close to the
fins. The coarse grid shows to a large dissipation (Figures A.8f), and a small number
of vortices present in the SAS solution. Also, the EARSM turbulence model did not
converged due the coarseness of the grid. Medium, fine, and very fine grids, lead to
similar results, with small changes at X/Ls = 0.95. The EARSM shows a weaker
vortex S1, and a stronger vortex P10 going from the fine (Figure A.7f) to the very fine
grid (Figure A.7g). The SAS shows a stronger vortex P10, and the vortices S7, S8
and S10 move together going from the fine (Figure A.8h) to the very fine grid (Figure
A.8i).
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(a) Medium (b) Fine
(c) Very Fine (d) Extra Fine
Figure A.7: Total pressure at X/Ls = 0.85 for different grid densities, and for the
EARSM turbulence model.
The passage from the very fine, to the extra fine grid, leads to larger changes
for both models. At X/Ls = 0.85, vortex S9 is predicted weaker (Figures A.7d and
A.8e), and its interaction with S7, and S8 changes. As a consequence, the flowfield
at X/Ls = 0.95 looks different, and the vortices S7, S8, S9, and S10 are distributed
differently in space (Figures A.7h and A.8j). Also, vortex S6 hits the fin in a different
way. This also may be the consequence of the better definition of the shocks produced
by the fins on the extra fine grid, that influences the vortex positions.
A small change on the position, or the strength of a vortex, changes the way it
interacts with his neighbours, and this has dramatic consequences on the downstream
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(e) Medium (f) Fine
(g) Very Fine (h) Extra Fine
Figure A.7: Total pressure at X/Ls = 0.95 for different grid densities, and for the
EARSM turbulence model
flow in a cascade fashion.
Figure A.9 shows the loads on the store for the different grids. The forces are
slightly influenced by the grids, and both models give the same values. However, the
moments changes with the grid, and the models gave different values. Figure A.10
shows a convergence plot with the load difference between each grid, and the extra
fine grid. Overall, the moments are subject to larger changes than the forces, and the
yaw, and pitch moments show the largest changes. The rolling angle shows smaller
changes, but a change of 0.1 in roll moment leads to large changes in roll angle due to
small store inertia about that axis.
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(a) Coarse (b) Medium
(c) Fine (d) Very Fine
(e) Extra Fine
Figure A.8: Total pressure at X/Ls = 0.85 for different grid densities, and for the SAS
turbulence model.
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(f) Coarse (g) Medium
(h) Fine (i) Very Fine
(j) Extra Fine
Figure A.8: Total pressure at X/Ls = 0.95 for different grid densities, and for the SAS
turbulence model.
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Figure A.10: Load convergence using EARSM, and SAS turbulence models.
Figure A.11 shows the convergence plot for each component of the store.
Overall, the fins, and the body lead to the larger load deviation as function of the grid
size. On the other hand, the loads on the strakes appear grid converged between the
medium, and the extra fine grid. This is due to the differences in the development of the
vortices, that influences the pressure field at the back of the store. As a consequence,
the pitching, and the yawing moments are subject to large changes. The rolling moment
is also influenced by the position of the vortices S2, and P6, very close to the fins tip.
The larger changes in loads, from the very fine, to the extra fine grids, correspond to
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Figure A.11: Load convergence using EARSM, and SAS turbulence models.
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Figure A.12: OASPL along the path of the main vortices, and at the wake. Result
scaled for ISA sea level. SAS on very fine grid.
the most significant change in the flowfield as seen figures A.7 and A.8. Also, fins 3
and 4, on the upper side of the store lead to larger changes in the loads than fins 1 and
2, as they are located in the more complex flow shed from the body and the strakes.
Figure A.12 shows the OASPL along the path of the vortices shed from the
strake, and along the store wake. The probes were placed in the very fine grid
computed with SAS. Along the store length, more and more pressure fluctuations
develop, as the consequence of the presence of numerous vortices. This indicates that
steady computation of this flow, may be not accurate, and not fully capture the vortex
interactions.
To improve the results, further computations are required. Finer meshes may
lead to mesh convergence for the moments. Also, the timestep was kept constant,
while the grid was finer. The effect of the timestep on the SAS results have to be
quantified, to verify if further unsteadiness is captured. In addition, high order models
may improve the results, reducing the dissipation on the coarser grids.
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A.5 Summary of Work
As is the case for cavity flows, simulation of turbulence is very important for a store
at high alpha. The development of vortical structures around it are influenced by small
changes in the flowfield due to the grids, and the turbulence models. As a consequence,
in a cascade effect, downstream vortices change position, and strength, leading to a
different flow at the back of the store. This flow cannot be simulated with RANS
models that dissipate too much the vortices. SAS gave the best results, with the smaller
dissipation of the vortical structures. In addition, fine grids are required to capture the
smaller vortices, and the strong shocks that influence the evolution of the vortices.
Due to the high Reynolds number, experiments are difficult to perform, and CFD
simulations is the preferred way to handle this flow. However, to further understand
this flow, an effort is required to obtain experimental data to validate the present results.
CFD studies of the effect of the employed timestep for unsteady computations are also
needed.
Appendix B
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition for
Engineering Applications
This section presents the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) technique to
compress output files from HMB3. This was used to easily share data with MBDA
UK Ltd. With the present technique it is possible to share a complete flowfield in time
and space using a file ligther than 100MB.
B.1 POD Principle
The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a mathematical technique used in
applications such as image processing, signal analysis and data compression[171].
It aims to obtain low-dimensional approximations of high-dimensional processes,
therefore eliminating information which has little impact on the overall process. It
was first introduced in the context of fluid mechanics and turbulence by Lumley[172]
to decompose the flow into modes. These modes identify the large coherent structures
which contribute to the flow.
The principle behind POD is that any function can be written as a linear
combination of a finite set of functions, termed basis functions. Any set of functions
or vectors, f0, f1, ..., fn are linearly independent if they satisfy the following equation:
α0 f0+α1 f1+ ...+αn fn 6= 0 (B.1)
where the coefficients α0, α1,..., αn are constants and non-zero. If a vector space V ,
can be described by a subset of vectors v0, v1, ...,vn, then these form a basis set if they
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are linearly independent and they can be written in a linear combination of the form:
V = α0v0+α1v1+ ...+αnvn (B.2)
The set of basis vectors can also be an orthonormal basis set if the inner product of vi
and v j is zero, where i 6= j. Also, they are required to have a length of 1 (i.e the inner
product of vi and vi is 1).
Three different methods fall under the generalised term of Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition: Karhunen-Loeve Decomposition (KLD), Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). However, in the context of
turbulence and fluid mechanics, if the acronym POD is used, it generally refers to
KLD.
In practice, the POD generation takes as input N snapshots of the flowfield
u(x, t), and generates a mean flow Φ0(x), and N modes Φi(x). Then, each timestep
can be reconstructed using the linear combination of the modes:
u(x, t) =
i=N
∑
i=0
ai(t)Φi(x) (B.3)
Each mode contains a different level of energy, and the linear combination of
the most energetic POD modes is enough to capture the total flowfield energy. Figure
B.1 shows the energy contained in the flow reconstruction as function of the number of
modes included. Over the 200 modes generated, only 125 are required to capture 90%
of the energy. To discard all the modes above this limit saves 38% of disk space. For
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Figure B.1: Cumulative energy contained in the POD modes.
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larger data sets, the saving can be more than 50%. Figure B.2 shows an example of
POD modes of a cavity flowfield. The first modes contain a large part of the flowfield
energy, and show the largest structures. On the other hand, the latest modes describe
the smaller details of the flowfield, and contain a small amount of flowfield energy.
= 
+ 
a1(t) 
+ 
+ Y 
0(x) 
u(x,t) 
+ 
1(x) 2(x) 
N(x) 
a2(t) 
aN(t) 
Figure B.2: Example of POD modes for a cavity flowfield.
B.2 Modified POD Process
Figure B.3 presents process flow diagrams of the original POD process in C (See
TN10-014, June 2010), and the modified POD reconstruction processes including
MATLAB routines. The decomposition in POD modes is the same for both methods.
Flowfield outputs from the HMB flow solver, are obtained at regular intervals in time,
usually over a time period equal to 10% of a travel time. Then, routines in C (pod calc
and pod construct) are used to extract flow variables, and temporal information from
the individual flowfield output files.
In the original C process, POD was performed on five primitive variables: ρ , u,
v, w, and p. The flow-field reconstruction, for a specific instance in time, was obtained
using the pod reconstruct routine. This reconstructs all the flowfield variables on the
CFD mesh, resulting in a file with the same size as the original flowfield file (approx.
2.5Go for 35 million grid points). Note that this is for one instance in time, and
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(a) Original C POD process
(b) C and MATLAB POD process
Figure B.3: POD generation and reconstruction processes. Go : gigaoctet, Mo :
megaoctet.
the reconstruction procedure has to be repeated, producing additional files, if other
instances in time are required.
Velocity information inside, and immediately outside the cavity is useful for
grid data analysis, where the aerodynamic loads of a store can be determined from
the local velocity components and look-up tables. The modified POD reconstruction
process uses a routine called compress plt, that uses an input file, (eg. probes.plt),
generally containing a relatively coarse distribution of points around the cavity, to store
the modes. compress plt produces two files, f low f ield.mat and temporal data.mat,
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that have a combined size in the range of 50MB for 15000 grid points. In the examples
given in this report, the reduction of the data set size is more than 99%. These files
are used by MATLAB functions to reconstruct velocities using the Nearest Neighbour
(NN), or the Moving Least Square (MLS) interpolation methods of the POD modes.
The reconstruction can be done for any time within the signal used to construct the
POD modes.
B.3 Creation of the MATLAB Input Files
To create the inputs files for MATLAB reconstruction, three type of files are required.
name.podmode.mmmmm.plt contains the flowfield corresponding to each mode m on
the CFD grid.
name.V T podmode.mmmmm.dat contains the coefficients am(t,v) to reconstruct
the original flow by linear combination. pod computation in f o.dat contains informa-
tion about the POD computation.
A Tecplot binary file called probes.plt has to be generated containing all the
non-dimensional coordinates (all dimensions are scaled with the cavity length) of the
points where the flow is to be extracted at.
B.3.1 Process of MATLAB File Generation
The script make matlab pod.sh automatically creates MATLAB inputs.
The script is launched with the following command from the case folder
containing the inputs files:
./make_matlab_pod.sh <filename_root> <nb_modes> <probes> <xyz_file>
<nb_x_divisions> optional: <nb_procs>
The number of modes to take into account may be less than the available number
of modes. This could result in even smaller files. probes is the path to the Tecplot
probes file discussed above. xyz f ile is the path to the Tecplot file containing the
spacial coordinates of the POD modes if they are stored separately. nb x divisions
is a parameter to increase the execution speed of the compression. A value of 10 is
enough for the MATLAB POD generation. A folder called matlab pod containing
f low f ield.mat, temporal data.mat and pod computation in f o.dat is then created.
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The data in f low f ield.mat is written as a 2-dimensional array and if loaded
using the command line prompt it contains:
flowfield: [Lx6 double]
L : number of probe points x number of samples
The second index will always have 6 values (x, y, z, u, v and w)
The data in temporal data.mat is written as a 3-dimensional array and if loaded
using the command line prompt it contains:
t_data: [Tx4xM double]
T : Number of timestep
The second index will always have 4 values (step, a(u,m), a(v,m)
and a(w,m))
M : Number of modes
B.4 Running a Reconstruction with MATLAB
The POD program reconstructs velocity variables at specific points in the flow domain,
and for user-specified signal length, sampling frequency and number of samples. A
probes.dat file has to be created by the user containing the x, y and z coordinates of
every point where the user would like the velocity variables to be reconstructed at.
The non-dimensional coordinates (all dimensions are scaled with the cavity length) in
this file are written in three columns while each point is represented by a row in the
following format:
0.0100 0.0000 -0.1000
0.0200 0.0000 -0.1000
0.0300 0.0000 -0.1000
0.0400 0.0000 -0.1000
0.0500 0.0000 -0.1000
B.4.1 GUI Execution
Executing the POD Reconstruction.m file brings up the user interface shown in figure
B.4.
First, in the POD case frame, the path to the directory containing the input files
has to be entered. The path to the probe file is relative to the directory provided. Then
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Figure B.4: POD Reconstruction GUI.
it is possible to click on ”Load”. The ”POD Mode Information” part is automatically
filled, giving information about the case. The length of the cavity can be changed to
scale the results.
Next, for the flow reconstruction, the user has to specify the first sample to
reconstruct from, the sample rate, the number of samples to reconstruct and the
smoothness for the MLS method. By default, all available modes are used for the
reconstruction. If the check box CFD value is checked, scaled values are given,
else dimensional values with L and U∞ are given. There is also the option between
Nearest Neighbour, and Moving Least Square methods. Once the reconstruction
information is specified by the user, the ”Reconstruct” button has to be clicked; this
begins the reconstruction process and the progress is shown in the MATLAB command
window. As soon as the reconstruction is complete a MATLAB binary file named
reconstructed data.mat will be saved in the current test case folder.
The right part of the window can plot the u, v and w velocities for all probes once
the computation is over. The user must enter the probe id and to click on the desired
component.
B.4.2 Batch Execution
If the reconstruction has to be automated it is also possible to run the program in batch
mode with the file run reconstruction.m. The parameters are the followings:
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directory Case folder
probe f ile File containing point where to interpolate flow, relative to directory
f irst timestep First timestep to reconstruct
no o f samples Number of timesteps to reconstruct
unsteady step rate Rate between two timesteps to reconstruct
f reestream velocity Freestream Velocity (m/s)
characteristic length Characteristic Length (m)
interp method Spatial interpolation. 0 for NN; 1 for MLS
smoothness Only for MLS, a value close to 1 will smooth the result
To obtain CFD unscaled values f reestream velocity and characteristic length
have to be set to 1.
B.4.3 Output
The output file can be loaded from the MATLAB command window using the load
command:
load ../test_cases/cc_ld7_nodoors_100_pods/recon_data.mat
Data in recon data.mat is written as a 3 arrays and when loaded from the
command line contains:
velocity: [Px3xS double] : The velocity components.
P: number of probe points
The second index will always have 3 values (u, v and w)
S: number of samples
coords: [Px3 double] : The reconstruction points coordinates.
P: number of probe points
The second index will always have 3 values (x, y and z)
time: [S double] : The time signal.
S: number of samples
B.4.4 Interpolation parameters
The nearest neighbour method has no parameter, the value at a probe is taken from the
nearest grid point.
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(a) u(x) (b) v(x)
(c) w(x)
Figure B.5: Influence of the smoothing parameter on the velocity interpolation at y= 0,
z = 0. Comparison with the POD ORIGINAL reconstruction.
Figure B.6: Reconstruction time with MLS in function of the smoothness parameter.
The moving least square method has a smoothness parameter. This value is
higher than 1. Decreasing this value will smooth the result. Increasing this value
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on a fine grid will converge the interpolation result towards the original flowfield
values (Figure B.5). Figure B.6 shows the MLS reconstruction time as function of
the smoothness parameter. After a smoothness of 50, the reconstruction time increases
when the smoothness parameter increases. A balance has to be found between accurate
reconstructions, and short reconstruction time.
B.5 Test Case : Clean Cavity Without Doors
This section presents reconstruction results for an idealised cavity of non-dimensional
length of 1.00 (along x-axis), depth of 0.14 (along y-axis), and width of 0.29 (along
z-axis). The cavity L/D is 7, and W/D is 2. The leading edge of the cavity is at
X/L = 0.0 and extends to X/L = 1.0. The shear layer is located at Y/L = 0.0, and the
cavity ceiling at Y/L =−0.14. The mid-span of the cavity is positioned at Z/L = 0.0
and extends to positive and negative Z by 0.14.
(a) Z Plane (b) X Plane
Figure B.7: Geometry of a clean cavity without doors.
B.5.1 Reconstruction grids
A coarse distribution of points, at which mode information was stored, was defined in
the cavity region, and immediately outside. Most of the points are in the shear layer,
characterised by large velocity gradients. The grids cover the surfaces to capture the
zero velocity on the solids. In the following, five different grids are used to reconstruct
the flowfield. POD ORIGINAL is the original CFD grid of 7.1 million of points.
POD VERY FINE (Figure B.11) is a grid of 41604 points, POD FINE (Figure B.10)
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(a) Probes on plane X (b) Probes on plane Y
(c) Probes on plane Z
Figure B.8: POD COARSE distribution of points around the cavity region.
(a) Probes on plane X (b) Probes on plane Y
(c) Probes on plane Z
Figure B.9: POD MEDIUM distribution of points around the cavity region.
(a) Probes on plane X (b) Probes on plane Y
(c) Probes on plane Z
Figure B.10: POD FINE distribution of points around the cavity region.
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(a) Probes on plane X (b) Probes on plane Y
(c) Probes on plane Z
Figure B.11: POD VERY FINE distribution of points around the cavity region.
Figure B.12: POD ORIGINAL Reconstruction of Mach number at centerline
Figure B.13: Energy of the POD reconstruction, as a function of the number of modes.
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is a grid of 20758 points, POD MEDIUM (Figure B.9) is a grid of 11537 points and
POD COARSE (Figure B.8) contains 5016 points.
B.5.2 Reconstruction
The first parameter to select is the number of POD modes to include in the reconstruc-
tion. The reconstruction POD ORIGINAL shows that 151 modes gives a flowfield
that contains more than 95% of the energy (Figures B.12 and B.13). All following
reconstructions are performed with 151 modes.
Figures B.14 and B.15 show a good agreement between POD ORIGINAL,
and POD COARSE reconstructions using the MLS interpolation. Most of the
discrepancies are located near high velocities gradients in the shear layer. The
(a) X/L = 0.25 (b) X/L = 0.5
(c) X/L = 0.85
Figure B.14: Reconstructions POD COARSE (Spheres) and POD ORIGINAL
(Background color) at the same CFD time of 80 with 151 modes. Reconstruction
at the front, middle, and rear end of the cavity.
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coarseness of the extraction grid only preserve the smoothest gradient of the flowfield.
(a) Z/L = 0.1071
(b) Z/L = 0.0
(c) Z/L =−0.1071
Figure B.15: Reconstructions POD COARSE (Spheres) and POD ORIGINAL
(Background color) at the same CFD time of 80 with 151 modes. Reconstruction
at the cavity mid-span, port, and starboard side.
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Figure B.16: Minimum distance between points in the coarse, medium and fine grids
on the plane facing the flow (X=constant).
Figure B.16 shows the spacing between the grid points for the coarse, medium
and fine MATLAB reconstruction data sets at mid-length of the shear layer. The mini-
mum distances between two points are respectively for GRID COARSE, GRID MEDIUM
and GRID FINE, 0.036, 0.02 and 0.015 cavity length. To check the accuracy of the
interpolation methods, the reconstructions are performed both close, and far away from
the data points.
The time required to reconstruct the flowfield, and the size of the files are
summarised in table B.1. The reduction of the file size is up to 99.96% for the
POD COARSE case. Multiple test cases were performed with different numbers of
probes, and samples to reconstruct. Overall, the reconstruction of less than a thousand
points is done in less than few minutes. Also the nearest neighbour interpolation is
faster, but is less accurate than the MLS method. A reconstruction of 324.000 points
for 201 time steps was performed using MLS interpolation, and needs few hours to be
complete.
Figure B.17 shows the reconstruction of the time signal u(t) at two probes placed
at the shear layer mid-span. It is the most difficult part of the flow to reconstruct due to
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COARSE MEDIUM FINE VERY FINE
Nb. Grid Points 5016 11537 20758 41604
File Weight (Mb) 17 39 71 142
Weight reduction (%) 99,96 99,91 99,80 99.70
Mean recon. error (%) 19 13 9 6
Reconstruction Time - 1000 Probes, 1 Sample (s)
NN 1 1 1 3
MLS 5 8 12 23
Reconstruction Time - 1000 Probes, 201 Samples (s)
NN 14 33 60 91
MLS 34 69 117 214
Reconstruction Time - 3 Probes, 201 Samples (s)
NN 14 25 44 90
MLS 14 25 44 118
Reconstruction Time - 324.000 Probes, 201 Samples (h)
MLS 2.7 4.2 7.2 12.4
Table B.1: Time needed for the MATLAB POD reconstruction
the large velocity gradients. The results are compared between POD ORIGINAL, and
MATLAB reconstructions using nearest neighbour (NN), inverse distance weighting
(IDW), and moving least square (MLS) methods. The IDW is shown here, but not
included in the final version of the code due to a lack of efficiency against the MLS
method. There is a fair agreement between all reconstructions and POD ORIGINAL,
for all interpolation methods used. All the details of the signal, including the high
frequency are well captured.
The velocity field is reconstructed far from the data set grids, at Z positions
of 0.017, 0.01 and 0.007 for POD COARSE, POD MEDIUM and POD FINE (figure
B.18). In this case, POD COARSE shows discrepancies as it cannot capture the strong
span-wise gradient within the cells. However, POD MEDIUM and POD FINE show
better agreement. The accuracy of the reconstruction depends on the probe positions.
The closer the probe to the data points, the better the result. For each flow, a balance has
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to be found between a large file that provides an accurate reconstruction, and a small
file that will not necessarily give accurate reconstruction with any of the methods. The
moving least square method gave the most accurate temporal reconstructions over the
computational domain.
Figures B.19, B.20 and B.21 show the spatial reconstruction of the velocity
components along the shear layer. Each reconstruction is performed at points close,
and far from the data set points. The flow is reconstructed on 194 points along x,
corresponding to the CFD points. The accuracy depends on the grid density, and the
probe position. Reconstructions using inverse distance weighting, are subject to spacial
oscillations (Figure B.19d). Figure B.22 shows a simple example of inverse distance
weighting over a 1D domain. The contribution of each grid point to the interpolation
is shown as thin curves, and the interpolated function is the sum of them, and shown as
a thick curve. The oscillations are caused by the weight function, that leads to higher
or lower values between the grid points, by addition of the lobes around each points.
In addition, the oscillation wavelength becomes larger for increasing spacing between
grid points.
The distribution of the points also influences the accuracy of the reconstruction.
A coarse grid does not accurately capture the details of the velocity gradients. As
a consequence, POD COARSE at z=0.02 shows large oscillation with all methods
(Figure B.19b). The flowfield is reconstructed on a line alternatively closer to z=0.0,
and z=0.036, and there is a large gradient between those planes (Figure B.23). As a
consequence, the reconstructed value oscillate between the values of those planes.
The nearest neighbour method gives a fair estimation of the velocities close to
the grids points for POD FINE. In all other cases, far from the grids points, or with
a coarser mesh, this method is not accurate. The inverse distance weighting method
has better performances than NN, but is subject to oscillations around the expected
value. The moving least square method generates the most accurate reconstruction for
all grids within minutes.
In conclusion, to obtain accurate reconstructions, the values from a large POD
data set have to be extracted on a well-chosen grid. All zones with large gradient as the
shear layer and the walls must be meshed with a higher density than other smoother
parts. The reconstructions have to be performed as close as possible to the grid points.
Finally, the combination of the POD FINE grid, with the Moving Least Square method
gave the best accuracy with respect to the computational time.
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(a) x/L = 0.43 (b) x/L = 0.95
(c) x/L = 0.43 (d) x/L = 0.95
(e) x/L = 0.43 (f) x/L = 0.95
Figure B.17: Temporal reconstructions of u(t) at two probes at the mid-span of the
shear layer using POD COARSE (a-b), POD MEDIUM (c-d) and POD FINE (e-f).
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(a) x/L = 0.43,z = 0.017 (b) x/L = 0.95,z = 0.017
(c) x/L = 0.43,z = 0.01 (d) x/L = 0.95,z = 0.01
(e) x/L = 0.43,z = 0.007 (f) x/L = 0.95,z = 0.007
Figure B.18: Temporal reconstructions of u(t) at two probes at the shear layer using
POD COARSE (a-b), POD MEDIUM (c-d) and POD FINE (e-f).
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(a) POD COARSE at z=0.0 (b) POD COARSE at z=0.02
(c) POD MEDIUM at z=0.0 (d) POD MEDIUM at z=0.01
(e) POD FINE at z=0.0 (f) POD FINE at z=0.008
Figure B.19: Spacial reconstructions of u(x) at shear layer.
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(a) POD COARSE at z=0.0 (b) POD COARSE at z=0.02
(c) POD MEDIUM at z=0.0 (d) POD MEDIUM at z=0.01
(e) POD FINE at z=0.0 (f) POD FINE at z=0.008
Figure B.20: Spacial reconstructions of v(x) at shear layer.
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(a) POD COARSE at z=0.0 (b) POD COARSE at z=0.02
(c) POD MEDIUM at z=0.0 (d) POD MEDIUM at z=0.01
(e) POD FINE at z=0.0 (f) POD FINE at z=0.008
Figure B.21: Spacial reconstructions of w(x) at shear layer.
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Figure B.22: 1D example of the effect of the point density of the Inverse Distance
Weighting interpolation.
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Figure B.23: Position of the reconstruction axis in the POD COARSE case. The closer
value is alternating between z=0.0 and z=0.037.
Appendix C
Post-processing Codes
C.1 Beamforming
The beamformer was written in Matlab, and is composed of 5 functions. beamform-
ing.m reads three inputs files, containing the probe positions, the microphone signals,
and the flowfield around the scanned zone. Then, beamforming function.m computes
the scanned grid, and the distances between the microphones and the scan grid with
the function compute distances.m. After, it computes the beamforming output using
BF3D function.m, and compute fft.m. At the end, beamforming function.m writes a
Tecplot file of the beamforming output on the scan grid. The theory and the results are
presented chapter 4 of the thesis.
LISTING : beamforming.m
1 %% =================================================================
2 % BEAM FORMER − G i u l i a Ch i r i c o − Gaetan Loupy
3 %% =================================================================
4 % This s c r i p t imp lemen t s t h e c o n v e n t i o n a l beamformer a l go r i t hm ,
5 % the MUSIC t e c h n i q u e i n t h e c a s e o f a 3D a r r a y o f mic rophones .
6 % The program t a k e s i n i n p u t p o s i t i o n and s i g n a l o f a s e n s o r a r r a y
7 % and g i v e s as o u t p u t t h e n o i s e map on t h e scan domain .
8 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
9 % The n o t a t i o n used he r e i s t h e one used by Simley i n h i s t h e s i s
10 % ”Development o f an Acou s t i c Array f o r Wind Tu rb ine Ae r o a c o u s t i c Noise
11 % Ana l y s i s ” from which t h i s s c r i p t i s d e r i v e d . In p a r t i c u l a r , a s h o r t
12 % d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e two a l g o r i t hm s used he r e can be found i n Chap t e r 2
13 % and a MATLAB code i s a l s o i n c l u d e d i n t h e Appendix A f o r r e f e r e n c e .
14 %% =================================================================
15
16 f u n c t i o n [ ] = beamforming ( )
17
216
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18 % Outpu t f i l e name
19 o u t f i l e = ’ beamformed da ta ’ ;
20
21 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
22 % S i g n a l I n p u t Data
23 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
24
25 % microphone p o s i t i o n s i n t h e s e n s o r a r r a y ( x , y , z )
26 s e n s a r r a y = ’ mic rophone s pos . d a t ’ ;
27 % s i g n a l from each microphone ( fomat f i l e : t ime , p mic rophone 1 , . . . . ,
p mic rophone n )
28 s i g n a l = ’ mic rophones . d a t ’ ;
29 % The l a s t s i g n a l l e n g t h s t e p s w i l l be t a k en
30 s i g n a l l e n g t h = 147455;
31 % Ac t i v a t e a hamming windowing f o r t h e f f t c ompu t a t i on ( For s h o r t s i g n a l s )
32 windowing = 0 ;
33
34 % scan domain ( p o s i t i o n i n t h e a b s o l u t e r e f e r e n c e sys tem non s c a l e d )
35 x = [ −0 . 5 0 , 0 . 5 0 ] ; % xl im
36 y = [ 0 . 0 0 , 1 . 0 0 ] ; % yl im
37 z = [ −0 . 5 0 , 0 . 5 0 ] ; % z l im
38 nx = 60 ; % number o f x p o i n t s
39 ny = 60 ; % number o f y p o i n t s
40 nz = 60 ; % number o f z p o i n t s
41
42 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
43 % D im e n t i o n a l i s a t i o n
44 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
45
46 % D im e n t i o n a l i s a t i o n p r e s s u r e and t ime s i g n a l s , l e n g t h s
47 r ho s =1 . 1 1 ; % S t a t i c d e n s i t y kg /m3
48 U0=0 . 0 0 ; % S a t i c v e l o c i t y m/ s
49 Ps =1 . 0 0 ; % P= P f i l e ∗Ps , 1 . 0 f o r no d i e m t i o n a l i s a t i o n ( ex : r ho s ∗U0∗U0)
50 L=1 . 0 0 ; % Fa c t o r t o go t o d imen t i o n a l l e n g t h s ( ex : 3 . 5 9 4 )
51 t d =1 . 0 0 ; % t ime= t f i l e ∗ td , 1 . 0 f o r no d i m e n t i o n a l i s a t i o n ( ex : L /U0)
52
53 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
54 % Di s t a n c e s compu t a t i on
55 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
56
57 % Ve l o c i t y f i l e ( x , y , z , u , v ,w) c fd va l ue s , ’ none ’ f o r no v e l o c i t y
58 f l o w f i l e = ’ none ’ ;
59 % Load t h e d i s t a n c e s , ’ none ’ f o r c a l c u l a t i o n o f d i s t a n c e s
60 d i s t a n c e f i l e = ’ none ’ ;
61 % Grid p o i n t s i n x , y , z t o s t o r e v e l o c i t y
62 n b p t s v e l = [ 2 0 , 4 0 , 1 0 ] ;
63 % Convergence f a c t o r , t h e lower t h e f a s t e r and l e s s s t a b l e
64 Vconv =2 . 0 ;
65 % Maximum i t e r a t i o n
66 max t ry =40;
67 % To l e r a n c e t r a j e c t o r y t o microphone d i s t a n c e
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68 t o l e r a n c e =0 . 005 ;
69 % Save t h e d i s t a n c e s r e s u l t
70 s a v e d i s t =0 ;
71
72 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
73 % Beamforming Pa r ame t e r s
74 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
75
76 % Beamfoming a l g o r i t hm cho i c e :
77 % 0 = c o n v e n t i o n a l beamforming ( s e e pages 23−25 of Simley t h e s i s ) ,
78 % 1 = MUSIC a l g o r i t hm ( see pages 41−45 of Simley t h e s i s )
79 beamf = 1 ;
80
81 % Beamfoming a l g o r i t hm pa r ame t e r s :
82 d i a g e l im = 1 ; % d i a g o n a l e l i m i n a t i o n ( s e e pages 37−38 of Simley t h e s i s )
83 N sou r c e s = 2 ; % number o f s o u r c e s f o r MUSIC a l g o r i t hm
84
85 % lower and uppe r f r e q u e n c i e s o f t h e band t o be an a l y z ed
86 f r e q m in = [ 1 8 0 0 ] ;
87 f r eq max = [ 1 8 0 0 ] ; % Hz
88
89 % speed of sound
90 sound speed = 335 .3101807 ;
91
92 %% −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
93 % Run Beamforming
94 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
95 % Po i n t t o s c r i p t f o l d e r
96 addpa th ( ’ / home / c fd / g loupy / PROJECT / u t i l i t i e s / p o s t p r o c e s s i n g s c r i p t s / beamforming ’ ) ;
97 be amfo rm ing f un c t i o n ( o u t f i l e , s e n s a r r a y , s i g n a l , s i g n a l l e n g t h , x , y , z , nx , ny , nz , U0 , Ps
, L , td , f l o w f i l e , n bp t s v e l , Vconv , max t ry , t o l e r a n c e , s a v e d i s t , d i s t a n c e f i l e ,
beamf , d i age l im , N sources , f r eq min , f req max , sound speed , windowing )
98 end
LISTING : beamforming function.m
1 %% =================================================================
2 % BEAM FORMER − G i u l i a Ch i r i c o − Gaetan Loupy
3 %% =================================================================
4 % This s c r i p t imp lemen t s t h e c o n v e n t i o n a l beamformer a l go r i t hm ,
5 % the MUSIC t e c h n i q u e i n t h e c a s e o f a 3D a r r a y o f mic rophones .
6 % The program t a k e s i n i n p u t p o s i t i o n and s i g n a l o f a s e n s o r a r r a y
7 % and g i v e s as o u t p u t t h e n o i s e map on t h e scan domain .
8 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
9 % The n o t a t i o n used he r e i s t h e one used by Simley i n h i s t h e s i s
10 % ”Development o f an Acou s t i c Array f o r Wind Tu rb ine Ae r o a c o u s t i c Noise
11 % Ana l y s i s ” from which t h i s s c r i p t i s d e r i v e d . In p a r t i c u l a r , a s h o r t
12 % d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e two a l g o r i t hm s used he r e can be found i n Chap t e r 2
13 % and a MATLAB code i s a l s o i n c l u d e d i n t h e Appendix A f o r r e f e r e n c e . .
14 %% =================================================================
15 %% Grid g e n e r a t i o n
16 f u n c t i o n [ ] = b e amfo rm ing f un c t i o n ( o u t f i l e , mic , s i g n a l , x , y , z , nx , ny , nz , U0 , Ps , L , td ,
f l o w f i l e , b lkx , blky , b lkz , nbp t s v e l x , nbp t s v e l y , n bp t s v e l z , Vconv , max t ry , t o l e r a n c e ,
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s a v e d i s t , d i s t a n c e f i l e , beamf , d i age l im , N sources , f r eq min , f req max , sound speed ,
windowing , r e f e r e n c e , B1 , B2 )
17 c l o s e a l l
18
19 % Load microphone p o s i t i o n
20 mic = lo ad ( mic ) ;
21 % number o f mic rophones i n t h e a r r a y
22 Nmic = s i z e ( mic , 1 ) ;
23 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
24 % time v e c t o r and p r e s s u r e s i g n a l d a t a e x t r a c t i o n
25 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
26
27 s i g n a l = l o ad ( s i g n a l ) ;
28 t ime = s i g n a l ( : , 1 ) ’∗ t d ;
29 d td= t ime ( 1 , 2 )−t ime ( 1 , 1 ) ; % Times tep
30 f samp = 1 / d t d ; % samp l ing f r e qu en cy
31 ym = s i g n a l ( : , 2 : end ) ’∗ Ps ; % d imens i on s = [ n s en so r s , s i g l e n ]
32 c l e a r s i g n a l
33 % Withdraw t h e mean from t h e p r e s s u r e s i g n a l s
34 f o r s =1:Nmic
35 ym( s , : ) =ym( s , : )−mean (ym( s , : ) ) ;
36 end
37
38 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
39 % Cre a t e g r i d
40 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
41 [ g r i d , nxf , nyf , n z f ]= compu t e g r i d ( x , y , z , nx , ny , nz ) ;
42 g r i d = g r i d ∗L ;
43 mic = mic∗L ;
44 num po in t s =nxf∗ nyf∗ nz f ;
45 save ( ’ g r i d . d a t ’ , ’ g r i d ’ , ’− a s c i i ’ ) ;
46 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
47 % Frequency Domain Beamforming
48 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
49 t i c
50
51 % Di s t a n c e compu t a t i on
52 i f s t r cmp ( d i s t a n c e f i l e , ’ none ’ ) ==1
53 % Compute t h e d i s t a n c e s
54 [ d i s t g , c o e f p r o b e ]= c ompu t e d i s t a n c e s (L , blkx , blky , b lkz , nbp t s v e l x , nbp t s v e l y ,
n bp t s v e l z , g r i d , sound speed , U0 , mic , f l o w f i l e , Vconv , max t ry , t o l e r a n c e ) ;
55 i f s a v e d i s t ==1
56 save ( s t r c a t ( o u t f i l e , ’ d i s t . mat ’ ) , ’ d i s t g ’ , ’ c o e f p r o b e ’ ) ;
57 d i s p l a y ( ’ D i s t a n c e s saved i n d i s t . mat ’ ) ;
58 end
59 e l s e
60 % Load t h e d i s t a n c e s
61 l o ad ( d i s t a n c e f i l e ) ;
62 i f s a v e d i s t ==1
63 save ( s t r c a t ( o u t f i l e , ’ d i s t . mat ’ ) , ’ d i s t g ’ , ’ c o e f p r o b e ’ ) ;
64 d i s p l a y ( ’ D i s t a n c e s saved i n d i s t . mat ’ ) ;
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65 end
66 end
67
68 d i s t m i c = d i s t g ( : , 1 ) ;
69 % Di f f e r e n c e o f p o s i t i o n s
70 d i s t = bsx fun (@minus , d i s t m i c , d i s t g ) ’ ;
71 c l e a r d i s t m i c s e n s a r r a y
72
73 % Compute t h e f f t o f t h e s i g n a l s
74 [ f f t s i g n a l , f r e q ] = c ompu t e f f t (ym , f samp , windowing ) ;
75 c l e a r ym
76
77 % Find t h e c l o s e t p o i n t s t o t h e r e f r e r e n c e p o i n t s
78 % Sca l e r e f e r e n c e
79 r e f e r e n c e = r e f e r e n c e ∗L ;
80 p r o b e 2 r e f = bsx fun (@plus , sum ( g r i d . ˆ 2 , 2 ) , sum ( r e f e r e n c e . ˆ 2 , 2 ) ’ ) − 2∗ ( g r i d ∗ r e f e r e n c e
’ ) ;
81 [ ˜ , c l o s e s t ]=min ( p r o b e 2 r e f ) ;
82
83 %%
84 d i s p l a y ( ’ Running Beamforming . . . ’ ) ;
85 Powe r d e t e c t e d = z e r o s ( num poin t s , l e n g t h ( f r e q m in ) ) ;
86
87 % Number o f f r e q u e n c i e s
88 n f r e q = l e n g t h ( f r e q m in ) ;
89
90 f o r k = 1 : n f r e q
91 f r e q m i n i n t = f r e q m in ( k ) ;
92 f r e q m a x i n t = f r eq max ( k ) ;
93 Powe r d e t e c t e d ( : , k ) =BF3D func t ion (Nmic , sound speed , f r e q m i n i n t , f r e q max i n t ,
beamf , d i age l im , N sources , d i s t , nxf , nyf , nzf , f f t s i g n a l , f r eq , 1 , c o e f p r o b e ) ;
94
95 % Find t h e peak l o c a t i o n
96 [ ˜ , l o c f o u n d ] = max ( Powe r d e t e c t e d ( : , k ) ) ;
97 f p r i n t f ( 1 , ’ Source a t x = %f , y = %f , z = %f \n ’ , g r i d ( l o c f ound , 1 ) , g r i d (
l o c f ound , 2 ) , g r i d ( l o c f ound , 3 ) ) ;
98
99 % Conver t t o dB
100 Powe r d e t e c t e d ( : , k ) =20∗ l og10 ( Powe r d e t e c t e d ( : , k ) . ˆ 2 / 2 e−5) ;
101
102 % Sca l e t h e v a l u e s
103 A1=Powe r d e t e c t e d ( c l o s e s t ( 1 ) , k ) ;
104 A2=Powe r d e t e c t e d ( c l o s e s t ( 2 ) , k ) ;
105 %Powe r d e t e c t e d ( : , k ) =B1 ( k ) +(B2 ( k )−B1 ( k ) ) ∗ ( P owe r d e t e c t e d ( : , k )−A1) / ( A2−A1) ;
106 end
107
108 t o c
109
110 % Open ou t p u t f i l e
111 name= s t r c a t ( o u t f i l e , ’ . t e c ’ ) ;
112 t e c o u t p u t = fopen ( name , ’w’ ) ;
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113 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’TITLE = ”Beamforming ”\n ’ ) ;
114 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’VARIABLES = ”X” ”Y” ”Z” ”Pow”\n ’ ) ;
115
116 f o r k = 1 : l e n g t h ( f r e q m in )
117 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’ZONE T=”Beamforming f =%.2 f−%.2fHz ”\n ’ , f r e q m in ( k ) ,
f r eq max ( k ) ) ;
118 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’STRANDID=0 , SOLUTIONTIME=0\n ’ ) ;
119 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’ I=%d , J=%d , K=%d , ZONETYPE=Ordered\n ’ , nxf , nyf , n z f ) ;
120 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’DATAPACKING=POINT\n ’ ) ;
121 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’DT=(DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE) \n ’ ) ;
122
123 f o r i =1 : num po in t s
124 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’%e %e %e %e\n ’ , g r i d ( i , 1 ) , g r i d ( i , 2 ) , g r i d ( i , 3 ) ,
P owe r d e t e c t e d ( i , k ) ) ;
125 end
126 end
127 f c l o s e ( t e c o u t p u t ) ;
128 command= s t r c a t ({ ’ p r e p l o t ’ } , name ) ;
129 sys tem ( command{1} ) ;
130 d e l e t e ( name )
131
132 end
133
134 %% Grid g e n e r a t i o n
135 f u n c t i o n [ g r i d , nxf , nyf , n z f ] = compu t e g r i d ( x , y , z , nx , ny , nz )
136
137 % The d a t a must be i n t e r p o l a t e d i n a meshgr id
138 % Number o f b l o c k s i n x , y , z
139 nbx=numel ( x )−1;
140 nby=numel ( y )−1;
141 nbz=numel ( z )−1;
142
143 % Vec t o r s t o d e f i n e t h e g r i d
144 % X
145 vecx=x ( 1 ) ;
146 f o r xg =1: nbx
147 vecx =[ vecx , x ( xg ) : ( x ( xg +1)−x ( xg ) ) / nx ( xg ) : x ( xg +1) ] ;
148 end
149 % Y
150 vecy=y ( 1 ) ;
151 f o r yg =1: nby
152 vecy =[ vecy , y ( yg ) : ( y ( yg +1)−y ( yg ) ) / ny ( yg ) : y ( yg +1) ] ;
153 end
154 % Z
155 vecz=z ( 1 ) ;
156 f o r zg =1: nbz
157 vecz =[ vecz , z ( zg ) : ( z ( zg +1)−z ( zg ) ) / nz ( zg ) : z ( zg +1) ] ;
158 end
159
160 % Keep un ique p o i n t s
161 vecx=un ique ( vecx ) ;
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162 vecy=un ique ( vecy ) ;
163 vecz=un ique ( vecz ) ;
164
165 % Grid s i z e
166 nxf = numel ( vecx ) ;
167 nyf = numel ( vecy ) ;
168 nz f = numel ( vecz ) ;
169
170 % Gene r a t e g r i d
171 [X,Y, Z ] = meshgr id ( vecx , vecy , vecz ) ;
172
173 g r i d = z e r o s ( nxf∗ nyf∗nzf , 3 ) ;
174
175 i n d i c e =0;
176 % loop ove r number o f p o i n t s
177 f o r k =1: nz f
178 f o r i =1 : nyf
179 f o r j =1 : nxf
180 i n d i c e = i n d i c e +1;
181 g r i d ( i n d i c e , 1 ) =X( i , j , k ) ;
182 g r i d ( i n d i c e , 2 ) =Y( i , j , k ) ;
183 g r i d ( i n d i c e , 3 ) =Z( i , j , k ) ;
184 end
185 end
186 end
187 end
LISTING : compute distances.m
1 f u n c t i o n [ probe2mic , c o e f p r o b e ] = c ompu t e d i s t a n c e s (L , blkx , blky , b lkz , nbp t s v e l x ,
nbp t s v e l y , n bp t s v e l z , p robes , c , V inf , mic , f l o w f i l e , Vconv , max t ry , t o l e r a n c e )
2
3 % There i s no f r e e s t r e am
4 i f s t r cmp ( ’ none ’ , f l o w f i l e ) ==1
5 % D i r e c t l y compute d i s t a n c e s
6 probe2mic = s q r t ( b sx fun (@plus , sum ( p robe s . ˆ 2 , 2 ) , sum ( mic . ˆ 2 , 2 ) ’ ) − 2∗ ( p r obe s ∗
mic ’ ) ) ;
7 % Number o f p robe s
8 nb p r obe s = s i z e ( p robes , 1 ) ;
9 % Number o f microphone
10 Nmic= s i z e ( mic , 1 ) ;
11 % Number o f microphone used by a probe
12 c o e f p r o b e =ones ( nb p robes , 1 ) ∗Nmic ;
13 e l s e
14
15 % Number o f microphone
16 Nmic= s i z e ( mic , 1 ) ;
17
18 % Load v e l o c i t y f i e l d
19 f low= lo ad ( f l o w f i l e ) ;
20 % Ve l o c i t i e s
21 f r e e s t r e am =f low ( : , [ 4 , 5 , 6 ] ) ∗V in f ;
22 % Mesh c o o r d i n a t e s
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23 x tmp=f low ( : , 1 ) ∗L ;
24 y tmp=f low ( : , 2 ) ∗L ;
25 z tmp=f low ( : , 3 ) ∗L ;
26 c l e a r f low
27
28 % Mesh l i m i t s
29 xlm=[min ( [ p r obe s ( : , 1 ) ; mic ( : , 1 ) ; x tmp ] ) ,max ( [ p r obe s ( : , 1 ) ; mic ( : , 1 ) ; x tmp ] )
] ∗ 1 . 0 5 ;
30 ylm=[min ( [ p r obe s ( : , 2 ) ; mic ( : , 2 ) ; y tmp ] ) ∗1 . 1 ,max ( [ p r obe s ( : , 2 ) ; mic ( : , 2 ) ; y tmp ] )
∗ 1 . 2 ] ;
31 zlm =[min ( [ p r obe s ( : , 3 ) ; mic ( : , 3 ) ; z tmp ] ) ,max ( [ p r obe s ( : , 3 ) ; mic ( : , 3 ) ; z tmp ] )
] ∗ 1 . 0 5 ;
32
33 % The d a t a must be i n t e r p o l a t e d i n a meshgr id
34 % Number o f b l o c k s i n x , y , z
35 nb b lkx=numel ( b lkx )−1;
36 nb b lky=numel ( b lky )−1;
37 nb b l k z =numel ( b l k z )−1;
38 % Sca l e t h e g r i d
39 b lkx=b lkx∗L ;
40 b lky=b lky∗L ;
41 b l k z = b l k z ∗L ;
42 % Vec t o r s t o d e f i n e t h e g r i d
43 % X
44 vecx=b lkx ( 1 ) ;
45 f o r xg =1: nb b l kx
46 vecx =[ vecx , b lkx ( xg ) : ( b lkx ( xg +1)−b lkx ( xg ) ) / n b p t s v e l x ( xg ) : b lkx ( xg +1) ] ;
47 end
48 % Y
49 vecy=b lky ( 1 ) ;
50 f o r yg =1: nb b l ky
51 vecy =[ vecy , b lky ( yg ) : ( b lky ( yg +1)−b lky ( yg ) ) / n b p t s v e l y ( yg ) : b lky ( yg +1) ] ;
52 end
53 % Z
54 vecz= b l k z ( 1 ) ;
55 f o r zg =1: nb b l k z
56 vecz =[ vecz , b l k z ( zg ) : ( b l k z ( zg +1)−b l k z ( zg ) ) / n b p t s v e l z ( zg ) : b l k z ( zg +1) ] ;
57 end
58
59 % Check i f t h e mesh has t o be ex t ended
60 % X
61 i f xlm ( 1 )<vecx ( 1 )
62 vecx =[ xlm ( 1 ) : ( b lkx ( 2 )−b lkx ( 1 ) ) / n b p t s v e l x ( 1 ) : vecx ( 1 ) , vecx ] ;
63 end
64 i f vecx ( end )<xlm ( 2 )
65 vecx =[ vecx , vecx ( end ) : ( b lkx ( end )−b lkx ( end−1) ) / n b p t s v e l x ( end ) : xlm ( 2 ) ] ;
66 end
67 % Y
68 i f ylm ( 1 )<vecy ( 1 )
69 vecy =[ ylm ( 1 ) : ( b lky ( 2 )−b lky ( 1 ) ) / n b p t s v e l y ( 1 ) : vecy ( 1 ) , vecy ] ;
70 end
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71 i f vecy ( end )<ylm ( 2 )
72 vecy =[ vecy , vecy ( end ) : ( b lky ( end )−b lky ( end−1) ) / n b p t s v e l y ( end ) : ylm ( 2 ) ] ;
73 end
74 % Z
75 i f zlm ( 1 )<vecz ( 1 )
76 vecz =[ zlm ( 1 ) : ( b l k z ( 2 )−b l k z ( 1 ) ) / n b p t s v e l z ( 1 ) : vecz ( 1 ) , vecz ] ;
77 end
78 i f vecz ( end )<zlm ( 2 )
79 vecz =[ vecz , vecz ( end ) : ( b l k z ( end )−b l k z ( end−1) ) / n b p t s v e l z ( end ) : zlm ( 2 ) ] ;
80 end
81
82 % Keep un ique p o i n t s
83 vecx=un ique ( vecx ) ;
84 vecy=un ique ( vecy ) ;
85 vecz=un ique ( vecz ) ;
86
87 % Gene r a t e g r i d
88 [ x , y , z ] = meshgr id ( vecx , vecy , vecz ) ;
89
90 % I n t e r p o l f r e e s t r e am
91 u0 = g r i d d a t a ( x tmp , y tmp , z tmp , f r e e s t r e am ( : , 1 ) , x , y , z , ’ l i n e a r ’ ) ;
92 v0 = g r i d d a t a ( x tmp , y tmp , z tmp , f r e e s t r e am ( : , 2 ) , x , y , z , ’ l i n e a r ’ ) ;
93 w0 = g r i d d a t a ( x tmp , y tmp , z tmp , f r e e s t r e am ( : , 3 ) , x , y , z , ’ l i n e a r ’ ) ;
94 c l e a r f r e e s t r e am
95
96 % For l i n e a r i n d i c e s compu t a t i on
97 s i z = s i z e ( u0 ) ;
98 k = [1 cumprod ( s i z ( 1 : end−1) ) ] ;
99
100 % Add v a l u e s where t h e r e i s NaN , c a v i t y on ly
101 p u t f r e e s t r e am = f i n d ( i s n a n ( u0 ) ==1 & y>0) ;
102 p u t z e r o = f i n d ( i s n a n ( u0 ) ==1 & y<=0) ;
103 u0 ( p u t f r e e s t r e am )=V in f ;
104 u0 ( p u t z e r o ) =0;
105 v0 ( [ p u t f r e e s t r e am ; p u t z e r o ] ) =0 ;
106 w0 ( [ p u t f r e e s t r e am ; p u t z e r o ] ) =0 ;
107
108 % Wri t e t h e f l o w f i e l d f o r checks
109 % loop ove r number o f p o i n t s
110 % Open ou t p u t f i l e
111 name= s t r c a t ( ’ c h e c k v e l o c i t y . t e c ’ ) ;
112 nbpx=numel ( vecx ) ;
113 nbpy=numel ( vecy ) ;
114 nbpz=numel ( vecz ) ;
115 t e c o u t p u t = fopen ( name , ’w’ ) ;
116 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’TITLE = ”Beamforming ”\n ’ ) ;
117 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’VARIABLES = ”X” ”Y” ”Z” ”U” ”V” ”W”\n ’ ) ;
118 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’ZONE T=” Ve l o c i t y f i e l d ”\n ’ ) ;
119 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’STRANDID=0 , SOLUTIONTIME=0\n ’ ) ;
120 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’ I=%d , J=%d , K=%d , ZONETYPE=Ordered\n ’ , nbpx , nbpy , nbpz ) ;
121 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’DATAPACKING=POINT\n ’ ) ;
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122 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’DT=(DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE) \n ’ ) ;
123 f o r k t =1 : nbpz
124 f o r i t =1 : nbpy
125 f o r j t =1 : nbpx
126 f p r i n t f ( t e c o u t p u t , ’%e %e %e %e %e %e\n ’ , x ( i t , j t , k t ) , y ( i t , j t , k t ) ,
z ( i t , j t , k t ) , u0 ( i t , j t , k t ) , v0 ( i t , j t , k t ) ,w0( i t , j t , k t ) ) ;
127 end
128 end
129 end
130 f c l o s e ( t e c o u t p u t ) ;
131 command= s t r c a t ({ ’ p r e p l o t ’ } , name ) ;
132 sys tem ( command{1} ) ;
133 d e l e t e ( name )
134
135 c l e a r x y z
136
137 f i g u r e ( 2 )
138 % P l o t mesh l i m i t s
139 [ x l , y l , z l ] = meshgr id ( xlm ( 1 ) : ( xlm ( 2 )−xlm ( 1 ) ) : xlm ( 2 ) , . . .
140 ylm ( 1 ) : ( ylm ( 2 )−ylm ( 1 ) ) : ylm ( 2 ) , . . .
141 zlm ( 1 ) : ( zlm ( 2 )−zlm ( 1 ) ) : zlm ( 2 ) ) ;
142
143 p l o t 3 ( r e s h a p e ( xl , numel ( x l ) , 1 ) , r e s h a p e ( yl , numel ( x l ) , 1 ) , r e s h a p e ( z l , numel ( x l ) , 1 )
, ’ d ’ ) ;
144 ho ld on
145 % P l o t mic rophones
146 p l o t 3 ( mic ( : , 1 ) , mic ( : , 2 ) , mic ( : , 3 ) , ’ o r ’ , ’ MarkerFaceColo r ’ , [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ) ;
147 % P l o t f i r s t p robe
148 p l o t 3 ( p robe s ( 1 , 1 ) , p r obe s ( 1 , 2 ) , p r obe s ( 1 , 3 ) , ’ og ’ , ’ MarkerFaceColo r ’ , [ 0 , 1 , 0 ] ) ;
149
150 % Number o f p robe s
151 nb p r obe s = s i z e ( p robes , 1 ) ;
152
153 % Real d i s t a n c e between a probe and a microphone a t a v e l o c i t y c
154 probe2mic= z e r o s ( nb p robes , Nmic ) ;
155
156 % Compute d i s t a n c e s p robe t o microphone , compoments
157 d i s t c omp x=bsx fun (@minus , mic ( : , 1 ) , p r obe s ( : , 1 ) ’ ) ;
158 d i s t c omp y=bsx fun (@minus , mic ( : , 2 ) , p r obe s ( : , 2 ) ’ ) ;
159 d i s t c omp z =bsx fun (@minus , mic ( : , 3 ) , p r obe s ( : , 3 ) ’ ) ;
160 % To t a l d i s t a n c e s
161 Di s t = s q r t ( d i s t c omp x . ˆ 2 + d i s t c omp y . ˆ 2 + d i s t c omp z . ˆ 2 ) ;
162
163 % Maximum and mean d i s t a n c e e r r o r
164 max e r r o r =0;
165 mean e r r o r =0;
166
167 % Number o f microphone used by a probe
168 c o e f p r o b e = z e r o s ( nb p robes , 1 ) ;
169
170 p a r f o r p =1: nb p r obe s
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171 probe= p robe s ( p , : ) ;
172 d i s p l a y ( num2s t r ( p ) )
173
174 % Di s t a n c e compu t a t i on
175 V0=bsx fun ( @rdivide , [ d i s t c omp x ( : , p ) , d i s t c omp y ( : , p ) , d i s t c omp z ( : , p ) ]∗ c
, D i s t ( : , p ) ) ;
176
177 % Compute t h e p robe p o s i t i o n i n t h e p o s i t i o n a r r a y ( f o r s t r e am3 f u n c t i o n )
178 ymin= f i n d ( vecx<probe ( 1 ) , 1 , ’ l a s t ’ ) ;
179 ymax= f i n d ( vecx>=probe ( 1 ) , 1 ) ;
180 s x i =(ymax−ymin ) ∗ ( p robe ( 1 )−vecx ( ymin ) ) / ( vecx ( ymax )−vecx ( ymin ) ) +ymin ;
181 ymin= f i n d ( vecy<probe ( 2 ) , 1 , ’ l a s t ’ ) ;
182 ymax= f i n d ( vecy>=probe ( 2 ) , 1 ) ;
183 s y i =(ymax−ymin ) ∗ ( p robe ( 2 )−vecy ( ymin ) ) / ( vecy ( ymax )−vecy ( ymin ) ) +ymin ;
184 ymin= f i n d ( vecz<probe ( 3 ) , 1 , ’ l a s t ’ ) ;
185 ymax= f i n d ( vecz>=probe ( 3 ) , 1 ) ;
186 s z i =(ymax−ymin ) ∗ ( p robe ( 3 )−vecz ( ymin ) ) / ( vecz ( ymax )−vecz ( ymin ) ) +ymin ;
187
188 %% For each microphone
189 f o r m=1:Nmic
190 % Se t v e l o c i t i e s
191 u = u0+V0(m, 1 ) ;
192 v = v0+V0(m, 2 ) ;
193 w = w0+V0(m, 3 ) ;
194
195 % Compute t r a j e c t o r y from probe
196 t r a j = s t r e am 3 f a s t ( vecx , vecy , vecz , u , v ,w, sx i , sy i , s z i ) ;
197
198 minimum=1e10 ;
199 t r y e d =1;
200 whi l e 0==0
201 % Compute t h e d i s t a n c e between t h e t r a j e c t o r y and t h e microphone
202 d i s t =sum ( bsx fun (@minus , t r a j , mic (m, : ) ) . ˆ 2 , 2 ) ; %#ok<∗PFBNS>
203
204 % Find t h e c l o s e s t p o i n t t o microphone
205 [ minimum , i d min ]=min ( d i s t ) ;
206
207 i f id min<2
208 i d m in =2;
209 minimum= d i s t ( i d min ) ;
210 end
211 i f id min>s i z e ( t r a j , 1 )
212 i d m in= s i z e ( t r a j , 1 ) ;
213 minimum= d i s t ( i d min ) ;
214 end
215
216 % For t h e t r a j e c t o r y p o i n t f i n d t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g v e l o c i t y
217 % Compute t h e d i f f e r e n c e between v e l o c i t y g r i d and t h e t r a j e c t o r y
p o s i t i o n s
218 % Then f i n d t h e t h e c l o s e s t p o i n t f o r each t r a j e c t o r y p o i n t
219 [ ˜ , i dx ]=min ( abs ( b sx fun (@minus , t r a j ( 1 : id min −1 ,1) , vecx ) ) , [ ] , 2 ) ;
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220 [ ˜ , i dy ]=min ( abs ( b sx fun (@minus , t r a j ( 1 : id min −1 ,2) , vecy ) ) , [ ] , 2 ) ;
221 [ ˜ , i d z ]=min ( abs ( b sx fun (@minus , t r a j ( 1 : id min −1 ,3) , vecz ) ) , [ ] , 2 ) ;
222 i n d i c e = 1 + ( idy −1)∗k ( 1 ) + ( idx −1)∗k ( 2 ) + ( idz −1)∗k ( 3 ) ;
223 v e l = s q r t ( u ( i n d i c e ) . ˆ 2 + v ( i n d i c e ) . ˆ 2 +w( i n d i c e ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
224
225 % Compute t h e e q u i v a l e n t d i s t a n c e p robe t o microphone f o r each
s e c t i o n s
226 probe2mic xyz= s q r t ( sum ( bsx fun (@minus , t r a j ( 2 : id min , : ) , t r a j ( 1 :
id min −1 , : ) ) . ˆ 2 , 2 ) ) ;
227
228 % To t a l t r a j e c t o r y l e n g t h
229 probe2mic ( p ,m)=sum ( probe2mic xyz ) ;
230
231 % Compute t h e mean v e l o c i t y on t h e t r a j e c t o r y
232 c t r a j = sum ( bsx fun (@times , p robe2mic xyz , v e l ) ) / p robe2mic ( p ,m) ;
233
234 i f minimum<t o l e r a n c e | | t r y ed>max t ry
235 b r eak
236 end
237
238 % Of f s e t from microphone
239 o f f s e t = t r a j ( id min , : )−mic (m, : ) ;
240 % New v e l o c i t i e s t a k i n g i n t o a c coun t f l o w f i e l d
241 V0(m, : ) =V0(m, : )−o f f s e t ∗ c t r a j / ( p robe2mic ( p ,m) ∗Vconv ) ;
242 % Normal ize v e l o c i t y t o c
243 V0(m, : ) =V0(m, : ) ∗c / s q r t ( sum (V0(m, : ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
244
245 % Se t v e l o c i t i e s
246 u = u0+V0(m, 1 ) ;
247 v = v0+V0(m, 2 ) ;
248 w = w0+V0(m, 3 ) ;
249
250 t r a j = s t r e am 3 f a s t ( vecx , vecy , vecz , u , v ,w, sx i , sy i , s z i ) ;
251 t r y e d = t r y e d +1;
252 end
253
254 i f f i n d ( ( t r a j ( : , 1 )<0 | t r a j ( : , 1 )>L | t r a j ( : , 3 )<−0.1∗L | t r a j ( : , 3 )
>0.1∗L) & t r a j ( : , 2 )<0 )
255 % This t r a j e c t o r y i s impo s s i b l e , pu t a non c o h e r e n t v a l u e
256 probe2mic ( p ,m)= rand ∗999999;
257 e l s e
258 % Take i n t o a c coun t t h e v e l o c i t y e f f e c t
259 probe2mic ( p ,m)=probe2mic ( p ,m) ∗c / c t r a j ;
260 % Add 1 t o t h e p robe c o e f f i c i e n t
261 c o e f p r o b e ( p ) = c o e f p r o b e ( p ) +1;
262 end
263
264 % Maximum e r r o r
265 max e r r o r =max ( max e r ro r , minimum ) ;
266 mean e r r o r =mean e r r o r +minimum ;
267
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268 i f p==1
269 % Save t r a j e c t o y
270 p a r s a v e ( t r a j ( 1 : id min , : ) ,m)
271 % Figu r e wi th v e l o c i t i e s
272 f i g u r e ( 3 )
273 p l o t ( t r a j ( 1 : id min −1 ,2) , v e l )
274 ho ld on
275 end
276 end
277 end
278
279 d i s p l a y ( s t r c a t ( ’Maximum t r a j e c t o r y t o micophone e r r o r o f ’ , num2s t r ( max e r ro r ,
’%.3 f ’ ) , ’ . ’ ) ) ;
280 d i s p l a y ( s t r c a t ( ’Mean t r a j e c t o r y t o micophone e r r o r o f ’ , num2s t r ( mean e r r o r / (
n b p r obe s ∗Nmic ) , ’%.3 f ’ ) , ’ . ’ ) ) ;
281
282 % Figu r e wi th v e l o c i t i e s
283 f i g u r e ( 3 )
284 % Se t eps o p t i o n s
285 s c r e e n s i z e = g e t ( 0 , ’ S c r e e nS i z e ’ ) ;
286 sz =[400 500 ] ;
287 xpos = c e i l ( ( s c r e e n s i z e ( 3 )−sz ( 2 ) ) / 2 ) ;
288 ypos = c e i l ( ( s c r e e n s i z e ( 4 )−sz ( 1 ) ) / 2 ) ;
289 s e t ( gcf , ’ P o s i t i o n ’ , [ xpos ypos sz ( 2 ) sz ( 1 ) ] ) ;
290 xl im ( gca , [ −0 .51 2 . 0 ] ) ;
291 x l a b e l ( gca , ’Z (m) ’ , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ ) ;
292 y l a b e l ( gca , ’Wave Ve l o c i t y (m/ s ) ’ , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ ) ;
293 s e t ( gca , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 16 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ A r i a l ’ ) ;
294 g r i d ( gca , ’ on ’ ) ;
295 s e t ( gcf , ’ c o l o r ’ , [1 1 1 ] ) ;
296 f i g u r e ( 2 )
297
298 f o r m=1:Nmic
299 % Load t r a j e c t o r y s e t 1
300 t r a j = l o ad ( s t r c a t ( ’ tmp ’ , num2s t r (m, ’%03d ’ ) , ’ . d a t ’ ) ) ;
301 % P l o t t r a j e c t o r y t o v e r i f y shape
302 p l o t 3 ( t r a j ( : , 1 ) , t r a j ( : , 2 ) , t r a j ( : , 3 ) , ’−k ’ ) ;
303 end
304 d e l e t e ( ’ tmp ∗ . d a t ’ ) ;
305 end
306 c o e f p r o b e = c o e f p r o b e / max ( c o e f p r o b e ) ;
307 c o e f p r o b e ( c o e f p r o b e ==0) =99999;
308 c o e f p r o b e ( co e f p r obe <99999) =1;
309 end
310
311 f u n c t i o n p a r s a v e ( t r a j ,m) %#ok<∗INUSL>
312 save ( s t r c a t ( ’ tmp ’ , num2s t r (m, ’%03d ’ ) , ’ . d a t ’ ) , ’ t r a j ’ , ’− a s c i i ’ ) ;
313 end
LISTING : compute fft.m
1 f u n c t i o n [ f f t d a t a , f r e q ] = c ompu t e f f t (ym , f samp , windowing )
2
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3 % Size o f s i g n a l
4 s i g n a l l e n = s i z e (ym , 2 ) ;
5 NFFT = 2ˆ nextpow2 ( s i g n a l l e n ) ;
6 % Frequency r ange
7 f r e q = f samp /2∗ l i n s p a c e ( 0 , 1 ,NFFT/2+1 ) ;
8 % Window t h e s i g n a l
9 i f windowing==1
10 window=hamming ( s i g n a l l e n ) ’ ;
11 ym=bsx fun (@times , ym , window ) ;
12 end
13
14 % Compute t h e FFT
15 f f t d a t a = ( 2 / s i g n a l l e n ) ∗ f f t (ym ,NFFT , 2 ) ;
16 f f t d a t a = f f t d a t a ( : , 1 : NFFT /2+1 ) ;
17
18 f i g u r e
19 p l o t ( f r eq ,20∗ l og10 ( abs ( f f t d a t a ( 1 , : ) ) / 2 e−5) )
20
21 end
LISTING : BF3D function.m
1 f u n c t i o n [ Power ]= BF3D func t ion (Nmic , sound speed , f r eq min , f req max , beamf , d i age l im ,
N sources , d i s t , nx , ny , nz , f f t s i g n a l , f r eq , t x t o u t , c o e f p r o b e )
2
3 % This f u n c t i o n implemen t s t h e c o n v e n t i o n a l beamformer a l go r i t hm ,
4 % the Robust Adap t i ve beamforming and t h e MUSIC t e c h n i q u e i n t h e c a s e o f a
5 % 3D a r r a y o f mic rophones .
6 % The program t a k e s i n i n p u t p o s i t i o n and s i g n a l o f a s e n s o r a r r a y
7 % and g i v e s as o u t p u t t h e n o i s e map on t h e scan volume .
8 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
9 % The n o t a t i o n used he r e i s t h e one used by Simley i n h i s t h e s i s
10 % ”Development o f an Acou s t i c Array f o r Wind Tu rb ine Ae r o a c o u s t i c Noise
11 % Ana l y s i s ” from which t h i s s c r i p t i s d e r i v e d . In p a r t i c u l a r , a s h o r t
12 % d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e t h r e e a l g o r i t hm s used he r e can be found i n Chap t e r 2
13 % and a MATLAB code i s a l s o i n c l u d e d i n t h e Appendix A f o r r e f e r e n c e .
14 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
15
16 i f f req max<f r e q m in
17 e r r o r ( ’ fmax must be l a r g e r t h an fmin ’ ) ;
18 r e t u r n %#ok<∗UNRCH>
19 % Ex t r a c t f r e qu en cy r ange from FFT
20 % I f t h e wid th i s n u l l
21 e l s e i f f r e q m in == f req max
22 f r e q m in = f r eq min −0 .01 ;
23 f r eq max= f req max +0 . 0 1 ;
24 end
25 % Find t h e f r e qu en cy r ange t h a t c o r r e s pond t o fmin fmax
26 f i d = f i n d ( f r e q > f r e q m in & f r e q < f r eq max ) ;
27 % Number o f b i n s
28 nb in= l e n g t h ( f i d ) ;
29
30 % There i s no bin , d e f i n e t h e i n t e r v a l t h a t c o n t a i n s fmin fmax
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31 i f nb in ==0
32 % Di f f e r e n c e between f r e qu en cy and f r e q m in
33 d i f f e r e n c e = f r eq−f r e q m in ;
34 % The f i r s t p o s i t i v e e l emen t i s t h e max of t h e window
35 f i d = f i n d ( d i f f e r e n c e >0 ,1) ;
36 f i d =[ f i d −1, f i d ] ;
37 nb in =1;
38
39 % i n i t i a l i s a t i o n f f t a r r a y
40 f f t d a t a = z e r o s (Nmic , 1 ) ;
41 i f t x t o u t ==1
42 f p r i n t f ( 1 , ’ 1 b i n between %.2 f and %.2 f Hz\n ’ , f r eq min , f r eq max ) ;
43 end
44
45 % Frequency window
46 f r e qu en cy =[ f r e q ( f i d ( 1 ) ) , f r e q ( f i d ( 2 ) ) ] ;
47 coe f1 =( f r eq min−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) / ( f r e qu en cy ( 2 )−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) ;
48 coe f2 =( f req max−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) / ( f r e qu en cy ( 2 )−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) ;
49
50 f o r i = 1 : Nmic % cy c l e on t h e s e n s o r s
51 % FFT va l u e a t e x t r e m i t i e s
52 v a l f f t =[ f f t s i g n a l ( i , f i d ( 1 ) ) , f f t s i g n a l ( i , f i d ( 2 ) ) ] ;
53 f f tm i n = v a l f f t ( 1 ) +( v a l f f t ( 2 )−v a l f f t ( 1 ) ) ∗ coe f1 ;
54 f f tmax= v a l f f t ( 1 ) +( v a l f f t ( 2 )−v a l f f t ( 1 ) ) ∗ coe f2 ;
55 f f t d a t a ( i ) =( f f tm i n + f f tmax ) ∗ ( f req max−f r e q m in ) ∗ 0 . 5 ;
56 end
57
58 % More t h an 1 e l emen t
59 e l s e
60 % Take t h e two ex t r emas f o r p a r t i a l i n t e g r a t i o n
61 f i d =[ f i d ( 1 ) −1, f i d , f i d ( end ) +1 ] ;
62 nb in=nb in +1;
63
64 % i n i t i a l i s a t i o n f f t a r r a y
65 f f t d a t a = z e r o s (Nmic , nb in ) ;
66 f p r i n t f ( 1 , ’%d b i n s between %.2 f and %.2 f Hz\n ’ , nbin , f r eq min , f r eq max ) ;
67
68 f o r f =1 : nb in % Cycle on b i n s
69
70 % Frequency window
71 f r e qu en cy =[ f r e q ( f i d ( f ) ) , f r e q ( f i d ( f +1) ) ] ;
72 i f f ==1
73 coe f =( f r eq min−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) / ( f r e qu en cy ( 2 )−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) ;
74 e l s e i f f ==nb in
75 coe f =( f req max−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) / ( f r e qu en cy ( 2 )−f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ) ;
76 end
77
78 f o r i = 1 : Nmic % cy c l e on t h e s e n s o r s
79 % FFT va l u e a t e x t r e m i t i e s
80 v a l f f t =[ f f t s i g n a l ( i , f i d ( f ) ) , f f t s i g n a l ( i , f i d ( f +1) ) ] ;
81 % F i r s t bin , compute t h e i n t e r p o l a t e d v a l u e o f f f t a t f r e q m in
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82 i f f ==1
83 f f tm i n = v a l f f t ( 1 ) +( v a l f f t ( 2 )−v a l f f t ( 1 ) ) ∗ coe f ;
84 f f tmax= v a l f f t ( 2 ) ;
85 fmin= f r e q m in ;
86 fmax= f r e qu en cy ( 2 ) ;
87 e l s e i f f ==nb in
88 f f tm i n = v a l f f t ( 1 ) ;
89 f f tmax= v a l f f t ( 1 ) +( v a l f f t ( 2 )−v a l f f t ( 1 ) ) ∗ coe f ;
90 fmin= f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ;
91 fmax= f req max ;
92 e l s e
93 f f tm i n = v a l f f t ( 1 ) ;
94 f f tmax= v a l f f t ( 2 ) ;
95 fmin= f r e qu en cy ( 1 ) ;
96 fmax= f r e qu en cy ( 2 ) ;
97 end
98
99 f f t d a t a ( i , f ) =( f f tm i n + f f tmax ) ∗ ( fmax−fmin ) ∗ 0 . 5 ;
100 end
101 end
102 end
103
104 % d i a g o n a l e l i m i n a t i o n
105 i f d i a g e l im == 1 % remove d i a g o n a l
106 mask a r r ay = ones ( Nmic ) − eye ( Nmic ) ;
107 e l s e % keep d i a g o n a l
108 mask a r r ay = ones ( Nmic ) ;
109 end
110
111 num po in t s =nx∗ny∗nz ;
112
113 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
114 % Noise map compu t a t i on
115 % ( t h e Noise map shows t h e power d e t e c t e d P a t each g r i d p o i n t )
116 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
117
118 % cro s s−s p e c t r a l ma t r i x Rk i n i t i a l i s a t i o n
119 Rk = z e r o s (Nmic , Nmic ) ;
120 % Pk ( de f . power d e t e c t e d a t t h e k t h f r e qu en cy b in ) i n i t i a l i s a t i o n
121 Powe r d e t e c t e d = z e r o s ( nbin , num po in t s ) ;
122
123 % i n i t i a l i s a t i o n o f t h e s t e e r i n g v e c t o r
124 % ( de f . ek i s a n s e n s o r s x 1 v e c t o r c o n t a i n i n g we i gh t s and phase d e l a y s
125 % in f o rm a t i o n o f t h e s e n s o r s fon an assumed sou r c e l o c a t i o n )
126 %ek = z e r o s ( n s en so r s , 1 ) ;
127
128 f o r f =1 : nb in
129 i f nbin>1
130 f p r i n t f ( 1 , ’%d/%d\n ’ , f , nb in ) ;
131 end
132 % c r e a t i o n o f t h e c r o s s−s p e c t r a l ma t r i x Rk ( S ma t r i x i n Schmidt pape r )
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133 % ( de f . Rk = Yk∗Yk ’ , where ’ i s t h e h e rm i t i a n t r a n s p o s e o p e r a t o r and Yk
134 % the n s e n s o r s x 1 v e c t o r r e p r e s e n t i n g amp l i t u d e and phase a t t h e f r e qu en cy
135 % omega k of t h e s i g n a l s d e t e c t e d a t t h e s e n s o r s ( de f . Yk = F o u r i e r t r a n s f o rm of
ym) ;
136 % t h e r e f o r e Rk i s a n s e n s o r s x n s e n s o r s ma t r i x )
137 a n g l e s ( : , 1 ) = f f t d a t a ( : , f ) ’ ; % phase o f t h e f f t
138 Rk = Rk + mask a r r ay . ∗ ( c on j ( a n g l e s ) ∗ con j ( ang l e s ’ ) ) ;
139
140 % Frequency we a r e l o ok i n g f o r
141 omega k = 2 ∗ p i ∗ f r e q ( f i d ( f ) ) ;
142 tmp=1 i ∗ omega k / sound speed ;
143
144 % compu t a t i on o f t h e s t e e r i n g v e c t o r o f each s e n s o r ek
145 ek = exp ( tmp ∗ d i s t ) ;
146
147 % power d e t e c t e d a t t h e k t h f r e qu en cy b in compu t a t i on
148 i f ( beamf == 0) % c o n v e n t i o n a l beamforming
149 % Pk compu t a t i on − f o rmu l a 2 . 2 . 0 . 1 0 o f Simley t h e s i s
150 %Powe r d e t e c t e d ( f , : ) = ek ’∗ Rk ∗ ek ;
151 Powe r d e t e c t e d ( f , : ) =sum ( ( ek ’∗ Rk ) .∗ con j ( ek ’ ) , 2 ) ;
152 e l s e i f ( beamf == 1) % MUSIC
153 % fo r t h e compu t a t i on o f Pk i n MUSIC t h e f o l l ow i n g ma t r i x i s used ,
154 % i n s t e a d of t h e normal Rk ( s e e fo rmu la 2 . 4 . 3 . 4 o f Simley t h e s i s )
155 [EVCT , ˜ ] = e i g (Rk , ’ noba l an c e ’ ) ;
156 Rk music = z e r o s (Nmic , Nmic ) ;
157 f o r k l = 1 : ( Nmic−N sou r c e s )
158 Rk music = Rk music + EVCT( : , k l ) ∗EVCT( : , k l ) ’ ;
159 end
160 % Pk compu t a t i on − f o rmu l a 2 . 4 . 3 . 5 o f Simley t h e s i s
161 Powe r d e t e c t e d ( f , : ) = 1 . / sum ( ( ek ’∗ Rk music ) .∗ con j ( ek ’ ) , 2 ) ;
162 end
163 end
164 c l e a r d i s t m i c 1 d i s t g
165
166 % c o r r e c t f o r n e g a t i v e v a l u e s e n coun t e r e d i n d i a g o n a l e l i m i n a t i o n
167 Powe r d e t e c t e d ( Powe r d e t e c t e d < 1e−15) = 1e−15;
168 Powe r d e t e c t e d ( i s i n f ( Powe r d e t e c t e d ) ) = 1e−15;
169
170 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
171 % Group a l l f r e q u e n c i e s
172 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
173
174 % power d e t e c t e d compu t a t i on
175 i f nb in ==1
176 Power = Powe r de t e c t ed ’ . / c o e f p r o b e ;
177 e l s e
178 Power = sum ( Powe r d e t e c t e d ) ’ . / c o e f p r o b e ;
179 end
180 end
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C.2 Cavity Flow Model
The cavity flow model was written in Matlab and is a single function stand-
ing waves modelling.m. This function reads a file containing unsteady stream-wise
velocity along a line chosen by the user. Then it computes a third order upwind
advection of generated pressure waves, and outputs the result in the file modelling.dat,
containing the total pressure field for each point and timestep. The theory and the
results are described chapter 5 of the thesis.
LISTING : standing waves modelling.m
1 % S imu l a t i o n o f waves t r a v e l i n g , upwind sheme
2 f u n c t i o n [ ] = s t a n d i n g wav e s mode l l i n g dyn am i c down s t r e amvo r t e x e s ( )
3 c l o s e a l l
4
5 % Cond i t i o n s
6 Minf =0 . 8 5 ; % Mach Number
7 L=1 . 0 ; % Cav i t y l e n g t h
8 gamma=1 . 4 ;
9 Rs=287;
10 T=305 . 06 ;
11 c= s q r t ( gamma∗Rs∗T) ; % Sound Speed
12 Uinf=Minf∗c ; % Free−s t r e am Ve l o c i t y
13
14 % Computa t ion p a r ame t e r
15 d t =0 .000001 ; % Times tep
16 dx =0 . 005 ; % Grid s p a c i n g
17 min imum s igna l amp l i t u d e =0 . 0 5 ; % S i g n a l amp l i t u d e t o k i l l
18 r e f l e x i v i t y =0 . 9 3 ; % R e f l e c t i v i t y a t w a l l s (Rw. At )
19 % End t ime
20 t f = 2 . 0 ; % Outpu t s i g n a l l e n g t h
21 % Flow a x i a l v e l o c i t y
22 % Upstream v e l o c i t y s t o r e d i n f i l e ( non d imen t i o n a l )
23 % 1 2 3 . . . N
24 % time ( s ) v e l o c i t y ( x1 ) v e l o c i t y ( x1 ) . . . v e l o c i t y ( xn )
25 v e l o c i t y f i l e u p s t r e a m {1}= ’ ve l o c i t y x 085 M219nodoo r 000 un s t e ady max . d a t ’ ;
26 % Downstream v e l o c i t y v o r t e x e s s p e e d ∗Uinf
27 v o r t e x e s s p e e d =0 . 6 9 ;
28 % Co e f i c i e n t t o s c a l e r e s u l t ( Pa )
29 c o e f o u t p u t =3920;
30
31 % Inpu t s i g n a l
32 f r e q = 1 . 0 : 1 : 3 0 0 0 ; % Frequency t o i n c l u d e i n i n p u t s i g n a l
33 % FFT pa r ame t e r
34 nowindows =1;
35 pov e r l a p =50;
36 % Po s i t i o n o f p robe t o save
37 p robe x = [ 0 : 0 . 0 5 : 1 . 0 ] ’ ∗L ;
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38 % Time between each w r i t t e n t im e s t e p
39 d t o u t p u t =1 .7 e−4;
40 % I n i t i a l i s a t i o n t ime t o no t t o t a k e i n t o a c coun t i n o u t p u t ( s )
41 t r a n s i t t i m e =0 . 0 ;
42 % Times tep f o r f f t i n p u t
43 d t f f t = d t o u t p u t ;
44 % S i g n a l s t o p l o t = 1 : t o t a l s i g n a l ; 2 : l a y e r s i g n a l s ; 3 : a l l ; 0 : none
45 p l o t s i g n a l =3;
46 % P l o t s i g n a l eve ry s t e p s
47 p l o t e v e r y =200;
48 % 1 : Mean v e l o c i t y , 0 : u n s t e a dy v e l o c i t y
49 u s e mean ve l =0;
50 % 1 : s t a n d i n g waves i n a tube , 0 : Cav i t y f low d r i v e n by f l o w f i e l d
51 u s e z e r o v e l =0;
52 % Save P l o t s
53 s a v e p l o t =1 ;
54 % Outpu t f i l e name
55 ou t p u t = ’ un s t e a dy ’ ;
56
57 %% Program
58 % Compu t a t i ona l domain
59 % Po i n t t o s c r i p t f o l d e r
60 addpa th ( ’ / home / c fd / g loupy / PROJECT / u t i l i t i e s / p o s t p r o c e s s i n g s c r i p t s ’ ) ;
61
62 x =0: dx : L ;
63 npo i n t = l e n g t h ( x ) ;
64 lambda= d t / dx ;
65
66 % Number o f r e f l e c t i o n s
67 n b r e f l e x i o n s = c e i l ( l og ( m in imum s igna l amp l i t u d e ) / l og ( r e f l e x i v i t y ) ) ;
68
69 % Find t h e p robe p o s i t i o n
70 [ ˜ , p r ob e po s ]=min ( abs ( b sx fun (@minus , x , p r obe x ) ) , [ ] , 2 ) ;
71 n p o s i t i o n s =numel ( p r ob e po s ) ;
72 g r i d o u t =x ( p r ob e po s ) ’ ;
73
74 % Time
75 t im e s t e p =0: d t : t f ;
76 n s t e p s = l e n g t h ( t im e s t e p ) ;
77
78 % The ou t p u t w i l l be w r i t t e n eve ry
79 s t e p o u t p u t = f l o o r ( d t o u t p u t / d t ) ;
80 t i m e s t e p o u t =[ t im e s t e p ( 1 : s t e p o u t p u t : n s t e p s ) , 0 ] ;
81 n b s t e p o u t p u t =numel ( t i m e s t e p o u t )−1;
82
83 % Outpu t image
84 i f s a v e p l o t ==1
85 % Se t eps o p t i o n s
86 sz = [ 600 , 3 00 ] ;
87 s c r e e n s i z e = g e t ( 0 , ’ S c r e e nS i z e ’ ) ;
88 xpos = c e i l ( ( s c r e e n s i z e ( 3 )−sz ( 1 ) ) / 2 ) ;
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89 ypos = c e i l ( ( s c r e e n s i z e ( 4 )−sz ( 2 ) ) / 2 ) ;
90 png f i g = hgexpo r t ( ’ f a c t o r y s t y l e ’ ) ;
91 png f i g . Format = ’ png ’ ;
92 png f i g . R e s o l u t i o n = 300 ;
93 mkdir ( ’ s i g n a l p l o t ’ ) ;
94 end
95
96 % Inpu t n o i s e
97 no i s e = z e r o s ( 1 , n s t e p s ) ;
98 f o r f = f r e q
99 no i s e = no i s e +( f r e q ( end )−f ) ∗ s i n (2∗ p i ∗ t im e s t e p ∗ f + rand ( ) ∗2∗ p i ) / f r e q ( end ) ;
100 end
101 no i s e =no i s e ’ / max ( abs ( n o i s e ) ) ;
102 window = n s t e p s / ( f l o o r ( 1 + ( ( nowindows−1)∗(1−( p o v e r l a p / 1 0 0 ) ) ) ) ) ;
103 o v e r l a p = f l o o r ( window ∗ ( p o v e r l a p / 1 0 0 ) ) ;
104 [ pxx , f ] = pwelch ( no i s e−mean ( n o i s e ) , window , ove r l ap , [ ] , 1 / d t ) ;
105
106 % P l o t s i n g l e−s i d e d amp l i t u d e spec t rum .
107 f i g u r e ( 1 0 )
108 p l o t ( f , pxx )
109 xl im ( gca , [ 0 , 2 5 0 ] )
110 t i t l e ( ’ S i ng l e−Sided Ampl i tude Spect rum of y ( t ) ’ )
111 x l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (Hz ) ’ )
112 y l a b e l ( ’ |Y( f ) | ’ )
113
114 % Number o f a d v e c t i o n s
115 nb adv= n b r e f l e x i o n s +1;
116 % I n i t i a l i s e t h e s o l u t i o n p ( x , t )
117 p r e s = z e r o s ( n p o i n t ∗nb adv , 1 ) ;
118 f i g u r e ( 1 )
119
120 % Load upsteam v e l o c i t y
121 f i l e = v e l o c i t y f i l e u p s t r e a m {1} ;
122 v e l o v i t y mean = lo ad ( f i l e ) ;
123 v e l o v i t y mean ( 2 : end , 2 : end ) = v e l o v i t y mean ( 2 : end , 2 : end ) ∗Uinf ;
124 % Ve l o c i t i e s
125 % Axia l p o s i t i o n s
126 x0= ve l o v i t y mean ( 2 : end , 1 ) ∗L ;
127 % I n t e r p o l a t e on x
128 % F l i p t h e r e s u l t a s t h e wave beg in by t h e end
129 vq = i n t e r p 1 ( x0 , v e l o v i t y mean ( 2 : end , 2 : end ) , x , ’ s p l i n e ’ ) ;
130 c back= f l i p u d ( c−vq ) ;
131
132 % Make downstream v e l o c i t y
133 c f o r d =ones ( s i z e ( c back ) ) ∗ v o r t e x e s s p e e d ∗Uinf ;
134
135 % Use t ime ave r aged v e l o c i t y
136 i f u s e mean ve l ==1
137 c back=bsx fun ( @times , ones ( s i z e ( c back ) ) , mean ( c back , 2 ) ) ;
138 end
139 % Use no v e l o c i t y
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140 i f u s e z e r o v e l ==1
141 c back=ones ( s i z e ( c back ) ) ∗c ;
142 c f o r d =ones ( s i z e ( c f o r d ) ) ∗c ;
143 end
144
145 % Time of each v e l o c i t y
146 t i m e v e l o c i t y = v e l o v i t y mean ( 1 , 2 : end ) ;
147 c l e a r v e l o v i t y mean
148 % Number o f t im e s t e p b e f o r e max ( t i m e v e l o c i t y )
149 n um t im e s t e p v e l o c i t y =numel ( t im e s t e p ( t ime s t e p<max ( t i m e v e l o c i t y ) ) ) ;
150 t i m e s t e p 2 v e l o c i t y = z e r o s ( n um t ime s t e p v e l o c i t y , 1 ) ;
151 f o r t =1 : n um t im e s t e p v e l o c i t y
152 d i f f e r e n c e =abs ( t im e v e l o c i t y −t im e s t e p ( t ) ) ;
153 [ ˜ , t i m e s t e p 2 v e l o c i t y ( t ) ]=min ( d i f f e r e n c e ) ;
154 end
155
156 h= p l o t ( b sx fun (@times , x ’ , ones ( s i z e ( c f o r d ( : , 1 : 2 0 : end ) ) ) ) , c f o r d ( : , 1 : 2 0 : end ) , ’ c o l o r ’
, [ 0 . 7 , 0 . 7 , 0 . 7 ] , ’ L inewid th ’ , 1 ) ;
157 h i d e l e g e n d ( h ) ;
158 ho ld on
159 h= p l o t ( b sx fun (@times , f l i p u d ( x ’ ) , ones ( s i z e ( c back ( : , 1 : 2 0 : end ) ) ) ) , c back ( : , 1 : 2 0 : end ) , ’
c o l o r ’ , [ 0 . 4 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 4 ] , ’ L inewid th ’ , 1 ) ;
160 h i d e l e g e n d ( h ) ;
161 ho ld on
162 p l o t ( x , mean ( c f o r d , 2 ) , ’− ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , [ 1 . 0 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ] , ’ L inewid th ’ , 2 , ’ DisplayName ’ , ’cw+
s t e a d y ’ ) ;
163 ho ld on
164 p l o t ( f l i p u d ( x ’ ) , mean ( c back , 2 ) , ’−−c ’ , ’ L inewid th ’ , 2 , ’ DisplayName ’ , ’cw− s t e a d y ’ ) ;
165 p l o t ( x ’ , ones ( s i z e ( x , 2 ) , 1 ) ∗c , ’−. ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , [ 0 . 7 , 0 . 7 , 0 . 7 ] , ’ DisplayName ’ , ’cw+ un s t e a dy ’ , ’
L inewid th ’ , 1 ) ;
166 ho ld on
167 p l o t ( x ’ , ones ( s i z e ( x , 2 ) , 1 ) ∗c , ’ : ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , [ 0 . 4 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 4 ] , ’ DisplayName ’ , ’cw− un s t e a dy ’ , ’
L inewid th ’ , 1 ) ;
168 ho ld on
169 p l o t ( x ’ , ones ( s i z e ( x , 2 ) , 1 ) ∗c , ’− ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , [ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ] , ’ DisplayName ’ , ’cw i d e a l ’ , ’
L inewid th ’ , 1 ) ;
170 ho ld on
171
172 % Se t eps o p t i o n s
173 sz =[400 800 ] ;
174 s c r e e n s i z e = g e t ( 0 , ’ S c r e e nS i z e ’ ) ;
175 xpos = c e i l ( ( s c r e e n s i z e ( 3 )−sz ( 2 ) ) / 2 ) ;
176 ypos = c e i l ( ( s c r e e n s i z e ( 4 )−sz ( 1 ) ) / 2 ) ;
177 e p s f i g = hgexpo r t ( ’ f a c t o r y s t y l e ’ ) ;
178 e p s f i g . Format = ’ eps ’ ;
179 s e t ( gcf , ’ P o s i t i o n ’ , [ xpos ypos sz ( 2 ) sz ( 1 ) ] ) ;
180 xl im ( gca , [ 0 L ] ) ;
181 x l a b e l ( gca , ’ D i s t a n c e from f r o n t l i p (X/ L ) ’ , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ ) ;
182 y l a b e l ( gca , ’Wave Speed (m/ s ) ’ , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ ) ;
183 s e t ( gca , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 16 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ A r i a l ’ ) ;
184 g r i d ( gca , ’ on ’ ) ;
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185 s e t ( gcf , ’ c o l o r ’ , [1 1 1 ] ) ;
186 % Legend
187 l e g end ( gca , ’ Loc a t i o n ’ , ’ e a s t o u t s i d e ’ ) ;
188
189 % Save v e l o c i t y d a t a f o r t e c p l o t
190 da t a tmp =[x ’ , ones ( s i z e ( x , 2 ) , 1 ) ∗c , mean ( c f o r d , 2 ) , f l i p u d ( mean ( c back , 2 ) ) , c f o r d ( : , 1 : 2 0 :
end ) , z e r o s ( s i z e ( x , 2 ) , 1 ) , f l i p u d ( c back ( : , 1 : 2 0 : end ) ) ] ;
191 save ( ’ v e l o c i t i e s p r e s s u r e w a v e s . d a t ’ , ’ d a t a tmp ’ , ’− a s c i i ’ ) ;
192 c l e a r d a t a tmp ;
193
194 % P r e s s u r e s i g n a l
195 p r e s s u r e = z e r o s ( n b s t e p o u t p u t , 1+ n p o s i t i o n s ) ;
196 p r e s s u r e ( : , 1 ) = t i m e s t e p o u t ( 1 : end−1) ;
197
198 % I d e n t i f y t h e d i r e c t i o n
199 d i r e c t i o n =(−1) . ˆ ( 1 : nb adv ) ;
200 % Co r r e c t s p a t i a l p o s i t i o n s
201 p r e s o r d e r = ( 1 : n p o i n t ∗nb adv ) ’ ;
202 % Loop on a d v e c t i o n v e c t o r s
203 f o r adv =1: nb adv
204 % i f wave t r a v e l i n g ups t r e am
205 i f d i r e c t i o n ( adv )==−1
206 p r e s o r d e r ( ( n p o i n t ∗ ( adv−1)+1) : ( n p o i n t ∗adv ) ) = f l i p u d ( p r e s o r d e r ( ( n p o i n t ∗ ( adv−1)
+1) : ( n p o i n t ∗adv ) ) ) ;
207 end
208 end
209 p r e s o r d e r 2 d = r e s h a p e ( p r e s o r d e r , npo in t , nb adv ) ;
210 p r e s o r d e r p r o b e s = p r e s o r d e r 2 d ( p robe pos , : ) ;
211 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
212 d i s p ( ’ S t a r t i n g s im u l a t i o n . . . ’ ) ;
213
214 % Advec t ion p o i n t s
215 p =3: npo in t −1;
216 % Outpu t s t e p
217 o u t s t e p =1;
218
219 f o r s t e p =1: n s t e p s
220 % Actua l t ime
221 t ime= t im e s t e p ( s t e p ) ;
222 % Back and f o r d v e l o c i t y
223 c t =[ c f o r d ( : , t i m e s t e p 2 v e l o c i t y (max ( 1 ,mod ( s t ep , n um t im e s t e p v e l o c i t y ) ) ) ) , c back ( : ,
t i m e s t e p 2 v e l o c i t y (max ( 1 ,mod ( s t ep , n um t im e s t e p v e l o c i t y ) ) ) ) ] ;
224 % Re f l e c t i o n s
225 p r e s ( n p o i n t ∗ ( 1 : nb adv −1)+1)= p r e s ( n p o i n t ∗ ( 1 : nb adv −1) ) ∗ r e f l e x i v i t y ;
226 % F i r s t p o i n t
227 p r e s ( 1 ) = no i s e ( s t e p ) ;
228
229 % Loop on a d v e c t i o n v e c t o r s
230 f o r adv =1: nb adv
231 % i f wave t r a v e l i n g s t r e amwi s e
232 i f d i r e c t i o n ( adv ) ==1
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233 c= c t ( : , 1 ) ;
234 % Tr a v e l i n g backward
235 e l s e
236 c= c t ( : , 2 ) ;
237 end
238
239 % S t o r e p r e s s u r e
240 P= p r e s ( n p o i n t ∗ ( adv−1) +1: n p o i n t ∗adv ) ;
241 % Passage from t t o t +1
242 % Order 3 upwind
243 p r e s ( n p o i n t ∗ ( adv−1)+2)=P ( 1 ) ;
244 p2=p+ npo i n t ∗ ( adv−1) ;
245 p r e s ( p2 ) =P ( p )−lambda∗c ( p ) .∗ ( 2∗P ( p+1) +3∗P ( p )−6∗P ( p−1)+P ( p−2) ) / 6 ;
246 p r e s ( n p o i n t ∗adv ) = p r e s ( n p o i n t ∗adv−1) ;
247 end
248
249 % S t o r e t h e p r e s s u r e
250 i f t im e s t e p ( s t e p ) == t im e s t e p o u t ( o u t s t e p )
251 p r e s s u r e ( o u t s t e p , 2 : end ) =sum ( p r e s ( p r e s o r d e r p r o b e s ) , 2 ) ’ ;
252 o u t s t e p = o u t s t e p +1;
253 end
254
255 % P l o t t h e s i g n a l i f needed
256 i f mod ( s t ep , p l o t e v e r y ) ==0
257 f i g u r e ( 2 )
258 d i s p ( num2s t r ( t ime , ’%.2 f ’ ) ) ;
259
260 i f p l o t s i g n a l ==1 | | p l o t s i g n a l ==3
261 p l o t ( x , sum ( p r e s ( p r e s o r d e r 2 d ) , 2 ) , ’−b ’ , ’ l i n ew i d t h ’ , 3 ) ;
262 end
263 i f p l o t s i g n a l ==3
264 ho ld on
265 end
266 i f p l o t s i g n a l ==2 | | p l o t s i g n a l ==3
267 f o r adv =1: nb adv
268 p l o t ( x , p r e s ( p r e s o r d e r 2 d ( : , adv ) ) , ’− ’ , ’ l i n ew i d t h ’ , 1 . 5 ) ;
269 ho ld on
270 end
271 end
272 i f p l o t s i g n a l >0
273 g r i d on
274 yl im ( gca , [ −2 , 2 ] )
275 xl im ( gca , [ 0 , L ] )
276 s e t ( gcf , ’ P o s i t i o n ’ , [ xpos ypos sz ( 2 ) sz ( 1 ) ] ) ;
277 s e t ( gca , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 16 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ , ’ FontName ’ , ’ A r i a l ’ ) ;
278 x l a b e l ( gca , ’ D i s t a n c e from f r o n t wa l l (X/ L ) ’ , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’
bo ld ’ ) ;
279 y l a b e l ( gca , ’ S i g n a l ’ , ’ Fon tS i z e ’ , 18 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bo ld ’ ) ;
280 s e t ( gcf , ’ c o l o r ’ , [1 1 1 ] ) ;
281 F i l e = s t r c a t ( ’ s i g n a l p l o t / ’ , ou t pu t , ’ ’ , num2s t r ( s t ep , ’%06d ’ ) , ’ . png ’ ) ;
282 hgexpo r t ( gcf , F i l e , png f ig , ’ Format ’ , ’ png ’ ) ;
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283 end
284 ho ld o f f
285 pause ( 0 . 0 0 0001 )
286 end
287 end
288
289 % Resampl ing
290 % Compute how many s t e p s t o wi thdraw
291 t r a n s i t s t e p s = t r a n s i t t i m e / d t o u t p u t +1;
292 d s t e p = round ( d t f f t / d t o u t p u t ) ;
293 p r e s s u r e = p r e s s u r e ( t r a n s i t s t e p s : d s t e p : end , : ) ;
294 % Sca l e o u t p u t
295 p r e s s u r e ( : , 2 : end ) = p r e s s u r e ( : , 2 : end ) ∗ c o e f o u t p u t ;
296 save ( ’ mode l l i ng . d a t ’ , ’ p r e s s u r e ’ , ’− a s c i i ’ ) ;
297 % Save t h e g r i d
298 save ( ’ g r i d . d a t ’ , ’ g r i d o u t ’ , ’− a s c i i ’ ) ;
299 d t o u t p u t = d t o u t p u t ∗ d s t e p ;
300 n s t e p s = l e n g t h ( p r e s s u r e ) ;
301 p l o t ( p r e s s u r e ( : , 1 ) , p r e s s u r e ( : , 2 ) )
302
303 % PSD
304 f i g u r e ( 3 )
305 window = n s t e p s / ( f l o o r ( 1 + ( ( nowindows−1)∗(1−( p o v e r l a p / 1 0 0 ) ) ) ) ) ;
306 o v e r l a p = f l o o r ( window ∗ ( p o v e r l a p / 1 0 0 ) ) ;
307 [ pxx , f ] = pwelch ( p r e s s u r e ( : , 2 )−mean ( p r e s s u r e ( : , 2 ) ) , window , ove r l ap , [ ] , 1 / d t o u t p u t ) ;
308
309 % P l o t s i n g l e−s i d e d amp l i t u d e spec t rum .
310 p l o t ( f , 20∗ l og10 ( pxx ) )
311 xl im ( gca , [ 0 , 1 2 0 0 ] )
312 t i t l e ( ’ S i ng l e−Sided Ampl i tude Spect rum of y ( t ) ’ )
313 x l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (Hz ) ’ )
314 y l a b e l ( ’ |Y( f ) | ’ )
315 end
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